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ABSTRACT 
As a means of social differentiation through taste, distinction has historically been 
viewed as a form of snobbishness. Elites with high cultural capital used their exclusive, 
esoteric, and refined preferences to both signal and justify their superior position in society. 
More recently, however, scholars have largely agreed that the dynamics of distinction have 
changed. In our “omnivorous” era, the types of tastes that are socially valuable are also more 
wide ranging, accessible, and tolerant of cultural expressions outside the Western elite 
cannon. While broadly accepted, the omnivore thesis has been subject to sustained critiques. 
This dissertation furthers such inquiries by examining whether the metaphor of the 
omnivore is appropriate.   
To be omnivorous, two separate criteria must be met: taste must be less restrictive 
than classic sociological theories would predict, and new cultural objects must be valued on 
their own terms. Across four food-related cases, I ask which logics and practices go into 
elevating seemingly ordinary and non-elite material objects: in 1) the category of “natural” 
foods in differently classed supermarket settings; 2) the service strategies of food truck 
operators trying to appeal to customers in different Boston neighborhoods; 3) the standards 
of value applied by participants in a food swap event, where individuals barter with items 
they have made, grown, or foraged themselves; and 4) the reappraisal of rosé wine by wine 
		 x 
critics. Comparisons across diverse cases avoid reifying what counts as valuable within a 
given category, bringing more general logics of the gastronomic field to the fore. Using 
ethnography and content analysis, I find that while contemporary foodies may be consuming 
a wider range of objects, these objects are not accepted on their own terms. New objects and 
food practices are more highly valued when producers, distributors, consumers, and critics 
can monopolize the social meanings that get attached to them. As a result, this dissertation 
suggests a new metaphor for taste in contemporary social life. Foodies are more like the 
miners of our culinary landscapes than true omnivores. Theirs is an eye for raw materials—
appropriating and refining their quarries to fit their needs. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
On a Sunday afternoon, in an up-and-coming neighborhood of a large Northeastern 
city filled with revitalized wharfs and warehouses, a group of approximately twenty people 
had gathered in a rented room. They were almost all women, nearly all white, and they 
ranged from their early twenties to late middle age. They were there for a food swap: a type 
of informal “sharing economy” initiative where individuals barter with foods they have 
made, grown, or foraged themselves. I was there both to participate—I had brought 
homemade Oreos for trade—and to investigate the economic practices and cultural values 
of these informal markets.  
The action of the afternoon began with participants walking around and sampling 
foods, followed by a silent auction when people made written offers to trade with others. 
After all the bids were entered, the trades began. No money changed hands, but food soon 
circulated throughout the group. After no more than 20 minutes, all the trades were 
concluded and everyone packed up their bags.  
I left with a young woman in her mid-twenties. We chatted as we took the elevator 
down. That afternoon, she was disappointed with the quality of some of her trades. A bag of 
muffins particularly bothered her. Beneath the plastic, the muffins had begun to sweat. The 
condensation made their pale, somewhat gray color even less appetizing. She found them 
utterly distasteful. Unwilling to eat them herself, she left the bag with a homeless person who 
was begging on the corner. It is no secret that there are plenty of cultural tropes about the 
exacting standards of foodies: so many that “foodie,” like “hipster,” is often a disavowed 
identity (Arsel and Thompson 2011; Johnston and Baumann 2010). Very few people choose 
to call themselves foodies. Yet this swapping event was meant to be a transformative social 
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space where creative cooking was nurtured, allowing urbanites to “take back their pantries” 
from an alienating food system one jelly jar at a time. In this most surprising of places, 
distinguishing practices paradoxically appear (Schor et al. 2016).  
It’s a pattern that seems to repeat itself all the time. The dynamic of distinction—the 
tendency to use subjective judgements of taste to justify, create, or mark actual social 
inequalities (Bourdieu 1984)— is one of the most studied phenomenon in cultural sociology. 
Yet distinguishing practices often crop up in ways we wouldn’t always expect.  
Sometimes, the dynamic seems to go in reverse: things that are detested become 
enchanting. However, on closer inspection these “lowbrow” objects are rarely appreciated at 
face value: they are redefined in ways that are just as exclusive. In the New York Times, there 
was a wine critic who described the entire category of rosé with the following analogy: 
Rosé is like an embarrassing relative—the feckless brother-in-law who is always 
broke or the cousin who gets drunk at parties. No one’s ever quite sure what to do 
about him. If you believe that wine’s principal role is to enhance food, which it is, 
rosé won’t seem to have any serious work to do (Prial 2002: F8) 
This typically classist statement gracing the pages of the New York Times, describes what was, 
in fact, one of the most popular styles of wine in America. Rose was the wine variety critics 
seemingly loved to hate. Just a few years later, wine critics would change their minds entirely. 
They’d come to celebrate rosé, but not its more “feckless” qualities. To be valuable, critics 
fundamentally shifted the criteria they used to judge a good rosé. They re-wrote the rules.  
Classist takes on food show up in more innocuous places, too: like conversations 
about grocery stores and healthy, wholesome foods. In Boston’s Jamaica Plain 
neighborhood, tensions flared in 2011 after Whole Foods Market decided to open a location 
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in the neighborhood. By some measures, Jamaica Plain is a thoroughly gentrified 
neighborhood (“Boston Gentrification” 2019). However, many residents felt as though the 
entry of Whole Foods signaled a continuing—and, perhaps, intensifying—process of 
neighborhood transformation (Anguelovski 2015). Critics feared that the Whole Foods 
would hastened the rate of neighborhood transformation—displacing ever more longtime 
residents. Meanwhile, supporters cheered. “I do not eat processed food, and now I can 
finally eat healthy food,” one supporter rejoiced (in Anguelovski 2015: 191).  These 
sentiments were expressed despite the fact that Whole Foods was replacing a full service 
grocery store that had closed down. What’s more, the neighborhood was also home to yet 
another 40,510 square foot supermarket a short ten-minute walk (or six-minute bus ride) 
away. In an online posting, another supportive resident remarked,  
For far too many years, the Jamaica Plain neighborhood has been without a high-
quality supermarket. While I am aware that Hi-Lo served the Latino market, the rest 
of the neighborhood has been under-served by a high-quality market serving the 
changing demographics of the neighborhood (Tamasy 2011, February 18). 
This individual’s expectations for a “high-quality” store to satisfy the new class of residents 
who had been moving into the neighborhood underscores the deep class divides in what we 
eat: and the ways that even mundane acts like grocery shopping can offer claims to a 
superior sense of self. 
Similar class tensions were afoot  in the Boston Food Truck Program, designed by 
city regulators to expand access to healthy affordable food by opening up city streets to 
mobile food vending. Sites were selected for truck parking with the express intention of 
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including underserved communities. And yet participating trucks avoided these spots, and 
lamented the overall lack of parking spaces in more “cultured” neighborhoods.  
What do all of these cases have in common? Each of these are instances where we 
shouldn’t expect logics of distinction to operate so openly—or even at all. A food swap 
founded to help people “take back their pantries” by collaborating—lessening the burden 
and the monotony of home cooking. An everyday, “drinkable” wine style. Access to natural, 
healthy and wholesome food. A food truck program designed to help all Bostonians grab a 
nutritious, affordable meal to-go. Even in these cases, distinction and status-marking, what 
we might call for short hand, snobbishness, is rampant. 
 Food is often credited with bringing people together, but it can also bring out the 
worst in us.  
Have We Ever Been Omnivores? 
As a means of social differentiation through taste, the dynamics of distinction 
described by Bourdieu appear snobbish. High status actors, those with the most cultural 
capital, valued things based on aesthetic criteria of refinement and rarity. They rejected all 
that was common, popular, and of mass appeal (Bourdieu 1984). In many ways, these 
consumers seem like “univores”: exclusively consuming one type of culture—elite culture 
(Peterson 1992). But beginning with studies of music in the 1990’s (Peterson 1992; Peterson 
and Kern 1996; Peterson and Simkus 1992; Bryson 1996), the opposite seemed to be the 
case. Elite consumers were more likely to consume high-brow culture. But they were also 
likely to be the least exclusive: to consume, by far, the broadest range of culture (Peterson 
1992).  
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According to cultural sociologists, we live in an omnivorous era. The old, consensual 
hierarchies of highbrow and lowbrow culture have been collapsed (Peterson and Simkus 
1992). Crass, in your face elitism seems increasingly out of touch with the ways elites are 
socialized to imagine the world’s hierarchies as flat, open, and accessible to all (Kahn 2011). 
And in many ways, it makes sense. The life of today’s elites is not an unending banquet of 
foie gras and truffles. Elite consumers do not just gain distinction through consumption of 
highbrow cultural objects (Peterson and Simkus 1992), making homologous relationships 
between class and standard categories of high, middle, and lowbrow culture tenuous (Holt 
1998). Trendsetters in the food world eat burgers (Johnston and Bauman 2007).  
However, sociologists have been quick to point out that elites’ transformation of 
taste has not been the death knell of distinction. Hardly. A class-based organization of tastes 
remains intact (see Carfagna et al., 2014; Johnston and Baumann, 2007; Peterson and Kern, 
1996; van Eijck and Lievens, 2001; West, 2010). Instead, the ability to judge and consume 
cultural objects across the full range of consumer goods through transposable criteria of 
valuation (i.e. an omnivorous disposition) is, in and of itself, a basis for distinction (Bryson 
1996; Peterson and Simkus 1992). In some ways, distinction becomes more salient as a 
relatively narrow set of appropriate goods must be consecrated out of seemingly endless 
arrays of cultural products (Johnston and Baumann 2007:169). It would seem as though 
there is nothing more distinguishing than being accepting of a range of cultural expressions, 
giving a gloss of democracy to the battleground of taste (Bryson 1996; Johnston and 
Baumann 2010). 
The problem with taste—particularly with defining what counts as good taste—is 
that it’s fundamentally arbitrary (Bourdieu 1984). There are seemingly endless numbers of 
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things that human beings are capable of finding beautiful, delightful, or delicious. As the old 
Latin saying goes, “taste is indisputable.” As a consequence, taste is “always in crisis; taste 
can never remain stable, because it is challenged by the existence of other tastes that often 
seem just as ‘natural’ to their proponents” (Jenkins 1992:16).  
And so, the seeming democracy of omnivorous taste is just a veneer—a seemingly 
fair, rational justification for arbitrary preferences. Bourdieu himself thought of taste as a 
sort of alchemy: giving a semblance of realness to the ever-shifting, arbitrary and capricious 
distinctions about good taste made by the dominant classes—those with high cultural 
capital. Taste renders the fundamental inequality of our preferences seemingly natural and 
inevitable (Bourdieu 1984).  
The recognition that elite objects of consumption may be increasingly diverse and 
highly variable without eroding a governing logic of distinction has generated a significant 
body of literature on omnivorous taste. The omnivore thesis has become “the dominant 
paradigm of the sociology of taste”: one of the most rigorously tested and supported 
concepts within cultural sociology (Lizzardo and Skiles 2016). However, it is not without its 
challenges. Some have questioned whether or not the omnivore thesis represents a 
fundamental misreading of Bourdieu (Lizardo and Skiles 2016). Others have questioned 
whether other transformations within the field of contemporary lifestyles might better 
account for observed transformations (Schor and Fitzmaurice 2018). Veblenian displays of 
wealth are the norm among some one percenters (Mears forthcoming). Here, I ask a 
different question: is imagery of the omnivore even appropriate? 
In order to be truly omnivorous—for the metaphor to apply to today’s foodies— I 
would argue two separate criteria must be met. First, to be omnivorous, foodies’ tastes must 
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actually be less restrictive than a straightforward reading of Bourdieu would predict. 
Omnivorousness, when it comes to culture, is a metaphor, after all. An organism is an 
omnivore if it is capable of eating a variety of foods: spanning the plant, fungi, and animal 
kingdoms. Omnivores aren’t specialized like other organisms, which are only capable of 
digesting either plant or animal matter. As generalists, they are adaptable. A skunk is 
perfectly happy eating berries and grasses, for example. But, if it stumbles across a delectable 
looking nest of birds eggs (or a hapless bird for that matter) it won’t pass it by. I don’t doubt 
that skunks have their preferences: humans—biologically omnivorous—certainly do. But 
omnivores still have a rather “come what may” approach to diet, compared to eaters with 
more obligate diets. To be omnivorous, then, is to treat the range of culture—from high to 
low—as valuable in its own right:  as a buffet of culture to be explored. 
Of course the omnivore thesis does not assert that high cultural capital consumers 
will consume anything and everything. This is the second criteria: to be reputable, taste must 
be broad—yet appropriate. Consumers with high cultural capital are still choosy and discerning 
in their taste—carefully consuming the best they can find across the previously discreet 
domains of high, middle, and lowbrow culture (Bryson 1996; Peterson and Kern 1996; van 
Eijck 2001).  The most valuable trait of those with high cultural capital has always been the 
possession of an eye for culture: the trained ability to see the aesthetic potential in even the 
most mundane of cultural artifacts (Bourdieu 1984). But while high status taste may be 
selective, to be truly omnivorous foodies must also accept this range of foods as desirable on 
“their own terms” (Peterson and Kern 1996: 904; emphasis original). In other words, a burger 
can’t be compared to a piece of wagyu beef; it can only be judged according to the category’s 
own standards.  
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 But is this what so-called cultural-omnivores are really like? In other words, is 
omnivorousness just a matter of elites turning their “eye” to culture beyond the bounds of 
the highbrow cannon? Or, is there more involved in the reevaluation of cultural objects by 
high-status actors? 
Taste Classifies: Logics, Practices, and Class  
Answering that question requires a return to the fundamental claim of Distinction: 
taste is a byproduct of classification. Which is to say, the value judgments we make about the 
world are predicated on our ability to categorize it. The sociological literature has offered 
three primary means of explaining how and why cultural objects get classified the way they 
do: logics, practices, and class. 
Logics 
Within economic sociology and the study of organizations, classification has largely 
been understood through the logics and modes of evaluation that undergird accepted and 
contested categories. This literature has offered insights into why some categories seem to 
have staying power, and why other distinctions prove harder to maintain.  
The identities provided by category definitions are socially important, taking on the 
quality of imperatives for actors (Zuckerman 1999), and failure to meet category 
expectations often results in negative appraisals and de-valuation by key audiences 
(Zuckerman 1999; Zuckerman et al. 2003;). This is particularly true when category 
boundaries are sharp and oppositional, leading audiences to expect greater conformity in 
their judgments of legitimacy and worth. Consider the emergence of craft brew beer, which 
is by definition produced outside the system of industrial beer production that has 
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characterized America’s brewing landscape since Prohibition.  When a small company 
contracts with a major manufacturer with additional production capacity to brew their 
specialty beers, they have struggled to break into the craft beer world and remain viable. 
Indeed, contract brewers often explicitly attempt to obscure the true origins of their 
products, through clever packaging and branding that makes the contract arrangement less 
visible. To be a true craft brew, a company must follow rule-like categorical requirements of 
identity, which excludes contract brewing arrangements from the category, despite the 
specialty nature of contract brewers’ products (Carroll and Swaminathan 2000).  
This literature also emphasizes the challenges of differentiation, the importance of 
comparisons/oppositions, and the conditions under which conformity or differentiation 
become valuable to actors. Evaluations of categories can be conceptualized as a two-stage 
process, balancing conformity to category requirements with bases of differentiation 
(Zuckerman 2015). But as categories become established and more familiar, expectations for 
what fits within a category become more precise (Fiske and Taylor, 1991), further facilitating 
market actors’ abilities to assess commensurability, relative value, and worth (Zhao, 2005). 
Stable, recognized categories are critical in shaping market actors’ perceptions of 
commensurability (Espeland and Stevens, 1998), shaping how products are valued 
(Zuckerman, 1999), and facilitating exchange.  
While these logics can be understood as rooted in class, they need not be. Instead, 
this literature often situates power in the rule-like nature of categorical boundaries 
themselves—as is evident in the above examples (Rao & Giorgi, 2006:273; Zuckerman et al., 
2003; Zuckerman, 1999). However, this approach can be critiqued for reifying the categories 
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themselves, leaving the conditions of inequality (that render “good taste” socially important 
in the first place) in the background or, worse, unacknowledged. 
Practices 
In contrast to this rule-like understanding of categories, an emphasis on contingency 
characterizes the approach of symbolic interactionists and practice theorists. These traditions 
emphasize the mundane, interactional, even habitual nature of categories (Beckert 2011). In 
other words, we ascribe meanings to objects and practices we engage with, or are 
encouraged to engage with, regularly—allowing for a mapping of our subjective experiences 
and broader social conventions onto the material world (Berger and Luckmann 1966). For 
example, “market exchange is full of contingencies beyond the control of single actors and, 
thus, of a high degree of uncertainty in regard to outcomes” (Beckert 2009). To mitigate 
such uncertainties, individuals more often than not fall back upon conventions (Beckert 
2011). This is especially true of highly uncertain of markets, like those for art or fashion 
(Becker 1982; Mears 2011). Actors must often “imitate and look to each other and to clients 
for signs of what is going to sell and at what price” (Mears 2011: 173). In such worlds, even 
seemingly objective features of markets like prices take on shared, symbolic meanings. When 
a painting in a gallery doesn’t sell, for example, the price isn’t dropped so that the market can 
clear. In such a market “everyone knows” that such a pricing strategy would doom the career 
of the artist and damn the reputation of the gallerist (Velthuis 2003).   
While there is certainly an element of habit and interaction in Bourdieu’s concept of 
the habitus, the importance of such micro-level processes have remained marginal in 
Bourdieusian accounts of classification and value. Yet, increasingly, cultural fields have been 
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re-conceptualized as both a structure and an interactional achievement (e.g. Blaszczyk 2000; 
Entwistle and Rocamora 2006; Otis 2011; Sherman 2007). Cultural objects are coproduced 
through the give-and-take between producers and consumers (Blaszczyk 2000; Sherman 
2007), and cultural products—even the underlying binaries of taste used to evaluate them—
have unstable meanings that shift within fields through changes in the discourses and 
practices of actors (Baumann 2001; Carfagna et al. 2014; Johnston and Baumann 2010).  
Context matters, and goods can change their meanings across time and space. An heirloom 
tomato feels quiet different in a backyard garden than it does on the glossy pages of Bon 
Appetit (Jordan 2015).  
Class 
Finally, within cultural sociology scholars have for some time drawn primarily from 
the Bourdieusian tradition to emphasize class. Bourdieu (1984) famously showed that 
standards for evaluating cultural objects differ by social class and are used by people of high 
cultural capital to distinguish themselves. Inherent in Bourdieu’s conceptualization of taste is 
the assertion that while categories appear normal, natural, and inevitable, they are in fact 
arbitrary. What is real is their origin in the structuring of society.  
The pursuit of good taste—itself an assertion of superiority—provides an organizing 
logic to culture (Bourdieu 1984; Johnston and Baumann 2010; on rules, see Bourdieu and 
Wacquant 1996). In an unequal society, judgments of taste are always implicitly pitted against 
the practices of others, real or imagined (Bourdieu 1984: 6). Lamont and Molnar argue that 
such evaluations reflect and produce symbolic boundaries, or the “conceptual distinctions 
made by social actors to categorize objects, people, practices, and even time and space,” 
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which serve as powerful sources of similarity and belonging among groups (2002:168). Yet 
for Bourdieu, a key distinction is provided by “distaste,” or the rejection of the goods or 
practices of the “other” (Bourdieu 1984). Wilk (1997) has argued that distaste is often more 
powerful than taste itself. As such, categorization is key to drawing lines of exclusion and 
inclusion. 
In other words, good taste—as a category—is always constructed in opposition to 
those who act in poor taste. Through distinguishing practices, a social system of unequally 
valued status plays itself out in the symbolic choices of consumers and producers across a 
host of cultural fields. Even if unintentionally, cultural objects become imbued with 
hierarchically organized cultural meanings. That includes food. 
In this view, classification fundamentally serves as a façade, legitimating class 
positioning. Bourdieu termed this dynamic, distinction (1984). However, this focus on 
distinction has proved limited, in that judgments of taste are assumed to flow almost 
automatically from class position (Leschziner and Green 2013). Taste is an embodied, 
autonomic interpretation of the world through the habitus (Bourdieu 1984). This leads to a 
view of taste and culture criticized as static, ahistorical, and overly-determined by structural 
considerations (Bennett et al. 2009; Gartman 1991).  
The problem is that any classification (good or bad) becomes explainable by appeal 
to distinction. The result is a view of consumers who value objects in proportion to their 
distinguishing capability. In other words, it becomes easy to assume that consumers who 
seek out foods that critics have framed as authentic, exotic, or otherwise distinguishing do so 
in order to distinguish themselves. It would be like assuming that craft beer drinkers only purchase 
a pint because the beers are framed as more authentic than mass market lagers. That 
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shoppers at farmers’ markets might as well hold their nose and swallow when eating kale, 
because they only care that it’s a status symbol. That restaurant patrons get no pleasure from 
an unctuous piece of pork belly—save the satisfaction of knowing it was trendy, once. Why 
do consumers accept or reject a given cultural object? Because they are seeking distinction. 
And if the prevailing mode of distinction is omnivorous: because they are omnivores.  
Bringing these three approaches to classification together—class, logics, and 
practices—offers a corrective to these tendencies which limit what we can know about both 
the contemporary foodie and consumption more generally. Across four food-related cases, I 
ask which logics and practices are required—and which need to be brushed aside—to make 
a distinguishing classification of material culture possible.  
The Cases 
The cases that form the basis of this dissertation are united in their attention to the 
symbolic dimensions of the mundane, everyday world of food: food swappers bartering for 
jams and jellies, wine critics giving rosé wine a second look, food trucks pitching their menus 
to different neighborhoods, and differently classed grocery stores putting products on 
display in a gentrifying neighborhood. In many ways, food is an ideal place to investigate 
classification, and the broader applicability of the image of the omnivore to today’s high 
cultural capital consumers. Food has long been recognized as a status good, and dietary taste 
serves as an arena for intense status competition (Bourdieu 1984; Johnston and Baumann 
2010; Mennell 1985). Moreover, the food world has been identified as a hotbed of 
omnivorous discourse (Johnston and Baumann 2007, 2010). And so, spanning the food 
system from production, distribution, and consumption, each case in this dissertation 
reflects an effort to imbue a seemingly ordinary cultural object with a high-status shine.  
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While such a diverse set of cases may be less common in the sociological tradition, 
comparisons of diverse sets of sites and practices can be leveraged to great effect. Indeed, 
the power of Bourdieu’s Distinction was its attention to the entire field of lifestyles—to tastes 
in such realms as art, but also to fashion, food, and décor (1984). Few others have 
investigated such range since, choosing instead to focus on more narrow domains—perhaps 
to the detriment of our understanding of distinction today (Holt 1998; Schor and 
Fitzmaurice 2019). 
More recently, paired comparisons of diverse cases have yielded insights into the 
ways value is searched for, imagined, and reflected upon (Darr and Mears 2017; Fitzmaurice 
et al. 2018; Leschziner and Green 2013). While such comparisons are often (though not 
always) post-hoc, given their diverse sites and methods, I argue that this is a strength when 
thinking about the logics that undergird categorization and worth. The typical comparative 
case draws the researcher’s attention to the same object or phenomenon across time or 
space. However, if categories are arbitrary claims we make about the material world, it can be 
far too easy to give undo credence to the particular features deemed desirable or 
undesirable—reifying what counts as valuable within a given category. Divergent cases, on 
the other hand, limit the researcher’s ability to give undue attention to particularities of a 
given case. As a result, diverse case comparisons can help bring the more general logics 
operating within and even across fields to the fore. 
To examine how objects come to be defined as distinguishing, I examine two 
separate but related processes (see Figure 1). The first has to do with the restricted nature of 
elite taste. That which is common we regard as debased, while that which is rare we tend to 
view as refined (Bourdieu 1984). Within fields of cultural production, the status of actors is 
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often determined by whether they produce mass-market goods with broad appeal, or 
whether they produce with an eye for the taste of fellow experts in their own or related fields 
(Baumann 2001; Mears 2010). How do high status actors recognize something as 
distinguished when it is fundamentally unrestricted, available, and accessible? The first two 
cases, grocery store displays and food truck routes, represent situations where the same 
foods are available across differing class contexts. Examining this process offers answers to 
the question of whether foodie taste is more open. 
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How grocery stores present their selections of natural foods offers a prime example 
of a situation where fundamentally interchangeable commodities can be transformed into 
objects of distinction. Despite all of the breathless coverage of Whole Foods Market, in our 
current industrial food system, most of their products can be acquired elsewhere in less 
rarified (and possibly less expensive) supermarket settings. I argue that the meanings of 
“natural” foods are all in their presentation. In an ethnographic study of a gentrifying 
neighborhood’s three grocery stores, I show the different logics that get used to construct 
the category of natural food.  In large part, these logics are embedded in, and enacted 
through, mundane material facets of the supermarket like product placements, displays, and 
décor. These marketing strategies are based on oppositions—on beliefs about what the 
natural is, but more importantly what it is not. It’s a strategy of exclusion. The more forcefully 
the category boundaries are designed to exclude, the more believable the category. So while 
some stores have natural sections, or make providing natural foods a goal, Whole Food’s 
very design wraps the entire store in the label. It is the epitome of a rule-like classification, 
where products are either in or out on the basis of their naturalness. And everything 
seemingly feels different in Whole Foods.  By design, it almost demands consumers suspend 
disbelief in alternative ways of classifying the naturalness of foods if they are going to 
navigate the aisles. In order to successfully define the foods being offered as distinguishing, I 
find that work must be done to establish the category’s exclusivity. 
In the case of Boston’s food trucks, I find that actors have a more challenging time 
managing the meanings of their food across different contexts: and the multiple meanings 
those same foods acquire in different social spaces. Street food, as a category, took on new 
meanings in the wake of the Great Recession. Chefs turned to food trucks—once largely 
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confined to feeding tourists, late night revelers, and blue collar workers—as a less capital 
intensive format for their creative endeavors. However, the Boston Food Truck program 
introduced this new wave of mobile food vendors on the city’s streets with one catch: the 
program was initiated with a goal of expanding access to healthy and affordable foods in 
underserved areas. This isn’t what happened. Trucks simply avoided the most underserved 
areas. Some spots were eliminated due to chronic underuse. However, the truck operators 
also treated their food, and their customers, differently across settings. Operators’ selling 
strategies diverged across parking spaces, meaning that different neighborhoods had 
different experiences of what eating out of a food truck meant. They engaged in an 
attempted  strategy of integration—engaging in different modes of service to fit their relatively 
static menu’s into the diverse types of urban space included in city’s program. Yet truck 
owners remained frustrated. Hip food truck cuisine didn’t just depend upon the logics at 
work behind the menus or the branding. Forced to go to locations where there wasn’t a 
“cultural fit,” where older ideas about food truck fare as convenience food persist alongside 
its newfound foodie cred, the program faltered.   
The second process is related to the redefinition of a cultural object. Can objects 
with defining features that are incompatible with the aesthetic logics of distinction be 
recognized as appropriate signifiers of high cultural capital taste? Both the food swap and the 
changing critical evaluation of rosé wine reveal how high cultural capital actors navigate this 
challenge. Examining this second process critiques the common belief that foodies really are 
looking for the best of culture—whatever that may be. 
In the food swap, participants sought to use ordinary, homemade food as a basis for 
both social connection and economic exchange. But, they also wanted to elevate the 
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mundane world of homemade food—collaborating to trade their way to more exciting 
pantries. These efforts ultimately failed, as swappers struggled to agree upon what types of 
homemade foods fit these requirements. Swappers wanted elevated takes on homemade 
food. Indeed, Americans increasingly pursue home cooking as a hobby where exotic and 
creative recipes can be mastered. However, the swap was also founded to celebrate more 
traditional notions of domesticity—of hearth, home, and community (Fitzmaurice et al. 
2018). If food made in a home kitchen seems too branded, too artisanal, and too perfect, 
really, is it still even homemade? The swap’s founders took an additive approach: embellishing 
an otherwise undistinguished category. In other words, fancying up homemade food, while 
maintaining those things that make homemade food feel ordinary. The swap founders’ 
unwillingness to reject the category of homemade food’s historic associations—to police the 
category’s boundaries and assert new highbrow standards—undermined the swap’s efforts to 
“reclaim the pantry.” Homemade food, in its own right, was unrecognizable as 
distinguishing.  
 On the other hand, wine critics had no problem turning rosé wine, a once derided 
good, into a new “it” wine. Although rosé was one of the first wines Americans learned to 
enjoy, it quickly came to be viewed as low-class, feminine and frivolous. However, by 2004 it 
was receiving critical attention and media buzz as a serious wine in its own right. Wine critics 
succeeded where food swappers failed by fundamentally reimaging rosé wine. Theirs was a 
strategy of redemption: rejecting not just rosé’s old associations, but also the very definitions of 
what a good rosé actually tastes like. A typical rose was sweet, fruity, and best consumed 
young, all material attributes in conflict with high-status in the foodie world. Over the course 
of 10 years, the taste sensations provoked by a good rosé would be redefined: good 
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examples began to be judged on the basis of their dryness, minerality, herbaceous flavors, 
and complexity.  
Mining Culture: Towards a New Metaphor for Taste 
 Each of these cases involves what I call “slippery” status goods. These are objects 
where classification proves surprisingly challenging: where labels, conventions, and status 
assumptions foodies bring to the table—or, at least, the things they claim to value— don’t 
quite match with material realities of what they are consuming. Far from reflecting 
omnivores effortlessly turning their eye to new objects of desire, in each of these cases there 
is some sort of mismatch to be resolved. In an era where fast fashion dynamics have spread 
across an ever expanding array of consumer goods, and tastemakers mine ever deeper into 
popular culture searching for the next “it” item, such tensions are likely to become inevitable 
(Schor 2013).  
 While the epitome of distinction may be the effortless ability to aestheticize the 
world, these class-based readings of the material world do not reflect an effortless match: in 
Bourdieu’s words, a homologous, relationship. Reclassifying material culture takes more than 
an eye. It’s a slippery prospect. Creative types get frustrated. Categorizations fall apart.  
 Once low-brow forms of culture are not adopted because actors have an eye for the 
simple and honest (Johnston and Baumann 2010). Instead, across these cases actors are most 
successful reevaluating a cultural object when they are free to fundamentally rewrite the 
rules—to redefine the boundaries of inclusion and inclusion—co-opting new territory as 
distinguishing.  
 In many ways, it is the messiness of cultural objects that have not been elite—their 
histories, their conventional associations, even their material properties— that defies easy 
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reclassification as distinguishing. The sweetness of rosé wine, for example, was a real, 
material stumbling block for critics. If a good rosé wine was sweet, but sweetness is by and 
large a sign of poor taste in wine, how can the category of rosé possibly be redeemed? Wine, 
like the food swap, shows how codes of valuation can, and sometimes must, be rewritten for 
such redemption to occur. And across these four cases, we see that class-based 
distinctions—snobbishness really—has not been eclipsed by a new mode of more accepting 
one-upmanship.  Thus, this dissertation furthers the critique of omnivorous distinction while 
specifying the mechanisms – logics, practices, and class considerations—which enable high 
and low status classifications to work.		
 These cases indicate that the search for distinction and superiority continues to be 
the dominant logic in foodie worlds, rather than logics of egalitarianism. Despite the 
diversity of cultural objects foodies value, biology’s omnivore is an unfortunate metaphor. It 
brings to mind cute, fury animals foraging for a tasty morsel—a rummaging raccoon, or an 
opportunistic skunk. But unlike true omnivores, foodies don’t just seek the best of all foods: 
willing to indulge in both a “good steak” and a “good hot dog,” and everything good in 
between. The foodie doesn’t graze: they elevate (which is another way of saying that new “it 
foods” are rarely ever good enough). Successfully reclassifying an object as distinguishing 
depends upon the food—or its context—being remade.  
In that sense, foodies are more like the miners of our culinary landscapes than true 
omnivores. Theirs is an eye for raw materials—appropriating and refining their quarries to fit 
their needs.  
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CHAPTER TWO: CRAFTING AN EXCLUSIVE NATURE 
In Boston’s Jamaica Plain neighborhood, the opening of a Whole Food’s Market, in 
a space once occupied by “Hi-Lo,” a local grocer catering to the neighborhood’s longtime 
Latino residents, sparked an acrimonious debate. In this diverse, leafy community on the 
periphery of the city, police were called to break up community meetings. Arrests were 
made. Residents who embraced the entry of Whole Foods into the neighborhood decried 
the conditions in the former Hi-Lo store: they described it as “dark” and “sad.” To these 
residents, it was “run down, it smelled, it was never clean, and had bad quality food,” 
(Anguelovski 2015: 191). At one of the public meetings that was called to address the 
community’s concerns about the new grocer, a Whole Foods supporter remarked, ‘‘More 
middle-class people have been moving in for a while now, and thank goodness. I say thank 
you to all those people who have come in and made this a safer, quieter, and cleaner place’’ 
(in Anguelovski 2015: 191). In this account, the movement of a major natural supermarket 
chain known for its high-price point and “natural” food choices was just the latest part of a 
class-based transformation of the community.  
Why did excitement over a Whole Foods Market go hand-in-hand with such 
hostility? Natural foods are a hallmark of foodie taste—more commonly associated with 
pleasant sounding farm to school programs and Community Supported Agriculture boxes 
rather than outright, classist antipathy. Is this just a case of omnivores gone bad? Or, can 
understanding the ways the category of “natural foods” gets constructed help to explain the 
tension? 
I use ethnographic data from a study of three different grocery stores in Jamaica 
Plain to examine how “natural” foods are presented, and their boundaries made palpable, in 
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the material world. Importantly, the three stores at the heart of this analysis span the class 
spectrum: a major national supermarket chain called Stop and Shop, an upscale Whole 
Foods, and a natural food co-op called Harvest. In what follows, my aim is to show that 
cultural processes of classification are fundamentally rooted in attempts to refashion the 
objective, material features of our world. Our socially constructed categories are, at least in 
part, materially constituted through the creation of exclusive, privileged places. While these 
stores share a neighborhood, they certainly don’t share a community—a distinction that 
Jamaica Plain residents’ protests over Whole Foods exposed. Each grocery story has its own 
history in the neighborhood. While often carrying similar natural products, each store has its 
own vibe.  Far from being a subjective feeling, I show how the “feel” of these stores is tied 
to specific physical, material, and embodied realities.  
The Case: Jamaica Plain, Boston 
The controversy over natural food in Jamaica Plain —and what the entry of Whole 
Foods into the community truly meant—is actually surprising. The entry off Whole Foods 
was described by residents and the media as a sign of escalating change. For example, the 
Boston Globe reported: 
For Jamaica Plain's eclectic mix of hipsters, affluent professionals, and working-class 
Latinos, there has been no starker symbol of transformation in their neighborhood 
than the one announced yesterday: The tumble-down Latino grocery Hi-Lo Foods 
will close its doors and reopen as a sparkling new Whole Foods Market (Irons 
2011:B1). 
Fanned by fears that Whole Foods would “replace the canella and sour oranges that made 
Hi Lo a mecca with goat's milk gouda and organic truffles” (Abraham 2011:B1), residents 
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quickly began to organize around the issue. City officials publicly lamented that the decision 
was made without advance warning—fearing the implications for the store’s 45 employees, 
and regretting that residents and their elected representatives were not able to advise against 
the choice of Whole Foods (Taber 2011). Public meetings were convened to address the 
impacts of the transition, only to be shut down by police amid protests.  
In many ways, these were anachronistic concerns. By and large, Jamaica Plain is at 
low risk of gentrification precisely because it has long since been a gentrified neighborhood. 
At the time of the Whole Food’s controversy, Jamaica Plain was already a neighborhood 
with higher home values than was typical for Boston. In 2011, the median sale price in 
Jamaica Plain was $375,000, compared to $362,500 citywide (City of Boston 2011). More 
recently, home values have even cooled off a bit. In 2017, home value in Jamaica Plain was 
down 3 percent from the previous year. Homes were selling for median price of $570,000, 
compared to a citywide median sale price of $600,000 (City of Boston 2017). In one analysis, 
since the 2000 census only two census tracts in Jamaica Plain have been at risk of 
gentrification. Home values and educational attainment rose to the top third percentile of 
the city’s averages in only one of those neighborhoods: a sign of gentrification. The other 
census tract has not gentrified, and rest of Jamaica Plain was classified as ineligible for 
gentrification due to the already high property values and incomes (“Boston Gentrification” 
2019). For Jamaica Plain, the 1980’s marked the first waves of gentrification—long before 
the entry of Whole Foods (Anguelovski 2015).  
Such measures are not without limitations. Studies that have assessed gentrification 
by comparing census tract level data (such as property values or income) to city level 
medians have often excluded some of the exemplary cases of gentrification—within both the 
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qualitative scholarship and the popular imagination (Brown-Saracino 2017). However, 
neighborhoods with higher than average incomes might still be undergoing upscaling. 
Gentrification is an uneven process across space and time. As a result, some neighborhoods 
like Jamaica Plain might better be conceptualized as experiencing the advanced stages of 
gentrification. What’s more, such neighborhoods might include pockets of residents still 
vulnerable to displacement missed by tract-level comparisons (Brown-Saracino 2017). 
Indeed, Jamaica Plain is home to numerous smaller neighborhoods with very different 
characters (Anguelovski 2015).  
Nevertheless, in many ways the Jamaica Plain location provided nearly everything 
Whole Foods looks for in a retail space. The company actually provides specific details for 
the types of retail real estate they are interested in: they seek stand-alone stores with 25,000 
square feet or more of retail space and with dedicated parking. What’s more, they seek 
communities that provide them easy access to a large number of college educated residents ( 
“Real Estate” 2019). The Jamaica Plain space was a bit small for a Whole Foods, but 
otherwise a great match. 
What’s more, Whole Foods was hardly the first grocer to realize Jamaica Plain was a 
community with sufficient demand for natural products to support a dedicated natural food 
store. The first natural food store also came to the neighborhood in the 1980’s, along with 
the earliest waves of gentrification, with the opening of Arborway Natural Foods. By 1985, 
Vegetarian Times magazine highlighted Jamaica Plain in its travel section. Jamaica Plain was 
already a neighborhood with numerous restaurants well suited to travelers with alternative 
diets eschewing meat. What’s more, they recommended Arborway Natural Foods for those 
in its readership travelling with a bit more “do-it-yourselfer” spirit (Showstack 1985:18).  
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The presence of an explicitly natural food store in the neighborhood has continued, 
pretty much uninterrupted, ever since. In 1998, the Arborway Natural Foods store closed 
down. However, they were immediately replaced by the Harvest Co-Op. Harvest began in 
1971 as the Boston University Student Union Food Co-op: a buying club that distributed 
weekly produce orders to members out of a gas station on the Boston University campus 
(Harvest Co-Op “History” 2017). However, after years of declining sales near BU’s campus, 
Harvest decided to relocate—eagerly assuming Arborway Natural Foods lease (Harvest Co-
op “History” 2017), another sign of the neighborhood’s desirability as a market for natural 
foods. Not only was Jamaica Plain already a highly gentrified neighborhood by the time of 
Whole Food’s decision to move in, there was nothing particularly new about the types of 
food they’d be offering. Nevertheless, many residents felt as though Whole Foods 
represented a fundamental threat to the community.  
This may be because Jamaica Plain has remained a diverse neighborhood, despite 
gentrification. In large part, this is because Jamaica Plain is home to six federal or state 
public housing communities, in addition to other affordable housing options (Boston 
Housing Authority 2018). While the market prices for housing in Jamaica Plain may indicate 
a gentrified community, the presence of units renting below market value has meant low 
income households have not been completely displaced. So, while nearly half of Jamaica 
Plain residents earn more than $75,000 a year, nearly 20 percent of households earn below 
$25,000 (Boston Redevelopment Authority 2005; see Table 1). 
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Table 1: Jamaica Plain in Comparative Perspective 
 
  
Demographic 
Characteristic 
 
Jamaica Plain Average 
 
Boston Average 
Percent White Only 53.6% 47.0% 
Percent Black 13.4% 22.4% 
Percent Latino 25.3% 17.5% 
Median Age 34.7 32.1 
Percent Female 53.1% 52.1% 
Per Capita Income $43,233.52 $33,964.00 
Percent of Households 
with Income Below 
$24,999 
19% 29% 
Percent of Households 
with Income Above 
$75,000 
49.9% 37.4% 
Family Poverty Rate 18.6% 21.4% 
 
Data as reported by the Boston Redevelopment Authority (BRA 2015), based upon the 
 2010 Census and the 2009-2013 American Community Survey. Data on gender is based on the  
2007-2011 American Community Survey, reported by the Boston Redevelopment Authority (BRA 
2013). 
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What’s more, Whole Foods was replacing a store with long ties to the community, 
which had long maintained its business by serving the neighborhood’s various waves of 
immigrants. Hi-Lo Foods was a fixture in the community: a small independent supermarket 
tucked between two commercial districts on one of Jamaica Plain’s main drags. Hi-lo was a 
family owned grocery store, but in many ways the family behind it was in the background. 
They had no website and rarely spoke to reporters (LaFond-Lewis 2011). Their business 
headquarters, listed in official documents as located outside the city in a suburban office 
building, proved equally hard to track down: “If there's an office there at all, it's very low-
key. Every doorway in the two buildings that occupy that block is labeled for one or other of 
the commercial tenants. Knapp Foods is nowhere to be found. There are no marked doors. 
No secretaries or assistants” (LaFond-Lewis 2011). Most of what residents knew of the 
family had to be gleaned from public records: while they did own the independent Hi-Lo—
once part of a small chain of supermarkets—more recently the bulk of the business seemed 
devoted to renting suburban properties to the likes of Starbucks and Quiznos (LaFond 
Lewis 2011).  
Instead it was the efforts of Bill Jordan, a longtime neighborhood resident and Hi-
Lo’s manager, that seemed to endear the store to the community. Mr. Jordan began working 
at Hi-Lo in 1963, when the store first opened. He quickly moved up the ranks, serving as the 
store’s manager for decades (Taber 2011). At the time, the store wasn’t even Hi-Lo: it was 
just one location of a now defunct chain of nine fairly standard supermarkets (Zissis 2002). 
When he began working at the store all those years ago, the demographic makeup of Jamaica 
Plain was different, too (Stockton 2004). “The neighborhood at the time was mostly Eastern 
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European and Irish…That’s how I first got the idea to bring in products relative to the 
ethnicities of the people that lived around the store” (Schaffer 2009).  
Beginning in the 1970’s, immigrants from Latin America began moving into the 
neighborhood: from Cuba, Puerto Rico, and then the Dominican Republic. Gradually, 
alongside the neighborhood, the character of Hi-Lo began to shift. “Immigrant customers 
wanted foods [Mr. Jordan] didn’t stock. Faced with JP’s shifting demographics in the 1970s, 
he had a choice: change and prosper, or stand still and possibly die” (Stockton 2004). But for 
Bill Jordan, this was about more than just responding to what the market demanded. He 
viewed his efforts to make the store uniquely suited to the community as a deeply personal 
endeavor, taking Spanish classes and learning all he could. “What we want to convey to 
customers is that this is their store…If we don’t carry something, we ask them to write it 
down and tell us as much as they can about it,” he once told the Boston Globe (Zissis 2002).  
So when Bill Jordan, the visionary behind Hi-Lo—at this point in his seventies—
made the decision to retire, the impact on the neighborhood would prove monumental. 
Some speculated that faced with the razor thin profit margins of the supermarket industry, 
and the centrality of Mr. Jordan to Hi-Lo’s loyal following in the community, the Knapp 
family felt the need to consider their options (LaFond-Lewis 2011). Unbeknownst to 
members of the community, regular shoppers, or even the store’s staff, ownership entered 
into talks with Whole Foods Market, the international chain of high-end purveyors of natural 
and organic foods (Rocheleau 2011a). Whole Foods would eventually agree to a 20-year lease 
on the property. But, before the ink could even dry, the news broke: and fault lines were 
opened in the community. 
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Ultimately, residents organized to voice their concerns about the neighborhood’s 
needs. One group, “Who’s Foods, Who’s Community,” resisted Whole Foods movement 
into the neighborhood. A coalition of members of the area’s Latino community and 
longtime residents who were concerned about how the change might affect the character of 
the neighborhood, they argued that Whole Foods was not a good fit for Jamaica Plain. 
Specifically, they feared the loss of culturally appropriate foods central to the diets of many 
residents, and the replacement of an affordable grocery store with a gourmet retailer known 
for gobbling up people’s “whole paycheck.” As the debate intensified, activists opposed to 
the Whole Foods actually became targets of surveillance by the Boston Regional Intelligence 
Center: an anti-terrorist spy agency tasked with monitoring dangerous extremists (Ruch 
2014).  
For all the organizing and turmoil, the outcome was ultimately a forgone conclusion. 
The decision by the Knapp family to lease the property to Whole Foods was a private 
business transaction that did not require any city planning or zoning decisions (Anguelovski 
2015). When Whole Foods opened the doors of its new Jamaica Plain location on October 
31st, 2011, it was welcomed to the community by protesters and a police detail (Rocheleau 
2011b).  
With the Hi-Lo’s closing, Jamaica Plain was ultimately served by three supermarkets: 
the three cases at the heart of my analysis here. Jamaica Plain has a large supermarket: a 
Super Stop and Shop—a 40,510 square foot outpost of a regional chain of supermarkets 
owned by the Netherlands-based Ahold Delhaize Group (which also includes Food Lion, 
Hannaford, Giant, and Martin’s stores across the country). Until it closed during the course 
of this research, in the Fall of 2018, there was also the Harvest Co-op. Harvest was the 
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neighborhood’s smallest full service grocery store at 9,000 square feet. Finally, of course, 
there was the controversial Whole Foods. It’s a small location for the chain at only 13,700 
square feet—far closer in size to the Co-op than to the Stop and Shop. All three had parking 
lots, with sizes that corresponded to the size of each location. With these three stores, 
Jamaica Plain had more grocery stores per capita than the Boston average (about 0.08 stores 
per 1000 population v. 0.06 per thousand; see Etingoff and Zueli 2015).  
In another twist, it turned out that the Hi-Lo may have actually been one of Jamaica 
Plain’s more expensive places to buy groceries. While by no means a scientific study, in the 
midst of the neighborhood’s supermarket controversy a writer for the Boston Globe turned 
to methods routinely used to research food access to investigate this issue. Comparing a 
“typical” grocery basket of household staples, Hi-Lo was more expensive than the Stop and 
Shop. Residents could even expect savings at Whole Foods on several items. Whole Foods 
offered lower prices than Hi-Lo on items like milk, pasta, cereal, and dish soap. Buying the 
same shopping basket at Whole Foods would only cost 69 cents more—mostly because of 
some fairly expensive toilet paper (Anderson 2011). 
Moreover, in this neighborhood’s foodscape, the Whole Foods has actually ended up 
being the least unequal grocery store. A research project run out of the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology Media Lab assigns an inequality score to stores in Boston, using cell 
phone geo-location data to determine how representative of Boston’s income distribution a 
store’s shoppers actually are. The Stop and Shop is the most unequal grocery store in the 
community, predominantly frequented by those in the lowest income quartile. It’s computed 
to be 41.7 percent unequal.  The Harvest Co-op, on the other hand, overrepresented those 
in the second income quartile. Those in the lowest income quartile were the least likely to 
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shop there, rendering the store 39.2 percent unequal. The fact that mobile phone check-in 
are used to generate such scores does introduce a potential for selection bias—these remain 
expensive devices. Perhaps as a consequence of this, the incomes captured by this method 
are, on average, 8.9 percent higher than census data would predict (Atlas of Inequality 2019). 
Yet Whole Foods is only estimated to be 22.5 percent unequal. Those in the second highest 
income quartile (third) are actually the least represented in this location (Atlas of Inequality 
2019).    
A Case of Mistaken Identity 
 The protest of Whole Foods was surprising for all of the above mentioned reasons: 
1) The neighborhood was already highly gentrified long before Whole Foods came to town; 
2) Whole Foods may be a cheaper store than the one it replaced; and 3) the Whole Foods 
has ended up serving the most class-mixed shoppers in the neighborhood. Yet the support 
Whole Foods received is no less curious.  
Supporters of Whole Foods organized under the moniker “JP for All,” welcoming 
the chain as a force for neighborhood improvement that could bring fresher, healthier food 
options to residents. In fact, supporters framed the neighborhood as one bereft of healthy 
foods (Anguelovski 2015). As I highlighted in the introduction, these residents felt as though 
the rest of the neighborhood was “under-served by a high-quality market serving the 
changing demographics of the neighborhood” (Tamasy 2018). To them Whole Foods was a 
savior.  
But as the above description of neighborhood makes clear, Jamaica Plain has long 
been a place where natural and organic foods—what Guthman calls “yuppie chow” 
(2003)—were available. It has supported a natural foods store for decades, after all. On top 
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of that, natural food has become big business. For over a decade, traditional supermarket 
revenue figures have flat-lined. But the natural food sector has become a reliable driver of 
growth, with natural food and beverages collectively posting sales of $75 billion in 2016 
(Schilling 2017). Given the trends in the food retailing sector, it goes without saying that by 
2019 most supermarkets now offer at least some natural food products: and that includes the 
neighborhood Stop and Shop.  
So while Whole Food’s detractors felt as though the store was uniquely threatening 
to the community, its supporters believed it offered something that was desperately needed 
in the community: a source of quality natural foods. Both of these positions diverge 
considerably from the empirical reality of the neighborhood foodscape. This suggests that, 
for both camps, this fight over natural foods was at least partially a fight over aesthetic 
concerns. Something simply feels different about Whole Foods. 
What follows is not an analysis of how residents felt about these neighborhood 
stores and the changes they may or may not have signaled in the community with regard to 
gentrification. Previous research has examined that very issue (Anguelovski 2015). Neither is 
this a study of the meanings people attached to their shopping experiences—in Whole 
Foods, Stop and Shop, or the Harvest Co-op—or what they take from their experiences 
there (see Johnston and Szabo 2011). This is not an effort to show whether people seek 
distinction through their food shopping decisions. Rather, I seek to understand what makes 
natural foods at these stores feel so distinct that Whole Foods manages to feel exceptional— 
both to its supporters and its detractors. We know that naturalness is a valorized aesthetic 
quality in the gastronomic field, serving as one basis for omnivorous taste preferences 
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(Johnston and Baumann 2010). How do the abstract values concerning nature that circulate 
in the gastronomic sphere become recognizable in the material world of consumption?  
What museums do for our planetary and cultural past—what zoos do for 
wilderness—food manufacturers and grocery retailers do for the more agricultural, 
domesticated side of our natural world (Grazian 2012; 2015). They manipulate the material 
underpinnings of our categorical expectations: they curate. The foods themselves—
collectively, as objects on display—do work to create nature. I argue that natural food is 
more than just a seemingly democratic aesthetic opposed to the industrial food systems and 
its risks, that just so happens to only valorize such a narrow sliver of foodstuffs to be 
distinguishing (Cairns, Johnston, and MacKendrick 2013; Guthman 2007; Johnston and 
Baumann 2010; Johnston and Szabo 2011). Instead, I show that the category of natural food 
is predicated on an inherently exclusive material reality. 
Natural Foods in American Life  
Before examining how natural food gets constructed in these specific instances, the 
general contours of the category must be established. As an idea, natural food has been a 
part of the American consciousness since the 19th century. However, over time there has not 
been a singular, all-encompassing definition for natural foods. Nature often appears to us as 
unchanging and immutable—as the ultimate objective reality, independent of our own 
existence (Adorno 1932). Marx, for instance, viewed nature as the basis for our labor: “the 
universal condition for the metabolic interaction between man and nature, the everlasting 
nature-imposed condition of human existence” (Marx 1976: 290 emphasis added). In other 
words, “by the sweat of thy brow thou shall eat bread” is indeed the law of the land. However, 
sociologists have increasingly demonstrated the multiplicity of actually existing natures. 
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Nature is an idea—a category and a classification—that varies across time and space 
(Agyemon 2005; Fourcade 2011; Kline 2011). 
As it turns out, the idea of nature—in other words, what gets classified as 
“natural”—seems to say as much about us as it does anything in the natural world “out 
there,” outside our minds (Cronon 1996). Like authenticity—or any other aesthetic 
judgement for that matter—naturalness “is not an objective quality inherent in things, but 
rather an argument that people make about the things in the world that they value” (Grazian 
2004:138). In general, however, natural food is taken to mean those foods subjected to 
minimal processing, without chemical additives (Miller 2017). Foods the way nature intended 
them.  
Perhaps more importantly, there have been multiple rationales offered for why they 
matter. Early proponents of natural foods were mainly “social and religious movements, 
some based in Europe, some home grown in the United States, most far from the cultural 
mainstream. These movements included British vegetarianism and the Bible-Christian 
Church, American transcendentalism and the Seventh-day Adventist Church, and Anglo-
American temperance” (Miller 2017: 23). Many early supporters of natural foods were highly 
conservative: some were ardent nationalists and viewed food as a means for enhancing the 
power of empire (Lockie et al. 2006). Natural, healthy soil lead to natural foods. Natural, 
healthy foods lead to healthy people. And healthy people yielded healthy nations. But, by the 
1960s and 70s, natural foods had become a part of the progressive countercultural project: a 
means of resisting environmental degradation in the wake of Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring. 
Since the 1970’s, and accelerating with waves of food recalls and health scares in the 1980s, 
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natural foods have become an increasingly mainstream consumer movement (see 
Fitzmaurice and Gareau 2016). 
One thing that has characterized the natural food movement pretty much since the 
beginning is that it has been primarily a consumer movement. “Especially for people living 
in cities…gaining access to appropriately pure foods could be a problem,” (Miller 2017: 24). 
To do so, adherents relied on the market. Natural foods can be considered a form of 
alternative consumption, in which producers make use of the market to either effect change 
or to gain profit (Duram 1997, 2005; Carfagna et al. 2014; Fitzmaurice and Gareau 2016; 
Johnston and Szabo 2011; Miller 2017; Stock 2007; Szasz 2007). Popular and academic 
works have increasingly highlighted the social and ecological problems of the conventional 
food system, fostering a proliferation of both market and non-market solutions to its 
perceived shortcomings (Fitzmaurice et al. 2018; Fitzmaurice and Schor 2018; Goodman, 
DuPuis, and Goodman 2012; Guthman 2004, 2007; Pollan 2006). However, the 
overwhelming reliance on the market has been thoroughly critiqued. 
At best, the majority of this scholarship has emphasized how these oppositional 
tendencies within the food system have been thwarted. More often, scholars view them as 
fundamentally misguided efforts for seeking to promote change through consumption at all. 
At a time when only about one percent of Americans are employed as farm operators 
(United States Department of Agriculture 2014a), the fact is that most people only interact 
materially with the food system through the physical act of consumption. But in the 
scholarship on food, consumers are often sidelined, because they are thought to “interact 
only in the non-political sphere of circulation/the market, and because they are unaware of 
the unequal power relationships obscured by the veil of the commodity fetish” (Goodman 
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and DuPuis 2002:7).  Others have emphasized that the goals and responsibilities of 
citizenship and consumption are often incompatible (Johnston and Szabo 2011). 
Fundamentally, the imperatives of capitalist business (a fiduciary responsibility to turn a 
profit for shareholders and the need to compete among them) make these consumer 
alternatives particularly vulnerable to co-optation and watering-down by the agribusiness 
mainstream (Guthman 2004).  
Essentially, big businesses can push to gain entry into these alternative food 
movements and to make the rules easier to satisfy, before selling the movement back to 
concerned shoppers in a diluted form. However, some have suggested that such movements 
do lead to incremental improvements in the conventional food system in response to 
changing consumer preferences, and that the dynamics of co-optation can push movement 
members to adopt even more transformative projects (Fitzmaurice and Gareau 2016; Schor 
and Fitzmaurice 2017). 
Looking more specifically at the reasons why shoppers purchase alternative foods, 
much of the literature has emphasized risk. For many years, we have known that safety was 
the primary motivation for organic purchases (McEachern and McClean 2002). However, 
recent research has built on this finding, showing that good parenting is increasingly 
predicated on parents minimizing their children’s exposure to the potential risks in our food 
system (Cairns, Joshnston, and MacKendrick 2013). In contrast to more pessimistic 
approaches, some recognize that market logics alone cannot fully account for these 
alternative consumer spheres. In the case of organic milk, for example, consumers mobilized 
against Recombinant Bovine Growth Hormone (rBGH) use in the dairy industry. Their 
efforts to mitigate risk, and their “Not in My Body” politics, directly lead to organic dairy’s 
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remarkable growth (DuPuis 2000). However, others point out the problematic gendered 
nature of concern and risk management when it comes to food and eating. It is mothers who 
must guard their children against rGBH, pesticide residue, and potentially carcinogenic 
additives (Cairns, Joshnston, and MacKendrick 2013). What’s more, such approaches 
represent a neoliberal shift of responsibility from the state and its regulatory agencies onto 
consumers, who may lack the time, money, and resources to make the “right” choices 
(Johnston and Szabo 2011; Guthman 2007, 2008; Harrison 2011). At best, market-based 
solutions will always be partial and limited, offering little help to society’s most marginal 
(Harrison 2011; Szasz 2007). 
Omnivorous Nature 
Relying on the market to mitigate risk, achieve health, and effect change pretty much 
guarantees that only those who can afford to pay have access. As a result, natural foods—
and green consumption more generally—have been viewed as a form of distinction making 
(Carfagna et al. 2014; Johnston and Baumann 2010). My concern here is not with 
distinguishing practices per se: with the motivations—conscious or unconscious—behind 
consumer interest in natural products. However, given the seemingly objective, superior 
qualities ascribed to natural foods (that they are safer, heathier, and more environmentally 
friendly), naturalness has become a key aesthetic valorized in a purportedly omnivorous 
culinary field.  
The gastronomic field, like all fields of cultural production, is characterized by its 
own experts, modes of appreciation, standards of worth, and symbolic markers of prestige 
(Bourdieu 1993; 1996). Film has its critics, prestigious juried festivals, and awards like the 
Oscars (Baumann 2001). The art world has its critics too, along with gallery openings and 
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museum exhibitions. Books get reviewed on the pages of the New Yorker or the Atlantic—or 
better yet in a trade press like Publishers Weekly. Sometimes, they earn Pulitzers. The food 
world does not lack for such experts and authorities. There we find the dining sections of 
newspapers like the New York Times, magazines like Bon Appétit, ranking systems like those 
offered in the prestigious Michelin Guide, and globe-trotting celebrity chefs like Rene Redzepi 
of Noma.  
In order to maintain their authority over questions of taste, cultural producers and 
intermediaries in the gastronomic field work to demonstrate the type of expertise that makes 
their opinions about taste socially useful and necessary. Often, this requires a demonstration 
of uncommon knowledge: seeking out goods that are rare, challenging to produce, or 
difficult to appreciate (Smith-Maguire 2010). However, the cultural omnivore thesis would 
predict that experts today cannot only favor elite status goods—goods that are often 
expensive or rare by definition (Bourdieu 1984). Instead, taste-makers in the culinary field 
must elevate particular foods and denigrate others without appearing snobbish. Whether you 
call omnivorous taste democratic (Johnston and Baumann 2010), tolerant (Bryson 1996), or 
cosmopolitan (Cappeliez and Johnston 2013), omnivorous taste is predicated on evaluative 
criteria that maintain an appearance of meritocracy (Khan 2011). Rules of good taste that 
pass as tolerant, objective criteria, but still manage to only consecrate a limited number of 
goods, are the core of omnivorous taste (Johnston and Baumann 2010).  
At the level of the culinary field, scholars have argued that frames of naturalness—as 
a form of authenticity—serve precisely this omnivorous purpose (Johnston and Baumann 
2010; Kaplan 2015). A taste for authentic products seems accessible to all. Any category of 
good can have authentic examples—not just elite culture. Natural products are categorically 
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pitted against the industrial food system and its additives: not against lowbrow cuisine, per 
se. These types of products exude an unaffected simplicity, since natural foods are those that 
remain closer to the way they are found in nature: without human interference (Kaplan 
2015). What could be more set apart from human artifice and striving—more authentic—
than nature itself (see Zukin 2008)? Beyond authenticity, caring about the naturalness of 
foods certainly doesn’t seem like the competitive, status-seeking consumption of the typical 
snob (Veblen 1899). Indeed, natural foods—foods that are safe, healthy, produced with 
integrity, and good for the planet—are increasingly cast as an imperative every consumer 
should be demanding, regardless of their means (Cairns, Joshnston, and MacKendrick 2013; 
Johnston and Szabo 2011; Guthman 2007, 2008; Harrison 2011; Szasz 2007). 
However, the ability to define, recognize, and consume authentic culture is often 
predicated on privilege (Brown- Saracino, 2007; Grazian, 2003, 2004; Johnston & Baumann, 
2007, 2010; Jordan 2015; Lloyd, 2010; Ocejo 2014). This is no less true in the food world. In 
an industrial food system characterized by mass-production, finding authentic products can 
be tremendously difficult. It requires considerable knowledge, time, and often money 
because authentic natural foods are framed as being produced on the periphery of—or 
better yet outside—the industrial food system (Johnston and Baumann 2010; Ocejo 2014). 
And so, the value placed on natural foods in the culinary field represents an aesthetic of 
omnivorous distinction (Johnston and Baumann 2010) 
The honest, simple, natural and the authentic: these are the things that fill out the 
glossy spread of food magazines, the lofty verbiage of reviews, and the sparse descriptions of 
today’s menus (Johnston and Baumann 2010; Leschziner 2015; Ocejo 2017; Wang 2013). 
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But how do these valorized aesthetic ideals of nature get translated into everyday consumer 
spaces?  
The Supermarket 
The grocery store, as a key site where the category of natural food gets 
constructed— where nature gets put on display—is only beginning to be explored (Cochoy 
2007). And this has consequences. Today, supermarkets remain remarkably secure in the 
world of brick-and-mortar retailing, even while more and more of consumer life migrates 
online. Today, over 9 percent of retail sales are made online (US Census Bureau 2019), and 
that number is only expected to grow: to as much as 17 percent in 2022 (Keyes 2017). 
Meanwhile, despite continued economic growth and declining unemployment, 
approximately 7,000 brick and mortar stores went out of business nationwide in 2017 
(Isidore 2017). It was a record-high, exceeding even the number of store closings that 
followed in the wake of the 2008 financial collapse (Wattles 2017).  But with food, only 
about 1 percent of the entire grocery industry’s sales have shifted online. In fact, groceries 
seem so impervious to the march of e-commerce that it has “drawn more and more stores 
into the market for prepared food, snacks, and other traditional grocery items as a reliable 
driver of store traffic,” (Giammona 2017). Even a store like Dollar General now brings in 75 
percent of its revenue from consumables (Giammona 2017). The fact is, most food 
shopping still takes place in the tactile, stimulating, sensuous, and sometimes disquieting 
material world of the supermarket: material worlds that construct very different natures. In 
other words, supermarkets can provide a unique context where place remains a highly salient 
feature of the consumer experience. 
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As physical beings, our existence is bound to space: to “abstract geometries” such as 
“distance, direction, size, shape, volume” (Gieryn 2000:465). These material properties 
undoubtedly shape our lives, but they have an existence largely independent us, or even our 
own awareness of them. Place, on the other hand, is space made meaningful. “A spot in the 
universe, with a gathering of physical stuff there, becomes a place only when it ensconces 
history or utopia, danger or security, identity or memory” (Gieryn 2000:465). One of the 
ways we make spaces meaningful is with the objects we assemble in them: objects rife with 
symbolic meaning (Bourdieu 1984; Madigan and Munro 1996; Zukin and Kosta 2004). 
Within sociology and related disciplines, there have been repeated calls to pay 
attention to the world of things (Appadurai 1986; Douglas and Isherwood  [1979] 1996; 
Heneghan 2003; Molotch 2003). More recent work has investigated the “packaging stories” 
encountered by consumers as a form of gourmet food writing in their own right (Singer 
2018). While this work draws attention to the material object of consumption, the unit of 
analysis remains the discursive elements. However, the packaging itself has a message. Not 
just the material packaging, but the ways grocery stores package whole lines of products. 
Individual objects certainly matter, but often the meaning of a place is more than the sum of 
its parts (Jacobs [1961] 1989). In trendy neighborhoods, for example, it is not the individual 
stores but the collective activity of the block that sets a place apart as a distinguishing 
destination (Zukin and Kosta 2004). Paying attention to the “feel” of grocery stores—to the 
ways a multitude of objects get assembled in space—can help lay bare the logics of exclusion 
at work in the supermarket. Beneath the airs and graces that characterize the discourses of 
the foodie world (the apparent fairness of its aesthetic standards—the virtues of nature), 
unabashed exclusivity remains the organizing principle.  
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In many ways, paying attention to the supermarket problematizes the way the 
literature on cultural omnivores has characterized “naturalness” in the contemporary 
gastronomic field. While the frames of nature may suggest connections to simpler times and 
modes of production outside the industrial food system, pretty much everything 
encountered in the supermarket—even ‘natural’ foods— are produced by a food system 
predicated on standardization and uniformity. Products are remarkably similar in terms of 
quality and availability between grocery stores; indeed, most of the products shoppers 
encounter are exactly the same as those they would find in any other store. They only appear 
bespoke. Their packages tell tales of honest production methods and the value of a job well 
done. But the presence of such products in the supermarket at all (produced at such a scale 
as to be distributed through the industrial food system) belies their industrial origins—and 
their supposed oppositional identity. The availability of “natural” foods at just about any 
supermarket means there’s really no need to shop in a special venue to mitigate exposure to 
risky ingredients. And these products’ ubiquity makes conceptualizing the products 
themselves as distinguishing seem curious: the “mass” has never been distinguishing 
(Bourdieu 1984).  
  Conceptualizing natural food as an identity opposed to the industrial food system is 
in many ways problematic, since natural food pioneers actively worked to sell their vision of 
a better food system. Rather than a “hostile-worlds” antagonism, advocates for more natural 
diets worked to become big business in an effort to transform the food system (Miller 2017; 
Zelizer 2010). As a result, looking to the products themselves to understand how the 
category of natural food gets constructed might be useful, but only to a point. Even the most 
ostensibly alternative products have become thoroughly integrated into the dominant 
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agricultural system—produced and distributed by major multinational corporations (Howard 
2009). Whether we call it cooptation, a cat and mouse game of resistance, or the savvy use of 
big-business by movement members, industrialization has spread even the most niche of 
food movements into the mainstream (Fitzmaurice and Gareau 2016; Schor and Fitzmaurice 
2017; Guthman 2004; Miller 2017).  
But, we know that the same objects can have different meanings across contexts 
(Appadurai; Jordan 2015). If these mass produced products seem special, then, it’s because 
of how they feel— in a given time and place.  
Methods 
The research for this case involved a mixed methods approach, building off of a 
two-year ethnography of Jamaica Plain’s three supermarkets. I was able to take short notes 
on my personal grocery list while in each store, and then detailed field notes were written 
immediately following each shopping trip. I shopped multiple times a week each store, 
alternating days and hours for variations. Much of the research was observational, however 
informal conversations with fellow shoppers and employees occurred in each location. 
Additionally, I conducted six informal interviews with neighborhood residents. 
 Analysis of field notes was inductive, and data collection was iterative, allowing the 
data to generate new hypotheses. I applied a narrative analytical approach to the data, given 
the contradictory and “slippery” qualities inherent in defining natural food. As such, I 
attempted to see how stores managed contradictions and created a compelling role for 
natural foods to play in the diets of their shoppers (Josselson 2011). This approach seemed 
particularly suitable given my emerging theoretical interest in how stores framed their 
products.  
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 As I generated theoretical insights through data analysis, I returned to the field to 
confirm my theoretical explanations’ validity. However, I also brought in other sources of 
data to tease out aspects of how these stores framed natural foods that were not directly 
observable in the field. I analyzed numerous online sources, including company policies, 
federal regulations, legal cases, and online reviews and press coverage for each of the stores. 
While not representative, Yelp reviews were a valuable data source given the focus on 
omnivorous taste since the platform is considered one of the primary ways “social media 
have spread and popularized foodies’ concerns,” (Zukin, Lindeman, and Hurson 2015).  
How Nature Really Gets Categorized  
 Unlike other food categories, “natural” has no formal definition. While terms such 
as “whole grain,” “low fat,” and even the seemingly subjective “healthy” all have official 
definitions, there are no federal regulations restricting claims of naturalness on food 
packaging. Of course, regulatory definitions are hardly ever consensual or iron-clad. Whole 
grain products can be manufactured out of a range of grain constituents, reassembled and 
held together by a web of dough conditioners, and still bear the label “whole.” More often, 
regulatory definitions are just the beginning of a deliberative process of governance and 
boundary work (DuPuis and Gillon 2009) undertaken by federal agencies, industry lobbyists, 
movement members, and ordinary consumers. All too often, efforts to bend standards to fit 
the demands of industry erode the public trust in what such regulations really mean (Gareau 
2013): for our food and our food system. Nevertheless, even if federal regulations of such 
terms are rarely final or transformative, these types of classifications have made it easier for 
market actors to do business in alternative food markets (Fitzmaurice and Gareau 2016).  
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Despite the lack of clear guidelines for the use of natural on product labeling, such 
claims are now widespread. In 2016, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) took the 
preliminary step of seeking public comments on whether the agency should regulate how the 
term natural is used and defined. This marked a shift at the FDA, since the agency had long 
sought to avoid formal definitions of a term with implications for nearly every aspect of a 
food’s production, harvest, processing, and packaging. However, the courts have increasingly 
been burdened with the task of adjudicating lawsuits against manufacturers accused of 
making false claims, in the absence of any relevant federal standards. Businesses worry who 
might be next (Grocery Manufacturers Association 2016). Consumer groups have petitioned 
the agency to either regulate the term’s use, or to ban the word “natural” on food products 
all together. In response to this call, 7,687 comments were filed with the federal agency. Yet 
while the FDA has issued warnings to companies blatantly misrepresenting their products, 
the term natural remains formally undefined.  
Of course, if category definitions are critical to market functioning—allowing 
products and producers to be recognized by consumers, and facilitating exchange by 
establishing standards for assessing value and worth (Zhao 2005; Zuckerman 1999) —we 
should expect that category definitions for natural foods actually do exist. If not 
institutionalized standards, what marks the boundaries of this important category? The lack 
of formal definitions would lead us to expect an increased salience of cultural cues, context, 
and conventions (Beckert 2011). At the level of the culinary field, we know that discourses 
surrounding naturalness embody an omnivorous aesthetic (Johnston and Baumann 2010; 
Kaplan 2015). As a result, we might ask: are the boundaries that get constructed around 
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natural foods in everyday consumer spaces actively reproducing the relative openness that is 
said to characterize the logics of omnivorous taste, at the more abstract level of the field? 
Rules of Entry  
In the absence of federal regulations, the term natural’s definition has ultimately been 
handed over to manufacturers and food retailers. So in Boston’s Jamaica Plain, Stop and 
Shop’s Nature's Promise® line only tells consumers that “Free from” products (those that 
are not also certified organic) are “just that—free from non-essential ingredients such as, 
synthetic colors and artificial flavors” (Stop and Shop 2018). Those ingredients, however, are 
not specified anywhere for the consumer’s consideration and only apply to the store’s natural 
line. The Harvest Co-Op, on the other side of the neighborhood, has a stated goal of 
providing “a full line of products and services sought out by our members, with an emphasis on 
natural and organic foods” (Harvest Co-op “About Us” 2018; emphasis mine). Whole 
Foods, on the other hand, comes close to articulating a hard and fast definition of what it 
considers natural. This is particularly important because Whole Foods, as America’s self-
proclaimed “Healthiest Grocery Store,” only sells products that meet their “Quality 
Standards.” What Whole Foods defines as natural is inextricably linked to what they 
ultimately define as acceptable: as fit for food. Making the cut is a feat food manufactures 
achieve in part by eschewing any of the food additives that appear on the store’s list of 
“Unacceptable Ingredients for Food.” 
Whole Foods excludes 77 ingredients from the products sold in its stores (Whole 
Foods Market “Unacceptable” 2019). Some of these are, in fact, natural. For example, 
Whole foods does not allow any aluminum baking powders—one of the most common 
types of “double-acting” leavening agents—in its products. It has been over a century since 
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aluminum baking powders were first manufactured, and they are still a source of 
controversy: their purity and safety suspect. One puzzling aspect of this prohibition is that 
alum is a mineral. In fact, even Pliny the Elder was aware of alum, writing that it was 
“produced from water and slime, which is a substance exuded by the earth. It collects 
naturally in hollows during the winter, and then the summer sunshine causes it to crystalize” 
(quoted in Healy 1999). That’s hardly a ringing endorsement; “slime” hardly sounds safe to 
eat, let alone appetizing. But, even when synthesized, that’s still pretty much the way it is 
made. It extracted with the aid of acids from either aluminum-rich clays like kaolin (perhaps 
not unlike Pliny’s slime), or from the mineral bauxite. It seems relatively natural. 
What’s more, the exclusion of sodium aluminum sulfate—and the typical double-
acting baking powders it’s often found in—seems even more curious, since it’s been pretty 
well established that much of the early demonization of alum was nothing more than false 
advertising. In the early 19th century, the food world—and Missouri politics—was roiled by 
what was called “The Baking Powder Controversy.” Intense competition in the emergent 
baking powder industry lead to the bribery of the Missouri Senate, as part of a broader effort 
to discredit the use of alum in baking powder. Missouri’s Lieutenant Governor would 
ultimately resign in 1903, amidst corruption allegations concerning his involvement in the 
bribery scheme.  In 1904, the Baking Powder Association published public records from 
court cases and testimony delivered before state and federal legislative bodies to document 
the campaign that had been waged against aluminum baking powders by the manufacturers 
of more expensive, cream of tartar-based formulations. The Baking Powder Controversy detailed 
practices such as the use of hired scientists to make claims of aluminum based baking 
powder’s risks, or the use of deceptive advertisements. One advertisement submitted as 
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evidence looked like an apparent news story in the Johnstown, Pennsylvania Tribune: “Said to 
be Alum Poisoning—Serious Case of Illness Reported from the Use of Impure Baking 
Powder” (Morrison 1904: 176). More recent historical research has only corroborated the 
campaign of deception at the heart of the so-called “Baking Powder War” (Civitello 2017).  
Now, it is fears of aluminum consumption contributing to Alzheimer’s disease that 
keeps it out of Whole Food’s stores. In 1973, a report in the journal Science presented 
evidence that aluminum acted as a neurotoxin and degenerative agent in animal studies. 
What’s more, the researchers reported that “aluminum concentrations approaching those 
used experimentally have been found in some regions of the brains of patients with 
Alzheimer's disease” (Crapper, Krishnan, and Dalton 1973). Yet, it is telling that other 
longstanding dietary sources of aluminum—that could, ostensibly, put consumers at risk—
have not been prohibited by stores like Whole Foods Market. One study that tried to 
estimate aluminum exposure found that baked goods with aluminum additives (such as 
double-acting baking powder) generally contain about 5-10 mg of aluminum. However, tea 
leaves, coffee, cocoa, and many dried spices naturally generally contain over 10 mg of 
aluminum—naturally absorbed by these plants from the soil. Tea was actually the most 
consequential dietary source of aluminum, by far. Regular, daily tea consumption could 
expose a person to more than 65 mg of additional aluminum per week (Stahl et al 2018). 
But, of course, Whole Foods doesn’t list products like tea leaves (or cocoa powder) as unfit 
for human consumption. 
What’s more, in order to avoiding using the totally natural sodium aluminum sulfate, 
Whole Foods Market allowed the use of a chemical called sodium acid pyrophosphate in 
their “all natural” bakery items. Blended with alkaline baking soda, sodium acid 
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pyrophosphate (SAPP) functions in much the same way as any baking powder does. It isn’t 
exactly the same as a double acting, heat-activated, alum baking powder. But it can serve as a 
substitute, because the end results are similar: a longer window of gas production, or 
leavening. This is because the chemical reaction which sodium acid pyrophosphate induces is 
slow, rather than instantaneous. In fact, SAPP can be formulated to precisely control how 
long the gas releasing reaction will take, meaning a blend of sodium acid pyrophosphates can 
be used to pretty much ensure a near continuous supply of dough raising gas (Palav 2016). 
Better still: sodium acid pyrophosphate has been approved by the United States Department 
of Agriculture (USDA) for use in organic foods as leavening agent since 2006 (USDA 
2014b). 
The problem: it isn’t natural. Not at all. Every expert who evaluated SAPP for 
inclusion in USDA certified organic products deemed it synthetic. It is “organic” only in so 
far as it has made the National Organic Standards Board’s “National List of Allowed and 
Prohibited Substances.” It is an exception: allowed because “environmental impact from 
manufacture and use is minimal, and it is not considered toxic to humans” (USDA 2015:56). 
Food manufacturers have petitioned to use SAPP in a range of organic products. It’s useful 
in keeping pre-cut potatoes from browning, for example. But those efforts have been in 
vain. In 2010, the USDA rejected industry requests for broader approval for the use of 
SAPP in organic products (USDA 2016). Key to SAPP’s acceptability as a leavening agent is 
that organic food manufacturers successfully made the case that there really were no 
available alternatives: at least, except good-old-fashioned, unfortunately-suspect, alum.  
Whole Foods Market ended up being sued over their muffins. Specifically, they were 
accused of engaging in false advertising: by labelling muffins sold in their bakery 
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departments as all natural, when in fact they were being leavened with sodium acid 
pyrophosphate. While a rationale of safety and a lack of commercially available alternative 
was enough for the USDA—which has continued to offer an exemption for the use of 
SAPP as a chemical leavening agent in certified organic products—neither of these logics 
support claims that a given ingredient is “natural.”  
The lawsuit was a class action, led by a Whole Foods shopper named Mary Garrison. 
She had purchased three different baked goods containing SAPP, assuming they were all 
natural based on their packaging. Faced with this lawsuit, the natural foods juggernaut made 
a number of legal arguments aimed at having the case dismissed outright. They claimed, for 
example, that they could not possibly have been guilty of false advertising, since they had 
plainly listed sodium acid pyrophosphate on their ingredient labels. However, the judge in 
the case dismissed this argument: “the FDA does not "require[] an ingredient list so that 
manufacturers can mislead consumers and then rely on the ingredient list to correct those 
misinterpretations and provide a shield for liability for the deception.” (Williams v. Gerber 
Prods. Co. cited in Garrison v. Whole Foods Mkt. Grp., Inc., 2014). They even argued that 
their use of SAPP could not be misleading since it was, in fact, organic. They asserted that 
consumers hold products labeled as organic to even more stringent standards than those 
merely labeled as all-natural. Again, the judge thought otherwise, pointing out that it was 
impossible to know pre-trial what consumers generally know about labeling requirements 
and the various official definitions of federal agencies. But the judge was inclined to believe, 
purely logically, that most reasonable consumers would not expect an undeniably synthetic 
ingredient in products labeled as all-natural—let alone in organic products, really (Garrison 
v. Whole Foods Mkt. Grp., Inc., 2014). Finally, the judge noted that while the FDA may not 
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be interested in officially defining natural, “allegations of deceptive labeling do not require 
the expertise of the FDA to be resolved . . ., as every day courts decide whether conduct is 
misleading” (Jones v. Conagra Foods, Inc., in Garrison v. Whole Foods Mkt. Grp., Inc., 
2014). 
Whole Foods Market ultimately settled with the plaintiffs, and the case was 
dismissed. However, Sodium Acid Pyrophosphate still isn’t included on Whole Foods 
Market’s list of “Unacceptable Ingredients for Food.” (Whole Foods Market, 2019). 
These decisions reveal how the material components of the goods lining our grocery 
store shelves—which are often reduced to purely cultural objects under the sociological 
gaze—do work to construct our understandings of nature. While the ingredients allowed 
may be puzzling—hardly lining up with taken for granted understandings of the category of 
“natural” including no synthetic additives—the explicit exclusion of anything is significant in 
the current regulatory context. Moreover, the “taken-for-grantedness” of categories like 
natural can give market actors space to innovate—and manipulate—consumers (Hsu and 
Grodal 2015). While consumers may have strong opinions about the use of the term natural, 
such industry driven definitions are currently the only relevant natural standards in the 
American food landscape. As such, what is allowed in your Whole Food’s muffin, and what 
gets excluded as unnatural, is important. 
Assemblages 
Retail settings are, by far, the place most consumers get closest to the otherwise 
abstract spaces of economic production (Bryant and Goodman 2013), and these features are 
key components of a store’s feel. These aspects of retail settings help to warp the typical 
relationships between space and place (Goodman and Bryant 2014). Sure, in creating the 
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retail environment, products are literally “placed” on the shelves. Indeed, the grocery store is 
a critical place in the creation of a market for food. The consumer stands before the item, 
made aware of the price of a given quantity by signage, and—unperturbed by salespeople—
you choose. Even the nightly restocking of the shelves—by a workforce largely kept out of 
the consumer’s sight and (ideally) out of the way of their shopping carts—actively serves to 
create a market where consumers are more “free” to pick and choose amongst offerings 
(Cochoy 2007). 
  But, ideally, that isn’t where you are. In the grocery store, that is. A product’s 
packaging—its display—might place it somewhere else entirely—perhaps connecting the 
consumer to its place of origin, real or imagined. Assemblages is a concept from Actor 
Network Theory that offers a way of understanding how “heterogeneous entities” (people, 
objects, spaces, etc.) are organized such that “they work together for a certain time” (Müller 
2015:28). In this view, assemblages are not symbolic. They are not “representations of the 
world”: instead, these arrangements produce new worlds (Müller 2015:29). The idea of 
assemblages is useful to illuminate how nature gets differently packaged because goods, “re-
placed” next to each other, enable the consumer to create “connections of place at a number 
of scales” (Goodman and Bryant 2014: 26). They enable the consumer to determine what 
type of space they are in: and to care.  
Organization 
Beyond formal rules concerning what ingredients are permissible in stocked items, 
the presence (or absence) of a natural section is the second most obvious way grocery stores 
can present—and thereby classify—natural foods.  Ostensibly, if you were looking to 
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understand how “nature” is presented at Stop and Shop, you’d be best served by starting in 
the natural section. It’s a section that is noticeably absent from Jamaica Plain’s two other 
neighborhood supermarkets, making Stop and Shop the only grocery store in Jamaica Plain 
with such a section. Nevertheless, the natural foods section remains an important feature of 
many conventional food stores—even as the retail trade press highlights the mainstreaming 
of natural products and the movement of major natural brands into standard grocery aisles 
(Schroeder 2013).  
Nearly all grocery stores have you enter through the produce section—often with a 
floral department, or at least a few bouquets, just inside the sliding glass doors. It’s a tried 
and true marketing technique designed to exude freshness and abundance in the hopes of 
increasing desire and the sales totals spiraling off the rolls of register tape at the checkout in 
equal measure. It’s the same reason nearly every grocery store has and in-store bakery and a 
rotisserie oven full of chickens. (Are there any aromas more appealing than those that rise 
from freshly baked bread and roast chicken?) (Kendall 2014; Mack 2010). And, it’s just off 
the produce section that the consumer enters the natural section at the Jamaica Plain Stop 
and Shop. Nothing short of a seemingly deliberate design decision intended to conjure up a 
feeling of nature.  
But, entering the natural section is also nothing short of a bewildering experience. If 
there is a logic to its organization, you would be hard pressed to put your finger on it. A 
single refrigerator is tasked with containing all that is both “natural” and perishable within 
the store. And it’s a bit of a mess. There are grab and go items: bottles of iced coffee, juices, 
and an array of kombuchas (increasingly popular sweet and tangy teas, fermented by various 
symbiotic colonies of yeast and bacteria). But there are also jars of pickles and lacto 
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fermented sauerkrauts. And there is hummus. And natural deli products like cold-cuts and 
cheeses.  
If you spend some time thinking about the grocery store and its general organization, 
it quickly becomes apparent that there are really only two ways of organizing a shelf. On the 
one hand, grocery stores often choose to place similar, fundamentally interchangeable items 
together on a shelf. Precisely because the items are interchangeable, the consumer might be 
convinced to try something new: to abandon brand loyalties. Ideally, they might be upsold. 
The cereal aisle serves as the paradigmatic example of this approach (Soares 2013). On the 
other hand, a grocery store might also choose to place complementary items in close 
proximity. The benefit here is to make the shopping experience more convenient and 
increase the likelihood of impulse purchasing. Pasta might be placed next to jarred pasta 
sauces. Sugar is always near to the flour in the ‘baking’ aisle. A display of chips might end up 
near the soft drinks (Kendall 2014).  
Kombucha and sauerkraut might both be fermented, but there is little culinary 
affinity between the two: a sweetened ‘health’ beverage and an accompaniment for 
bratwurst. I can think of even fewer reasons why anyone would want pickles with their iced 
coffee. However, refrigerator space is notoriously limited in grocery stores as a rule, a 
problem only exacerbated by the constraints of a small section dedicated to natural foods. 
But, on another shelf, canned salmon and tuna are on the shelf next to non-gmo, gluten-
free, blue corn crunchy taco shells. That might be among the most unappetizing of stocking 
decisions.  
At Stop and Shop, given the presence of a natural section, the purview of nature is 
discursively and materially limited. It is a niche. It is its own physically distinct area, after all. 
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In many ways, it is like a store within a store. But, while the natural foods section at this Stop 
& Shop may very well be placed next to the produce department strategically, it fails to 
reflect the abundance of fruits and vegetables—to connote freshness. Tucked to the side, the 
natural section feels more like a shadow. Or, perhaps it’s something more akin to an 
outgrowth: an odd, vestigial appendage. Aren’t the adjacent fruits and vegetables natural, 
too? Yet the broccoli and kale, the beet ‘noodles’ and cauliflower ‘rice,’ do not fall under the 
natural section’s auspices. Neither do the little heaps of sour oranges, plantains, and yucca, 
and the aisles filled to the brim with various dried beans. The natural is set apart.     
But set apart for what, and to what end? The natural section is also characterized by 
its material relationships: by the material presence of the objects on its shelves. It’s shelf 
space is limited; its organization, haphazard. However, there’s more. The objects arrayed in 
the natural section are also often duplicates: the same oatmeal found in the natural section 
makes a repeat appearance in the breakfast aisle near the maple syrup. Many brands actually 
pay to have their products stocked in multiple locations, to avoid being pigeon-holed as 
natural and to increase their exposure with customers who might not shop in the natural 
section (Schroeder 2013). There is an implicit knowledge in the industry that customers 
might end up avoiding certain areas in the store—the natural section chief among them. To 
place a product in either the natural section or with other similar products on the shelves is to 
potentially miss out. On the other hand, the placement of these items in both locations 
makes the natural section of this Stop and Shop feel even more arbitrary. If the natural 
section is separate and distinct, why the spill over? Why bother with the natural section if the 
same products can be found in the aisles?  
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In many ways, the natural section is fundamentally characterized by an arrangement 
suggestive of a limited appeal. There are a handful of gourmet, artisanal type products 
peppered throughout. However, this is not a section dedicated to the types of fancy products 
that garnered Whole Foods Market its ‘Whole Paycheck’ moniker. Gluten-free products, 
milk alternatives, probiotic, paleo-friendly, and non-gmo items dominate the aisles. But this 
is isn’t so much a parade ground, a field on which all manner of alternative tastes and dietary 
restrictions can be mustered, displayed, and passed in review. They aren’t arrayed in clear 
enough groupings for that. It isn’t as though there is a gluten-free section, a paleo shelf, and 
a dairy-free display. It feels more like a catchall: a sort of supermarket-take on the universal 
junk drawer; as though everything has found its way onto these shelves because someone 
assumed that people might check this forgotten corner of the store, hoping to fulfill a 
peculiar dietary need. Each product could just as easily be in the standard aisles of the store, 
but then a shopper might miss something. 
At Stop and Shop, nature is a specialty thing: a category of odds and ends materially 
contained and spatially cordoned off so as to not get lost in the jumble of regular foods. In 
essence, nature is a detour for something niche or alternative from regular fare; unless you 
happen to be in the mood for tuna salad tacos.  
Meanwhile, at Whole Foods? Well, everything purports to be natural, of course. 
Entering the Jamaica Plains Whole Foods Market, a smaller location, even for an urban 
grocery store, the consumer is still bombarded by a display of fresh flowers and produce 
specials. In the fall, an enormous cardboard shipping container of butterkin squash—a new 
variety of butternut squash with a squat, ribbed, pumpkin-like shape “taking the gardening 
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and gourmet markets by storm”—sat on the pavement out front (Territorial Seeds 2019). In 
the summer, it was a crate of watermelons.  
Inside, this vision of nature is literally built into the store’s design. In the produce 
section, the walls above the displays are two shades of green, the darker and lighter 
undulating into an impression of rolling hills. It is here that the consumer sees the invocation 
to “support New England farmers.” Embedded in the hills are other commands: a sort of 
natural law. “Eat more veggies. Know your farmer. Good food. Buy local. Plant strong.” 
Rounding the corner into the meat department, the color scheme changes. The 
greens get darker, and are joined by a wash of gray: visually transporting the consumer from 
verdant croplands to the more austere grazing lands of the American plains. The meat case is 
labeled as offering “true partnerships with farmers and ranchers,” in a grocery store with 
“leading animal standards.” As the consumer turns right, the greens and grays turn to blues, 
and the rolling hills become the undulations of the sea. The world of nature is really at the 
core of the seafood department. Perhaps, this makes sense. As the troubles defining natural 
ingredients forced us to confront, of the few foods we actually still take ‘from nature,’ almost 
all of them are found in the modern seafood case. And so, amidst the waves, the consumer 
is assured that any fish that is farmed—where the purity of nature has been corrupted by 
culture—is “responsibly farmed to our strict standards” (emphasis added). But they also read 
that the store “sources wild for pristine quality.” Here, pristine nature is constructed against 
a world in which micro-plastics have been found in the digestive tracts of fish from urban 
waters (Tanaka and Takada 2016). But, it is also constructed within a world in which we 
know that micro-plastic pollution has been found in high levels even in remote mountain 
lakes (Free et al. 2014). 
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Even the most refined, prepared, and manipulated products have signs signaling 
naturalness. Above the prepared food bar, routinely stocked with fried foods, shoppers are 
assured that they will find “In house chefs. Yummy convenience. Local and seasonal 
flavors.” Above the cakes and cookies, the consumer is promised that there are “0 artificial 
colors allowed in our cookies, cakes, and cupcakes.” Above the breads, shoppers are told 
that Whole Foods only uses “unbleached and unbromated flours” and that all of their baked 
goods are “made without artificial sweeteners preservatives or flavors.” Nothing is said, of 
course, about the leavening agents that they use.  
Then, over customer service, is a sculptural set of beams. It is positioned near the 
cash registers, but they are clearly visible even as you enter. The beams support nothing. 
Indeed, hanging from the building’s actual rafters, they are, themselves, supported. But they 
are evocative. Beam-like, they suggest the rafters of a barn. This is a grocery store that is 
aiming, romantically yearning perhaps, to be tied into the idealized working structures of the 
people who produce the foods we eat. They may be polished and functionless, but this is a 
grocery store with exposed beams. And yet, unmoored as they are—looming over the display of 
living houseplants plants and cut flowers—these hunks of lumber could be evocative of 
something else entirely. Visually, the whole customer service booth evokes a tree in a garden. 
Is this the tree of life: the font of nature? At Whole foods, nature surrounds you. It’s in the 
walls.  
The Harvest Co-op, on the other hand, had the least specialization in terms of its 
layout. There was no natural section—in line with the store’s promise to emphasize natural 
and organic products whenever possible. More than that, there were very few specialty aisles 
in the store. There was no international section in the co-op. Soy sauce went with other 
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condiments. Salsa with other jarred dips. Beans were in the bulk area, rather than being 
duplicated in both a dry goods aisle and in the relevant international section. Bread was not 
organized by style as it is in some bakeries. Instead, loaves were laid out in a single layer on a 
folding table in the center of the store.  
Beyond that, departments were not designed to feel like separate little shops, as many 
grocery stores try to do. There was a meat case on the back wall of the store, but it lacked a 
butcher counter (Stop and Shop has a butcher counter, Whole Foods has a seafood counter). 
The Deli lacked any signage to let the consumer know what department they were in. By late 
afternoon, the case was almost always half-empty and unstaffed.  
Where there were separate, specialized sections, these tended to be devoted to the 
same sorts of dietary needs that dominated Stop and Shop’s natural aisles. However, these 
foods for shoppers with dietary restrictions were not combined with the whole spectrum of 
organic and “health food” offerings. Instead, while the artisan breads from local bakeries 
were laid out on a table, packages of gluten free baked products got an entirely separate 
display of their own. Such a categorization reflects a logic of separate, specialized needs. 
Rather than being sorted into a miscellany of “health foods” found in the Stop and Shop 
natural section, at Harvest those breads felt classified as essentials, too.  
Variety  
 The absence of any set standards for what counts as natural, the Harvest Co-op is 
able to offer products that are not explicitly natural, in the interests of variety. They didn’t 
purport to have only natural foods, or to have developed industry leading standards for 
nearly every type of grocery item. So, marshmallows had vanillin, but they were affordable, 
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unlike the more bespoke marshmallows at Whole Foods. Some of the sausage? Nitrates. But 
this allowed them to carry linguiça, a Portuguese sausage used by Boston’s Brazilian 
community. And unlike at Whole Foods, conventional food brands, when mostly natural at 
least, were far more prominent. Major condiment brands were particularly visible. It would 
seem like the best of both worlds.  
In 2010, the lease on Harvest’s original Jamaica Plain location the was ending, and 
the small, costly location had been facing declining sales. Nevertheless, Harvest extended the 
lease for anther 5-years, and began looking for a new location in the area. But when Whole 
Foods moved into the Hi-Lo space to the north of the Harvest Co-op in 2011, the retailer 
felt even more squeezed. Then, developers broke ground on a new construction project 
about three quarters of a mile to the south. It was slated to include a supermarket: a priority 
for that part of the neighborhood. Fearing a future hemmed in by competition on both the 
north and the south, Harvest co-op opened a second location in Jamaica Plain in this new 
development in 2012. When the lease extension on their original location ended in 2015, that 
store was closed: effectively giving the Co-op breathing room, with a bit of distance from 
Whole Foods (Harvest Co-op 2015).  
It didn’t really help. As of 2017, Harvest’s sales were down 40 percent from 2011, 
when the Whole Foods opened in the neighborhood. While sales at both the Jamaica Plain 
location and the co-op’s additional location across the river in Cambridge, Massachusetts are 
comparable, the rent in Jamaica Plain is astronomical. The store paid $25,000 a month in 
rent in JP, compared to the $15,000 the store paid in Cambridge: expenses that undoubtedly 
contributed to the businesses losses, which at one point averaged $30,000 a month (Grebbin 
2017). There were many factors that affected the new location’s shop-ability. Major 
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construction on a nearby bus and rail station made it difficult to get to the store. One 
afternoon, it took me nearly 20 minutes to navigate the intersection to cross the street. 
Eventually, the store announced it would close. But, chief among its reasons: increasing 
competition in the natural food sector (Harvest Co-op Markets “Unfortunate” 2018). 
Part of the co-op’s strategy to compete was to double down on its commitment to 
natural foods, by “increasing our emphasis on local, natural, and organic foods” (Peabody in 
Ertischek 2018). Doing so meant more expensive prices, without the luxury-experience 
crafted by Whole Foods. “In the past several months they stopped selling as many non-
organic fruits and vegetables. I'd love to be able to afford organic, but being a broke student, 
I prefer to have cheaper options” one reviewer noted (L., Emma 2017).  
If you're looking for a place to buy food that's similar to Whole Foods, but 
significantly more expensive (than Whole Foods, seriously!), with a much 
smaller selection, where the produce is rotting on the shelves and the dairy 
products all expire tomorrow and none of the employees can tell you where 
to find anything and may indeed end up asking you what an artichoke is, then 
yes, this is the place for you (M., May 2015). 
Many of the reviews felt that the store’s bare bones approach to natural foods made it feel 
like a convenience store: offering a limited selection at high prices. 
But these critiques glossed over the tremendous variety that was there. At the core of 
Harvest—literally, in the center of the store—was an entire aisle of bulk goods. An entire 
aisle of bulk bins, more than anything, set the Harvest Co-op apart. Whole Foods has bulk 
bins, of course. They are pretty much de rigueur markers of a natural food store. But while 
you can get grains, beans, granola, and nuts from the bulk bins at Whole Foods, you could 
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get seemingly everything in bulk at the co-op. Herbs—both culinary and medicinal—as well 
as olive oil and soap. You could even measure out a jar part full of bulk honey (in the case of 
one young man I observed, it comes drip by painstakingly slow drip). Maple syrup, too. If 
you needed a snack, there was a bulk bin of Fig Newton cookies. Not to mention the dozens 
of different varieties of beans and grains, or the dozen types of granola.  
All of the other departments (save the supplement aisle) were quite small. The 
produce section stocked one to three varieties of the most common fruits and vegetables. 
Romaine lettuce, Kale, Collards, and Chard, jalapeno peppers and bell peppers, broccoli and 
cauliflower, potatoes and sweet potatoes and a couple types of squash. Generally, you could 
be sure the fruit section would include four types of apple, two types of pear, two or three 
orange varieties, lemons and limes. Another week they had fresh turmeric roots. 
Occasionally there would be a health oriented item that strayed beyond these standards. One 
week they had local micro greens. But these were not regularly available—exceptions rather 
than the rule.  
Supplements spanned an entire aisle. However, items were routinely missing. Beyond 
that, the shelves often felt sparse, with wide spacing between rows of products. An employee 
was generally working in the aisle, and often apologized for its state. “I’ve only been here a 
few months, so I haven’t gotten to everything yet.” However, he was happy to explain 
everything they carried, and to give personalized health advice. With so much space, and so 
many missing items, asking for substitutes or help finding things became something of a 
necessity.  Along with the bulk bins, this sort of variety (limited in some respects, vast and 
chaotic in others) fundamentally changed the shopping experience of the store. At Whole 
Foods, shoppers tended to dart around the aisles seeking out specific products. They knew 
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where things were, and what they wanted. At Stop and Shop, customers were far more likely 
to walk up and down the aisles. There was too much to be missed given the scale of the 
aisles, the number of products, and the number of places any given product could reasonably 
found. (Is organic oatmeal in the natural section, the cereal aisle, or near the pancake mix?) 
But there’s a back and forth to shopping at the Co-op. Many times, customers abandoned 
their baskets on the floor: they’d then walk back and forth to the bins, filling up bags and 
bringing them to their cart. It’s work to shop so exclusively from bulk bins. 
Meanwhile, there is far more natural, minimally processed food in the Stop and Shop 
than its own natural section gives credit for. Of course, Stop and Shop is a much larger store 
in terms of sheer square footage. But it is more than that. Nearly half of the “international” 
section—that’s roughly two large, supermarket-spanning aisles—could just as easily be re-
classified as belonging in the natural section. The countless beans and grains are all simple, 
single-ingredient, minimally processed foods: giant dried kernels of Peruvian corn, pigeon 
peas, and more varieties of beans than many people in the US ever have the option of 
buying without having to go to a true specialty store. The canned versions of many of these 
products often add merely water and salt to the ingredients list, and the foods themselves 
also remain in their typical (i.e. natural) form. In other words, the beans still look like beans. 
These are not highly processed foods that can be carefully classified as natural to satisfy 
demands for “good” labels (c.f. Schleifer and DeSoucey 2015). 
There is an artisan cheese case at Stop and Shop, too. As in many of the store’s other 
departments, most of these cheeses would count as natural: if only they were classified 
according to the same logics as the cheeses at Whole Foods. Plus, there are cheeses Whole 
Foods does not offer—cheeses that reflect the surrounding community. Two types of queso 
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fresco. Queso blanco. A frying cheese popular in parts of South America and the Caribbean. 
On one occasion, there were even two different types of fresh curd cheeses. Sure, in the 
breakfast aisle there are bottles of pancake syrup made of flavored corn syrup. But, there are 
also three rows of various high-protein pancake mixes in the exact same section of the store. 
These ‘healthy’ options sport ingredient labels that would fit right in to a Whole Foods 
Market: composed of whole wheat flour, whole oat flour, and whey protein, among other 
ingredients. But none of these products are in the natural section. There are also plenty of 
pure, local maple syrups and jars of raw honey mixed in—right next to the ‘fake’ pancake 
syrup. 
While the produce selection is certainly ample at Whole Foods, large piles of apples 
are not the same as a diverse selection of fruits and vegetables. An apple is an apple. 
Broccoli, kale, cauliflower, mustard greens, collard greens, kohlrabi, bock choi, cabbages, and 
radishes are all in the Brassicaceae family. Tomatoes, potatoes, eggplants, bell peppers, chili 
peppers, and tomatillos are all nightshades: members of the family Solanaceae. Melons, 
cucumbers, and all the squashes (both summer and winter) are cucurbits. Considered 
biologically, most of the vegetables offered at the Jamaica Plain Whole Foods belong to just 
a handful plant families. Abundance melts into remarkable homogeneity.   
What the Stop and Shop produce section lacks in seeming abundance (the bins are 
rarely overflowing), it makes up for with an actual diversity of food plants on any given day. 
In terms of fruits, there are guava, dragon fruit, cactus pear, papaya, coconuts (fresh green 
and brown), and sour oranges (which are classified as a species distinct from the admittedly 
expansive selection of sweet orange cultivars generally on offer at Whole Foods). For 
vegetables, there are blades of aloe vera, chayote (a type of gourd), eddoes (a bulb like root 
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vegetable), yucca (the root of a small shrubby tree), white yuatia (the edible bulb of the 
arrowleaf elephant ear) and malanga coco (taro root). But such a wide ranging array of plants 
does not mean that Stop and Shop doesn’t also have “standard” fruits and vegetables and 
things like the currently trendy beet noodles and cauliflower rice on offer. In other words, it 
doesn’t just offer different types of ‘natural foods’ than Whole Foods or the Harvest Co-op 
(where you could generally find locally grown micro-greens but nary a plantain, let alone 
something like yuatia roots). In many ways, it just offers more.  
Whole Foods initially made a commitment to try and include a selection of Latino 
products—given the history of Hi-Lo serving the area’s Latino community. But these efforts 
were met with complaints. “Produce needs work,” read one Yelp review. “They have 
committed themselves to having Jimaca [sic] and a few other Latin specialties that no one 
buys, and yet they don't have butter lettuce. They have almost no Asian veggies. The bean 
sprouts are often soggy (they go off pretty quick) and I've had to ask them to change 
them. + Do they really need a CASE full of pork hocks & livers??? Could they not have 
more produce or something instead?” (F., Jennifer 2012). The store does have limitations in 
terms of variety: it is a small store.  However, rather than stocking simple, honest 
ingredients, the endcaps are always overflowing with highly processed seasonal treats: mostly 
cookies and candies. When customers complain about variety, the missing objects that they 
find mind boggling are telling: 
Oh, let me count the things they have, on a given week, been out of: 
Spinach (like, seriously? You're 'America's Healthiest Grocery Store' or 
whatever and can't keep spinach in stock?) 
Skim milk (again - ?!!!) 
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Cauliflower 
Chard 
Fennel 
Pomegranate seeds 
Pizza dough 
Jalapeño hummus 
'Heritage Flakes' cereal (L., Anthony 2017). 
Meanwhile, most of the products in the Latino section of the international aisle are 
jarred salsas, although they do sell bags of masa harina (the corn flour used to make tortillas) 
and cans of hominy. After some searching, I found some dried Guajillo chili’s. They were 
tucked in a display with other dried products. When I brought them up to the register, the 
cashier seemed surprised to see them in the store. Evidently, she had previously worked at 
the Hi-Lo. “Chile guajillo!” she said. “I remember those from the store that was here before 
this. Oh yes: guajillo, chile pasilla, ancho. Habanero. Fresh and dried…They had all products 
from Mexico. Of course. You know, they could because there were people here who would 
buy them.”  
Today, the location has pretty much given up on this commitment to provide a more 
diverse array of products to the community. It offers slightly more varieties of the same 
basic produce items that are offered at the Harvest Co-op. There are more types of greens, 
more fresh herbs, more salad mixes. But the main difference is how these items are 
displayed. Fruits make repeat appearances in cut form: row after row of berry blends, 
chopped melons, orange sections, and diced pineapples. The bunches of greens are kept 
overflowing, and the apples kept perfectly stacked.  
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Signage and Displays 
Signs obviously have discursive contents, but they also are one of the few types of 
décor present in the average supermarket. With space at a premium, it makes sense: even 
posters must sell. At Whole Foods: signs are everywhere. Even in the middle of winter, a 
sign urges shoppers to support New England farmers. Above the store’s bulk bins, a sign 
instructs consumers in “4 ways to a healthier you.” The first: “eat close to nature.” This is 
followed by similar aphorisms: invocations of wholeness, but not denial.  “Fill your plate 
with plants, choose healthy fats, get more bang for your buck (i.e. choose nutrient dense 
foods—not necessarily affordable ones),” the consumer reads. Discursively, an abundant 
nature is at the core of the message. More importantly, the signs reinforce the image of the 
world the consumer encounters in the organization of the store and its décor. So a sign 
about supporting farmers, in a produce section draped in green and encircled by the outlines 
of gently rolling hills, helps to suggest that the consumer is connecting—at least in some 
small way—to the spaces and places of agriculture. 
The products themselves also become a sort of sign. Potatoes are stacked seven or 
eight high in a display even more wide. Apples and pears, in a wooden crate outfitted with 
tiered shelving to raise the displays, rise a dozen fruits high. Green bell peppers in the 
refrigerated case may be only two high, but they are so large as to fill the void between 
shelves entirely. Indeed, the refrigerator cases—in spite of their neatly arrayed rows of 
vegetables—are nearly overflowing. Bok choi is bent, its leaves yielding to fit between the 
display shelves. Tuscan kale, arrayed in front of what would seem to be a surplus of savoy 
cabbages, overspills the display’s bounds. Radishes, greens still attached, seemed to be 
nestled in a field of green: into a pasture of their own making. On one particular day, the 
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only vegetables that seem under-stocked are a pair of lonesome fennel bulbs and a half filled 
bin of red beets. The large piles of ‘natural’ objects reproduce the abundance signified in the 
actual signs. 
Even outside the produce aisles, things seemed stocked to excess. Despite being 
small grocery store, where space for products is undoubtedly at a premium, most items are 
given space enough for at least two product facings—grocery lingo for the side-by-side shelf 
space given to an item or brand. Those products with only one product facing are normally 
next to a similar product within the same brand or product line. For example, the space 
given to Annie’s White Cheddar Squares cheese crackers is only one box wide. However, 
they sit next to a row of BBQ Cheddar Squares, and another row of Super Cheesy ones. 
What’s more, most of the products are either store brand or explicitly natural or artisanal 
food brands: even when a conventional supermarket brand would fit the store’s criteria for 
naturalness. As with the décor and signage, the wide swaths of simple yet “earthy” packaging 
leads to a harmonious display: even if it was an artifact of the store’s choice to sell almost 
entirely either its own private label or explicitly natural or artisanal brands with a shared 
aesthetic.    
The Harvest Co-op had, by far, the least signage. At the front door was a statement 
of the store’s values as a cooperatively owned business. However, unlike Whole Foods these 
were not visually integrated into the entire shopping experience. To truly see them, let alone 
read them, you would need to be willing to stand outside and block the entrance. Inside, the 
floors were highly polished concrete: newer and less dingy than the floors at Stop and Shop. 
The walls were anything but a neutral backdrop. Like Whole Foods, the co-op chose a green 
color palette. Unlike Whole Foods—where leaf green faded to forest green, and forest green 
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to ocean blue—Harvest was painted a single, uniform color. A lime green with no earthly 
equivalent.  
The “natural” elements on display felt secondary next to such a bright color. But, 
more importantly, there was an emptiness to many of the displays. While Whole Foods used 
wooden produce displays evocative of wooden crates, Harvest set actual wooden bushel 
baskets into their standard angled grocery store display tables. This choice was undoubtedly 
aesthetic. These days, produce gets shipped in cardboard boxes, not bushel baskets. But it 
had consequences. Circular, baskets set into a rectangular display leaves significant negative 
space where the baskets meet, resulting in a display that felt sparse. And, unlike the careful 
stacks of produce assembled by Whole Foods workers, much of the produce was hidden 
within the basket. 
Signage was, in fact, lacking at Harvest. Shoppers complained that they often could 
not find the advertised beer and wine section. Small placards announced special member 
deals, general sale items, and local products. Otherwise, there were price stickers. Indeed, 
while both other stores had signs over every department, marking them as separate places, at 
the Co-op these went un-flagged. As previously described, the deli, while visible, felt like a 
cut out into the wall more than a special department. And with neither purely informative 
signs about health or product descriptions, nor signs that provided a story about the types of 
values the various products embodied, the Co-op discursively told the consumer the least 
about where they were.  
Meanwhile, at Stop and Shop, the signage and décor is altogether different. The store 
has a remarkably beige feeling. Above you is a white drop ceiling. Below you, the floors are 
speckled gray linoleum. The walls, a buttery yellow. The store is massive, to the point of 
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feeling vacuous. But it’s also filled to the brim. In the aisles, special displays are set up on 
metal industrial carts, powder coated in a pale tan. The actual shelves: those are a beige, too. 
Overhead are the typical signs that alert the consumer to the contents of the aisle. These are 
purple and orange: the opposite of beige. But in the vastness of the store it all just fades 
together. When purple and orange optically mix—the tendency for colors close together to 
blend in the eye (a phenomenon the post-impressionist painters relied upon)—you get 
shades of brown. On top of this beige canvas is a literal cacophony of colors.  
Research on the effects of colors on consumer behavior have suggested that bright 
colors (particularly reds) are the most exciting and arousing and garner more attention. 
However, more calming overall color schemes might induce more purchasing (Bellizzi and 
Hite 1992). Much of this research, however, is based on presuppositions about the meanings 
of colors gleaned from popular culture or history. For example, while purple is historically 
framed as the color of royalty, purple interiors do not connote luxury the way more 
restrained palettes of neutral white, black, and gray do (Cho and Lee 2017) One thing that 
gets taken for granted in a place like Whole Foods is how tight the color palette is. Many of 
the products share similar organic tones. At the Stop and Shop, conventional brands take a 
different tack. Given that the store carries such a wide variety of brands (they are not just 
carrying brands with a shared natural aesthetic) the color schemes on packages reflect the 
range of more traditional uses of color in marketing: these colors call out for attention.  
Aside from the overhead signs, Stop and Shop also lacks the posters telling the 
consumer a story as they circumambulate the store. There aren’t tales of happy cows and 
industry leading standards. There are signs that emphasize convenience: “Stop and Shop 
helps me save time,” “Stop and Shop helps me save money.” It’s worth remembering, of 
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course, that practical concerns are the antithesis of the logic distinction which eschews 
practical matters of material need in favor of intellectualized, aestheticized desires (Bourdieu 
1984; Holt 1998).  
Smaller signs appear in front of products, and these tend to be explicitly informative. 
There are small placards in front of items that are eligible for payment with WIC benefits 
(The Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and Children). WIC 
benefits are accepted at the other stores, of course. But, there are no signs flagging items that 
meet the eligibility criteria. There are also placards for the Guiding Stars program. This third 
party accrediting program rates the nutrition of food using a patented algorithm: assigning 
one to three stars for products with good, better, and best nutritional value (Guiding Stars 
2019). While these signs might provide valuable nutrition information, there is one caveat. 
At Whole Foods, the entire store gets wrapped in a stylized banner of sustainability and 
wellness. These placards, on the other hand, highlight just how many products in the 
standard supermarket aren’t nutritious. In the produce aisle, signs explain what fruits and 
vegetables are: the sign for avocados informs that they have “buttery texture with a mellow 
flavor…good for sandwiches, smoothies, and soups.” While these signs certainly may be 
useful, they run counter to the logic of distinction: dependent as it is on specialized 
knowledge, expertise, and general mastery of the high-end field (Bourdieu 1984, Smith-
Maguire 2010). 
The displays at Stop and Shop only reinforced the practicality that was the focus of 
the stores signage. While there was less negative space in the Stop and Shop produce 
displays, much of the produce was displayed in the actual cardboard boxes produce gets 
shipped in. Unlike the custom faux crates of Whole Foods, or the purely aesthetic bushel 
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baskets at Harvest, these were actual, utilitarian objects repurposed for display. Seasonal 
items—like a display of soda bread for St. Patrick’s Day, were often placed on folding card 
tables in the aisles.   
Sidelining, Specializing, and Upscaling: Three Approaches to Nature 
If negation—the antithesis—is always incipient within a given classification, it is 
perhaps too easy to assume that the opposite of the natural is the unnatural: the artificial, 
synthetic, or contrived (Bourdieu 1984). However, as these cases make clear, that is not 
always the case.  
The very arrangement of natural items within the Stop and Shop —their little nook 
within the store, their redundant placement rendering them hard to miss—sidelines these 
products. In this space, the opposite of the natural section is the rest of the store: the regular 
food. As we have seen, so much more within the store’s aisles could be classified as natural. 
So when thinking about how grocery stores package nature—classifying ingredients, 
cordoning off entire sections of retail space, and piling it up on displays—how does so much 
end up slipping through the cracks? Why did residents overlook all this high quality natural 
food and declare that the neighborhood was “underserved”?. 
 For one thing, natural represents a problematic category in a grocery store like Stop 
and Shop, where so much of the food would not fit prevailing definitions. Thinking about 
the supermarket as a space of material relationships and actual physical objects, a 
tremendous amount of the food at Stop and Shop could easily be moved into the natural 
section. Sure, the bags of beans that fill the international aisles are hulled, sorted, and 
packaged at an industrial scale. But so are the dried beans at Whole Foods for that matter. 
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However, if naturalness is a matter of added ingredients, those beans fit the bill. As do the 
countless varieties of fruits and vegetables on offer.  
But if the natural section was to expand beyond its current scope—small in size and 
stocked with niche consumer choices—the negation upon which the cognitive category of 
nature rests would need to expand in kind. If the produce section counted as part of the 
natural section—if all the minimally processed food that fills in the other aisles were 
migrated in—what would be left out? Not just ‘regular foods,’ as it currently stands. The 
remnant aisles would become the de facto ‘un-natural’ section. And that is not how 
conventional actors in the food industry—in other words, established brands making forays 
into natural product offerings—want nature to be perceived (see Fitzmaurice and Gareau 
2016).  
Meanwhile, Harvest’s de facto commitment to serve its community, emphasizing 
natural and organic products when reasonable, also posed problems. It meant that luxurious, 
design oriented packaging was less prominent: since much of the store was devoted to 
unbranded, unpackaged bulk goods to keep prices reasonable and reduce packaging waste 
(Harvest 2018). It meant no promises were made about the naturalness of goods—other 
than a commitment to try. It was an alternative approach, not an entirely distinguishing one. 
Recent work has shown that high-status consumers value both foodie concerns and the more 
alternative politics of ethical consumption (Kennedy, Baumann, and Johnston 2018). 
Harvest ticked one of those boxes. As a far more alternative shopping venue, where the very 
layout of the store necessitated a different approach to grocery shopping, natural here took 
on a limited, specialized meaning: pantry staples. But “stocking up” is hardly glamorous. 
While omnivores may have a taste for quinoa and brown rice, the central tenant of 
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Distinction—that distance from necessity is the root of high cultural capital aesthetics and 
practice (Bourdieu 1984)—has not been challenged. 
 Whole Foods’ definition of natural food comes the closest to the type of rule-like 
classification that we should predict would produce a strong categorical identity (Rao & 
Giorgi, 2006:273; Zuckerman et al., 2003; Zuckerman, 1999). There are clear oppositional 
boundaries—what gets allowed in the store. Products and brands that would diminish those 
oppositions are minimized (Carroll and Swaminathan 2000). What’s more, the taken for 
granted nature of the category allows the slipperiness of actually defining natural food to go 
unacknowledged (Hsu and Grodal 2015). Even highly processed foods get flagged as natural, 
with pat assertions that they are “free” from artificial ingredients. There are no signs 
admitting the challenges of finding an acceptable all-natural chemical leaving agent in the 
bakery. Just signs asserting that there are no artificial flavors or colors. The composed, 
stylized interior and the constant assertion of higher values makes these decisions appear 
thoughtful—the categorizations believable. In some ways, it is the epitome of a magic 
system—in which everything is transformed by the brand’s glamour (Williams 1980). 
Such aesthetic logics might help us to understand the particularities of this case. 
Gentrification is a process of neighborhood change in which middle, and upper-middle class 
professionals displace and replace long-term community members (Glass 1964). Such 
professional workers are characterized by their high cultural capital, which today is 
conceptualized as an omnivorous taste (Bourdieu 1984; Peterson 1992; Peterson and Simkus 
1992; Peterson and Kern 1996). In the gastronomic world, the aesthetics that have value are 
a pursuit of authenticity and exoticism: of which nature plays a part (Johnston and Baumann 
2010).   
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While the gentrification of Jamaica Plain and the demands for natural food might 
suggest an omnivorous neighborhood, the ways Whole Foods shapes the boundaries of 
natural food in the neighborhood points to a far more exclusionary form of taste. Looking at 
the products available at the neighborhood Stop and Shop, and the independence of the 
local food Co-op, foodies in Jamaica Plain should have been set. Theoretically, we would 
predict that the omnivorous thirst for authentic and exotic fare should have been quenched. 
 And yet, at the very least, the case of Jamaica Plain reveals a case of misrecognition. 
Whole Foods isn’t “high quality” because it is free from synthetic ingredients, independently 
produced and sold, or because Whole Foods presents its food as particularly exotic and 
exciting. Those types of foods could long be found in Jamaica Plain’s other grocery stores. 
But they went unrecognized. The independent, local, alternative Harvest Co-op is now 
closed. Residents who rallied for Whole Foods seemed convinced the neighborhood lacked 
any “good” food options. What’s more, when given the chance, shoppers did not seem 
interested in purchasing any of the few “exotic” Latino ingredients Whole Foods tried to 
stock.  
Across these three stores, signage, displays, and the overall store organization 
provided the clearest of distinctions when it comes to what nature truly means. While studies 
of gentrifying neighborhoods have long suggested that while new residents are initially 
attracted to gritty features of an area’s food scene, elite consumers seem to eventual tire of 
their lack of access to everyday luxuries like high end coffee, and of the inconsistencies of 
more alternative market offerings (Lloyd 2002; Zukin 1995, 2008). This research extends 
these findings, identifying fundamentally exclusionary logics at the heart of foodie categories. 
The exclusivity and distinction wrought by a taste for natural foods cannot be considered 
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ancillary or accidental. Every detail of the Whole Foods store reinforces the superiority of its 
vision of natural food, in a stylized, aestheticized form. If Whole Foods filled a gap in 
Jamaica Plain’s food scene, it is precisely because of its upscale character, to the exclusion of 
other ways of understanding and defining natural foods. Central to Whole Food’s packaging 
of nature, is its classification as a hedonic wonderland filled with rolling hills and guilt-free 
blueberry muffins: an exclusive place assembled to feel utterly distinct from the realities of 
the contemporary industrial food system, of which it is itself a part.  
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CHAPTER THREE: INTEGRATING HAUTE CUISINE INTO BOSTON’S 
FOOD TRUCK ECONOMY 
In 2011, Boston ushered in a new era of street food, formally allowing the new wave 
of gourmet food trucks sweeping the nation to start setting up shop on its streets. A mix of 
haute cuisine and fast food, the food truck should be the apotheosis of omnivorous taste. 
But the case of natural foods suggests that in order to be recognized as distinguishing, 
exclusionary boundaries are critical. How do creative actors create such boundaries in 
ostensibly public spaces, serving presumably practical street foods to the masses?  
Food trucks are a compelling case for such analysis because their mobility and 
frequent location decisions can reveal the ways logics of worth embedded in cultural fields 
shape urban space. In other words they can expose the assumptions actors such as city 
officials, vendors, and consumers hold concerning the comparative merit of cultural objects 
like food trucks, and the places they deserve within the contemporary city. The Boston Food 
Truck program also presents an interesting example of a city regulation aimed at reducing 
inequality through an emergent creative industry. Boston’s food trucks are limited to parking 
in locations selected by the city, and the city selected some parking locations to encourage 
trucks to vend outside the city’s main shopping and entertainment districts.  
Through a year and a half long ethnography of Boston’s gourmet food trucks, I 
show that food truck operators not only avoid certain city designated parking locations but 
also engage with consumers differently across the neighborhoods involved in the city 
program responding to what they imagine will be perceived as valuable by presenting their 
food as either “aesthetic,” “ironic,” or “practical.” In an effort to integrate themselves into 
the neighborhood, these patterns of interactions reflect vendors’ assumptions about each 
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neighborhood’s taste and potential value to their businesses. As cultural producers within the 
city draw classed aesthetic boundaries through different strategies of interaction (Lamont 
and Molnar 2002), they both signal the unequal cultural value of urban spaces and produce 
high status places imbued with cultural, material, and symbolic resources. 
As urban economies come to rely upon entertainment, tourism, and culture 
industries predicated on workers with high levels of human capital (Currid 2007; Florida 
2002; Markusen and Schrock 2006; Scott 2001), the geography of field positions has 
increasingly important implications for inequality in the contemporary city. Many studies 
have examined the development of cultural districts and creative scenes within the modern 
city (Grazian 2003; Lloyd 2004; Lloyd and Clark 2001; Zukin 1995; 2009). However, linking 
such empirical phenomena to the logics of cultural fields can reveal how structured 
judgments of taste, the rules of the game at the heart of Bourdieu’s analysis of inequality, 
shape both the location decisions of cultural producers and the symbolic value they attach to 
particular places.  Such linkages have yielded a line of inquiry into a new form of capital that 
can be wielded to great advantage in certain fields. Centner describes this as  spatial capital: 
“the symbolic manifestations of social power that bring gentrifying potential to the level of 
individual bodies and their practices of engaging with the city,” (2008:217). 
Despite the Boston Food Truck Program’s goal of expanding the reach of food 
trucks, these cultural producers reproduce patterns of inequality in two ways. First, I show 
that the presumed cultural worth of today’s gourmet food trucks earned them the right to 
vend in areas of the city municipal actors once worked hard to rid of street vending (Burke 
1979)—and from which other, less highbrow, forms of vending are still largely excluded. 
Moreover, I show that in certain locations vendors engage in exclusionary creative 
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repertoires that actively work to make their street food distinctive, reproducing spaces of 
privileged consumption. I extend existing spatial analyses of cultural fields, arguing that the 
logics of distinction make urban policies using food to promote more equitable cities — as 
part of the broader creative service economy—inherently fraught. 
The City, the Field, and the (Re)Production of Inequality 
Bourdieu’s concept of cultural fields offers a way of understanding how individual 
agents navigate the structured playing field of social life. For Bourdieu, interaction is very 
much like a game, in which actors play to advance their social position. However, 
opportunities for advancement are unequal: they are structured by the advantages gained by 
superior access to, and facility deploying, various forms of capital. Those with greater capital, 
especially cultural capital, have an additional advantage: high status players have the ability to 
set the rules of the game by determining the structuring logics used to determine the 
worthiness of specific tastes and practices. The field, then, is the arena in which such social 
games are played— each governed by distinct rules, logics for determining what is valuable, 
and criteria for determining winners and losers (Bourdieu 1993). However, “fields” largely 
describe metaphorical, abstract social spaces. Less research has investigated how these 
abstract social positions are realized in physical space (see Entwistle and Rocomora 2006).  
The broader cultural fields approach has yielded particular insights in the analysis of 
consumption and cultural production (Bourdieu 1984; 1993). As in other domains of social 
life, scholarship on cultural production has focused on fields as abstract structures shaping 
culture industries, emphasizing their organizational foundations (Beckert 2010). 
Consequently, Bourdieu’s conceptualization of fields has been critiqued as overly structural 
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(Friedland 2009), although its structural orientation need not be entirely deterministic or 
limiting (Schor 2007).  
The valued tastes of high cultural capital consumers now stand at the heart of many 
urban policy agendas, as cities and major corporations work to make urban centers attractive 
to creative workers (Florida 2002). These consumers are cultural omnivores who desire a 
variety of exciting and authentic consumer experiences (Lloyd 2010; Zukin 2010). The 
contemporary city has been described as an “entertainment machine” (Clark et al. 2002), in 
which valorized consumer spaces drive neighborhood growth and attract residents and 
investors (Lloyd 2002; 2010). As a result, the promotion of cultural amenities has become a 
primary strategy for urban renewal and redevelopment (Clark 2011; Clark and Lloyd 2001; 
Clark et al. 2002).  Urban “scenes,” or clusters of amenities that form “places devoted to the 
practices of meaning making through the pleasures of sociable consumption,” (Silver et al. in 
Clark 2011: 245; see also, Lloyd 2010; Grazian 2003), demonstrate how culture is both 
materially and geographically manifest in the city, shaped by and shaping urban 
redevelopment trajectories.  
Despite the fact that cultural production is an important facet of contemporary 
urban life, the role of places as a constitutive aspect of field dynamics remains under 
theorized (see Entwistle and Rocamora 2006). New approaches challenge the view of the 
field as an abstraction or metaphor. Instead, they argue that fields exist in geographic space, 
pushing us to understand the places where the status positions and social dynamics of the 
abstract field are experienced and deployed (Green 2008). The very conceptualization of the 
field as an abstraction obscures how fields are experienced and created through their 
embodied, spatial organization (Entwistle and Rocamora 2006). For example, at London 
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Fashion Week the “boundaries of the field of fashion” are reproduced physically through 
“gates, gatekeepers and tickets, allowing the field to appear to itself through its materialized 
enactment” (Enwistle and Rocamora 2006:737). 
The concept of spatial capital represents a significant intervention in the literature on 
fields and space. In addition to focusing on the places where field dynamics play out, the 
ability to use and remake space is framed as an important strategic advantage in the game of 
social positioning at the heart of Bourdieu’s fields. While spatial capital is a resource that can 
be deployed by actors to use and define space, like all forms of capital it is fungible. Centner 
shows that people’s ability to use city space in San Francisco gained them credibility within 
their cultural field, could be leveraged to help forge powerful social connections, and gained 
them the symbolic right to non-contiguous swaths of the city (2008).  
At the same time, scholars of place—particularly urban spaces—have long 
recognized that urban areas are differentially valued on the basis of culture (Brown-Saracino 
2004; Clark and Lloyd 2001; Grazian 2003; Lloyd 2004, 2010; Shepard and Smithsimson 
2011; Zukin 1995). Powerful interest groups use cultural cues embedded in design decisions 
to make formally public spaces feel exclusive (Shepard and Smithsimon 2011), deploy 
consumer culture to stratify the city by taste constituency (Zukin 1995), and construct 
aspects of neighborhoods as worthy of preservation through appeals to their “authenticity” 
(Brown-Saracino 2004).  
While many cultural studies of the city have shown that different stakeholders work 
to both make and remake the city and its authenticity, linking such findings to the concept of 
fields can provide structural insights into questions of how, why, and to whom different 
visions of authenticity matter. For example, bus tours of major cities might very well present 
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“too facile a validation of the assumptions in the…literature” that urban space is subject to 
increasing Disneyfication and commoditization (Wynn 2010:148). However, given their 
popularity, some people undoubtedly value Disneyfied urban experiences. Considering field 
positions could enrich our understanding of the use of urban space, highlighting the 
differences between the many tourists on bus tours (who either view them as a way to see 
the “real” city, or perhaps do not even consider notions of realness in their travel plans) and 
those who valorize what they perceive to be the more authentic, quirky experience of 
walking tours. Similarly, we know that Chicago blues clubs produce particular visions of 
authenticity in a sort of confidence game played with and against patrons (Grazian 2004). 
However, a Bourdieusian approach might push us to ask why some business and leisure 
travelers seek out "authentic" experiences in blues clubs at night in the first place, while 
others see the very same gritty experiences manufactured by blues clubs as too authentic, as 
either threateningly unfamiliar or potentially unsafe. Why might these individuals prefer a 
night at Navy Pier as an authentic Chicago experience? 
A geographically embedded concept of the field could bring the important findings 
of culturally inclined urban scholars to bear on Bourdieusian theory, highlighting the ways 
place matters as both a cultural resource and an arena for contestations over culture. Such 
findings highlight the role of the city and neighborhood as forces changing tastes, values, 
and experiences of class domination through cultural practices. Such linkages matter, 
particularly as the cultural dispositions of particular actors can have tremendous 
consequences in the remaking of contemporary cities.  
We could ask, for example, what positions within cultural fields lead some 
neighborhoods to be more “Whole Foods” than “farmers’ market” (Cf. Zukin 2008)? While 
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expanding the cultural economy has become a strategy for urban development and attracting 
a “creative” workforce in a global competitive field (Clark et al. 2002; Currid 2007; Florida 
2002; Markusen and Schrock 2006; Scott 2001), not all neighborhoods become part of cities’ 
valorized creative economies (Ward 2010: 1180). The promise of the creative city—of 
economic growth and the creation of “fun,” live-able cities—is rarely realized for everyone. 
Rather, such efforts deploy “city space as an arena for . . . elite consumption practices” 
(Brenner and Theodore 2002: 368).  The cultural fields approach can explain the foundations 
of such elite practices, and a geographically embedded understanding of fields could reveal 
how the boundaries, dispositions, and hierarchies of cultural worth produced within fields 
map onto concrete geographies to yield inequitable outcomes in urban space. 
 In the following sections, I show that the distinguishing practices of contemporary 
gourmet food trucks reproduce inequitable outcomes in two distinct ways. First, while 
Boston had been inhospitable to street vending in all but a few tourist areas, the symbolic 
meanings attached to gourmet food truck fare—framed by regulators as “hip” and “fun”—
gained creative entrepreneurs wide-ranging access to city streets. Consonant with theories of 
spatial capital (Centner 2008), I show that the cultural meanings attached to their practices 
were convertible into material gain, in the form of a privileged ability to use urban space.  
Second, by extending the concept of spatial capital to urban economic policies that 
frame the creative economy as the engine needed to create more livable cities for all, I 
demonstrate how the structuring of cultural capital undermined this goal. Distinction 
cropped up as a central dynamic in this most unlikely of programs. Vendors were frustrated 
and spaces went underused. As a result, I argue that where food trucks engage in interactive 
strategies of distinction, as well as where they do not, is itself a form of symbolic exclusion. 
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These repertoires symbolically mark which people, and which places, are part of the creative 
city, undermining more equitable policy objectives in a context where operators felt the city’s 
rationale was making it harder for them to merely stay in business .  
Methods 
This chapter is based upon one and one half years of ethnographic observation of 
the Boston Food Truck program. My methodology was shaped by two primary concerns: 
understanding how gourmet food truck businesses interact with the social and built 
environments of the neighborhoods they park in, and determining whether food truck 
operators shift their interactional, commercial, and cultural strategies as they move 
throughout the city. An observational approach provided the greatest methodological 
vantage point for determining the extent of place-based variation in food vendors’ 
interactional repertoires. Such an approach is consistent with established methods for 
investigating the material bases and ramifications of cultural fields, building on findings that 
“the specific embodied and situated logic of fields only becomes apparent during fieldwork” 
(Entwistle and Rocamora 2006:737; see also Centner 2008 on the importance of interaction).  
   Observations involved in-person visits to truck parking locations, where I was able 
to interact with staff and patrons. Observation sessions in the field lasted for between 30 
minutes and two hours, with average observations lasting one hour. In order to capture 
variations in interactive strategies, trucks were observed at various times and places. To 
ensure the reliability of my observations, each truck was observed at least twice, although 
most were observed significantly more often, with approximately one dozen observations 
recorded for several trucks. This resulted in approximately 85 hours of observational data. A 
purchase was made at each observation to facilitate typical interactions with truck employees 
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and patrons. Brief field notes were written on site, and details were filled in immediately 
following the observation in an alternate location.  
Given my efforts to observe trucks at multiple times and locations, I was able to 
observe 17 out of the city’s 22 food trucks during the time of this research at official Boston 
Food Truck Program locations. Two additional trucks could only be observed once: follow-
up visits were unsuccessful, either because the trucks ceased regular operations in Boston or 
because they failed to show up at scheduled times and locations. The remaining trucks were 
only scheduled at food truck events outside the jurisdiction of Boston Food Truck Program 
during data collection. However, all of the trucks registered with the program were analyzed 
through their online postings, menus, and official parking schedules. Trucks were observed 
in all but two of the city’s public food truck parking spaces. Those spaces were either 
unoccupied during the course of this research or had been reserved but not utilized when 
observations were conducted. As a result, this data is representative of the active trucks 
within the Boston Food Truck Program, and my findings reflect the interactive strategies of 
the trucks that were able to successfully leverage spatial capital to make recurrent, consistent 
use of city regulated parking locations.  
In order to explore how cultural field dynamics relate to geographic space, I mapped 
out the city’s weekly schedule of the trucks’ location. This allowed for an analysis of where 
the repertoires in the field were being spatially deployed. I take a qualitative approach to the 
use of maps, using them as a means of visualizing the observations of my fieldwork, rather 
than as a means of making statistical claims. Data collection also involved the collection and 
analysis of trucks’ online social media postings and city schedules to track use patterns for 
parking spaces. Regulatory documents and press releases were analyzed to determine the 
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city’s goals in implementing the program; newspaper articles were examined to provide 
context for my observations through the program’s framing; and food truck menus, 
websites, and promotional materials were analyzed to help categorize the cultural repertoires 
of trucks observed in the field.  
Field notes, maps, menus, and online postings on social media were analyzed using a 
grounded theory approach (Glaser and Strauss 1967). Initial coding was descriptive, followed 
by analytic coding to determine themes. The multiple repertoires of food trucks described 
below were inductively generated from the clustering of codes around three main thematic 
axes—aesthetic, ironic, and practical. These multiple strategies allow food truck operators to 
imagine consumers at each of the city’s official parking locations differently— helping to 
produce creative districts and reproducing the unequal development of creative economies 
across space.  
The Case: Urban Gastronomic Fields and the New Gourmet Food Truck Scene  
Food, as part of a constellation of other creative industries within the symbolic 
economy, has become instrumental to refashioning neighborhoods and cities (Donald & 
Blay-Plamer 2006; Zukin 2009). Mobile food vending was once a thriving industry as a form 
of entrepreneurial activity open to black Americans and immigrants with few resources 
(Burke 1979). Lunch trucks and pushcarts represent the lower status end of the urban 
gastronomic field: they were derided as “roach coaches” owing to their average food and 
suspect appearance (often, they were simply converted pick-up trucks) (Wessel 2012). 
Despite sanitary concerns, fears of food adulteration, and price gauging, many urban 
observers have seen street peddlers as contributing vibrancy to the urban scene (Burke 
1979:483) and imbuing urban space with meaning and a sense of place, community, and 
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attachment (Kraig 2005). However, with changing concepts of the urban street in the 20th 
century, street vendors—with their “seemingly casual and disorganized method of 
operation,”—became an “easy symbol of chaos that planners were eager to eradicate” from 
urban street life (Burke 1979:486). By the twentieth century, mobile food vending in Boston 
had been all but stamped out except for a few vendors in historic districts “as a romantic 
gesture toward the past” (Burke 1979:481). When Boston implemented its gourmet food 
truck program, vendors complained, “there has never been a street food culture in this city,” 
(Gendreau 2012).  
In the wake of the 2008 financial crisis, chefs who were suddenly unable to afford 
restaurant locations looked to mobile food vending as a viable alternative (Yglesias 2012), 
leading to the development of a new highbrow form of street pedaling: the gourmet food 
truck. Contemporary food trucks are distinguished by their more affluent, nonimmigrant 
entrepreneurs: they are often the enterprises of current or aspiring restaurateurs doing much 
of the food preparation on highly branded trucks (Dunn 2014: 138). In the contemporary 
city, “the status of the emerging street food vendor’s fare, combined with the use of internet 
technology, becomes an immediate remark on class and access,” (Caldwell 2012:307). 
Together, food truck entrepreneurs and consumers have shifted the cultural meanings 
attached to food trucks—shifting the cultural influence food trucks have on urban space. 
One of the major “innovations” of contemporary gourmet mobile food trucks is 
their inherent mobility—most often aided by information technology, such as twitter—
allowing them to “mobilize around a city and activate urban areas,” (Wessel 2012:513; see 
also Caldwell 2012:306-307) in ways pushcarts once were able to. Unlike immigrant street 
food peddlers who continue to face surveillance and criminalization, gourmet food trucks 
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have been able to lobby for favorable legislation (Dunn 2014: 138). Given the salience of 
food in urban revitalization and city branding (Donald & Blay-Plamer 2006), gourmet food 
trucks are a good case to examine the spatial mechanisms of field dynamics. This is especially 
true because they are mobile: their movement through neighborhoods can render judgments 
of cultural worth visible. Moreover, the decisions of vendors and policy makers about which 
neighborhoods are suitable for food trucks can be studied empirically. Unlike the more static 
location decisions of galleries or actual restaurants, the mobility of food trucks exposes how 
the cultural logics of fields interact with and impact space as truck operators respond to 
immediate ideas about neighborhoods.  
Who Gets Served: The Gastronomic Politics of Place 
Given the history of food vending in modern cities, Boston was initially an inhospitable 
environment for the new wave of gourmet food trucks—severely limiting street food 
vending of any kind. However, in 2011, Boston entered this new era of street food vending, 
with the establishment of the Boston Food Truck Program. At the time, the Boston Globe 
reported, “just mentioning 'Boston' and 'food truck scene' in the same sentence [until 
recently] would have been laughable; thick reams of red tape prevented entrepreneurs from 
setting up shop within the city limits,” (Anderson 2011). While food trucks were now 
permitted on city streets, the roll out of the program was gradual. A city webpage and mobile 
app were created to provide customers with the official schedules and locations for vendors. 
Initially only 15 parking spots, authorized and managed by the city, were made available to 
vendors. (BRA 2011).  
Yet the language of the regulations allowing food trucks revealed that city officials 
undertook the program with  a certain level of self-conscious awareness that Boston was 
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slow to adopt the emerging food truck trend. In fact, the ordinance named all of the cities 
that had food trucks—from Los Angeles and New York City to Portland and Austin—as a 
rationale for their endorsement (Ross & LaMattina 2011). As a consequence, the Boston 
Food Truck Program was offered by city councilors as a way to brand the city as a place with 
“hip,” “fun” food, just like the earlier adopters. Indeed, in a report commissioned to 
determine what action should be taken on food trucks, two city counselors wrote “if done 
correctly, it [the food truck industry] represents an opportunity to bring fun and excitement 
to the city,” (Ross & LaMattina 2010: 3). 
 Unlike in other cities, the authorization of parking spaces for new gourmet food 
trucks did not threaten to crowd out other types of street vendors. Regulators explicitly 
sought to avoid the potential problems of scheduling food trucks near similar brick-and-
mortar restaurants. However, given the severe limitations placed on mobile food vending 
before the implementation of the Boston Food Truck Program, there weren’t many other 
street vendors to begin with. Instead, the language used in the regulatory process speaks to 
the utility of spatial capital as a way of conceptualizing the ability to use (and remake) urban 
space (Centner 2008). The city councilors recognized the fare of this new generation of food 
trucks as being fun, hip, and exciting—language that speaks to the higher status accorded to 
modern food trucks. As a result of the cultural capital of these new food entrepreneurs and 
the symbolic meanings attached to their food, gourmet food trucks were given the right to 
vend on city streets—the highbrow status of their cuisine was convertible into an ability to 
use space in ways that had not been afforded to other types vendors.  
Implementing the food truck program “correctly” in Boston also meant adopting 
regulations with several key distinctions from the programs in other cities. First, the city 
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sought to avoid disrupting street views by prohibiting clustering of trucks in all but a few 
large plazas. Second, the city issued a limited number of permits (when this research began 
in 2011 there were 15 permits issued; by the end of data collection there were 22 trucks 
vending), and limited food trucks to an initial 15 pre-approved parking locations chosen by 
the city (by the end of data collection this had expanded to 27, including permitted locations 
on the Rose Kennedy Greenway). These locations were divided into three tiers: the prime 
spots of the first tier are distributed via a lottery. The second two tiers can be applied for on 
a first come-first serve basis. Costs for permits vary by tier, with prime spots costing as 
much as $50 per day in the city hall plaza, while third tier spots cost as little as $4.50 per day 
in the outlying neighborhood of Dorchester.  
Adding to the complexity of the Boston Food Truck program were regulatory 
provisions that went beyond the desire to “bring fun and excitement to the city.” In the final 
regulations, the Boston Food Truck Program was cast as a means of expanding access to 
“healthy, affordable food.” Boston implemented a regulatory requirement for trucks to 
demonstrate a healthy menu option in their permit application (Harvard Food Law and 
Policy Clinic 2013), and the final ordinance stated that a newly created Mobile Food Trucks 
Committee would work with applicants for permits to encourage “routes that provide access 
to underserved neighborhoods of the city,” (Ross and LaMattina 2011).  
Were such efforts successful? A useful point of entry is an examination of where 
municipal actors believed gourmet food trucks belonged in the city. Mapping the locations 
where the city believed food trucks belonged reveals that the two neighborhoods with the 
least access to healthy food—Hyde Park and East Boston, both containing USDA 
recognized food deserts—were not included in the city’s program. Moreover, the allocated 
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parking locations form a clear band across a narrow subsection of the city. All except one of 
the initial public parking locations were placed in predominantly white, non-Hispanic 
neighborhoods.  The majority of food truck locations are in or near neighborhoods with 
high median incomes. While some vending locations are in neighborhoods with lower 
incomes and property values, they tend to be in highly educated areas of the city with the 
lowest percentage of residents with less than a college education (for neighborhood 
characteristics, see Table 2). Such characteristics typify what has been termed the “creative 
class” of highly educated, high cultural capital consumers driving the growth of the post-
Fordist city (Florida 2002).  
Deviations from this pattern are few, and tend to align with “up and coming” 
neighborhoods experiencing significant redevelopment efforts. When the city initially 
implemented the Boston Food Truck Program, one parking location was allocated to the 
neighborhood of Dorchester—a predominantly black, low-income neighborhood of the city. 
It was located at the Ashmont train station, a commuter park-and-ride at the terminus of 
Boston’s red-line subway, and an area of Dorchester with a higher median income than the 
neighborhood as a whole ($67,191 compared to a neighborhood average of $46,988). In 
2012, a location was added in Egleston Square on the border of the Jamaica Plain and 
Roxbury neighborhoods, a neighborhood outside the city center in the early stages of 
gentrification with several Boston Redevelopment Authority projects. 
Equally important is how actors within the emergent field of gourmet food trucks 
actually use these designated spaces. Over the course of this study, it became apparent that 
food truck operators did not treat every parking space equally. Undoubtedly, market factors 
play an important role in how parking spots get used. In fact, the tiered pricing structure of 
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parking permits reflects this, with the more costly spots located in areas with high demand—
particularly during the lunch rush. However, how food truck operators publicly pushed back 
against the city-regulated parking locations revealed that cultural concerns loomed large in 
the ways that vendors thought about the areas selected for parking.  
Approximately six months after implementing the Boston Food Truck Program, 
Adam Gendreau, a food truck operator, posted an open letter to the city government on the 
Greater Boston Mobile Food Collective’s website (Gendreau 2012). He argued that despite 
the positive buzz about Boston’s entry into the gourmet food truck scene, many trucks were 
struggling under a system in which the city designated a limited number of predetermined 
parking locations—many of which he argued were not cut out for this fledgling creative 
industry. “In taking the position of a city that wants to please everyone, everywhere with this 
program,” Gendreau wrote, “I think we’re actually damaging the awareness of the industry” 
(Gendreau 2012).  
In explaining why certain spots selected by the city were not cut out for food trucks, 
Gendreau appealed to the culture of the neighborhoods: “the problem, as I see it, is a cultural 
one,” (Gendreau 2012; emphasis mine), he posited, exacerbated by the fact that parking 
locations were not “centralized” in the presumed cultural heart of the city. Gendreau identified 
that cultural heart as the city’s Back Bay, an area of high-end shopping and art galleries. 
Supported by other entrepreneurs in the Boston Food Truck Program, Gendreau wrote, 
“Back Bay is a very cultured neighborhood…So why not open more spots in that 
neighborhood? Trends in Boston, more often than not, have their genesis in the Back Bay,” 
(Gendreau 2012).  
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Shortly after the open letter was written, a local radio station interviewed another 
food truck operator who echoed Gendreau’s sentiments. Diane DeMarco, owner of a 
cupcake truck, said she “found out the hard way” that foot traffic is not enough to warrant a 
gourmet food truck location after parking in Egleston Square. She explained, “The city 
probably had the misconception [that] if you put a food truck in an area that maybe needs 
revitalization, people will go, but it has not happened” (DeMarco on Radio Boston 2012). As 
a consequence, parking locations falling outside of the narrow band of downtown and 
college neighborhoods—such as the locations at Egleston Square or Dorchester’s Ashmont 
Station in predominantly minority neighborhoods outside the city center—were 
underutilized. In 2012, local media reported on the difficulties the city was having getting 
trucks to sign up for the Ashmont location (Kingsbury 2012). In the program’s first year, 
one truck signed up to regularly occupy the Ashmont space. However, when asked by 
community members whether they would return, the owner remarked, “we made the 
attempt to vend in Ashmont Station, but we just did not see the business potential,” 
(Ramakrishnan 2012). Even when trucks reserved the spot, they frequently tweeted 
cancellations for the neighborhood.  
As of the fall/winter of 2014, no trucks had applied to utilize the Ashmont Station 
location. The Egleston location was discontinued after it failed to secure any vendors in 
2012. While the city may imagine these redeveloping neighborhoods as potential markets for 
gourmet food trucks, actors within the emergent creative field have yet to see them as useful. 
The city approved parking locations trucks failed to utilize entirely were those in 
neighborhoods with the lowest levels of education within the city program. Given the 
relationship between levels of education and cultural capital (Bourdieu 1984; Holt 1998), this 
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pattern sheds light on the “cultural problem” food truck operators identified in the Boston 
Food Truck Program. As food truck entrepreneurs imagine their consumers, high foot 
traffic is not enough. In their complaints against the city regulated parking system, cultural 
assumptions intersected with concerns about market factors—like the presence of lunch-
rush demand. Gourmet food trucks imagine parking locations with the “right” kind of foot 
traffic—with the highly educated, high cultural capital consumers (see Table 2, below, for 
the characteristics of food truck parking locations, and for underutilized locations within the 
Boston Food Truck Program).  
Such findings are remarkably similar to those of Wang (2013), whose research 
mapped every tweeted location for the Kogi truck in Los Angeles between 2010 and 2011. 
Launched in 2008, Kogi became the most prominent early example of the new generation of 
gourmet food trucks. Wang reported that large swaths of the city were excluded from Kogi’s 
routes, voids that corresponded with low-income African American and Latino 
neighborhoods (Wang 2013). The patterns of use in the Boston Food Truck Program not 
only confirm this finding, but are also particularly striking given the limited number of 
vending locations—locations selected by the city in part to help combat this precise issue.     
Eating Out of a Truck: Repertoires of Food Service 
Even if the range of neighborhoods included in the Boston Food Truck Program is far 
narrower than the regulatory goal of expanding access to healthy, affordable food in 
underserved districts would necessitate, the complaints of vendors cited above suggest more. 
Even this narrow range of neighborhoods is wider than the range of consumers that 
gourmet truck operators imagine for themselves. Faced with suboptimal locations, operators 
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face a choice—they can either underuse these locations or they can attempt to use them 
anyway.  As we have seen, some of these spots do go unused. However, given the near 
correspondence between the number of trucks and the number of permitted spaces (21 
locations with 33 parking spots used by 44 licensed trucks), operators may have to make do 
with locations they perceive as lacking the right culture for food trucks.  As a result, when 
and where food trucks do show up, they face a real challenge: imagining the type(s) of 
consumers who live, work, and play in the neighborhoods the city selected for food vending, 
and then settling on an interactive strategy to suit that context.  
I find that food truck operators and patrons draw from various cultural repertoires in 
different areas of the city to mobilize contextually negotiated food truck identities—
aesthetic, ironic, and practical. By enacting location-specific identities, trucks work to reach 
distinct groups of imagined consumers at different times and places—even when serving the 
same food at each location. We can think of this strategy of integration in terms of 
Bourdieu’s concept of homology: the tendency of taste and class to map onto each other in 
an isomorphic relationship (Bourdieu 1984). Only this is homology operating under 
constraint: the logic of the Boston Food Truck Program prevents a perfect one-to-one 
relationship between menus and neighborhoods.  
As a result, interactive strategies become the next best thing. With menus constant, 
how the food gets sold presents a chance to tweak its meanings. However, in so doing they 
both produce and reproduce the boundaries and the inequalities of the new, creative city by 
imagining where creative consumers live, work, and play—and where they presumably do 
not—and by tailoring what it means to eat out of a food truck accordingly. If we exclude 
neighborhoods where creative repertoires (i.e. aesthetic or ironic) are not observed, a very 
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different picture of the Boston Food Truck Program emerges (See Table 2 for the 
distribution of these repertoires across the Boston Food Truck Program locations). 
Table 2: City Approved Parking Locations and Use 
City Approved  
Parking Location 
Name  
% 
Residents 
at least a 
Bachelors
* 
Median  
Income* 
 
  
% White** 
 
  
Neighbor-
hood Use  
Patterns*** 
 
Truck Use  
Patterns 
 
 
 
Primary 
Food Truck  
Repertoire 
 
Back Bay at 220 
Clarendon Street 88.4 93828 89.3    3   
                 
Moderate  
Practical/ 
Aesthetic  
Comm. Ave. at 
Boston University 
East 84.3 18542 61.3 4 
                             
High All 
Blossom St. at 
Mass General 
Hospital 82.4 74779 73.4 1 Lunch  Practical 
Fort Point 
Innovation 
District 81.4 83625 89.5 2 Lunch All 
Boylston St. at 
Boston Public 
Library 79.5 84097 79.6 3,5 High 
Aesthetic/ 
Ironic 
Back Bay Cluster 
Site at 100 
Clarendon  79.5 84097 79.6 2 High  All 
Greenway at Cross 
and Hanover 76.9 67292 94.3 2,5 Sporadic Practical 
Hemmenway St. 
Northeastern 
University 75.6 26842 73.2 4 High 
Aesthetic/ 
Ironic 
Ave. Louis Pasteur 
at Longwood 
Medical  75.6 26842 73.2 1 Lunch  Practical 
Comm. Ave. 
Boston University 
West 74.4 31414 65.8 4 High 
Aesthetic/ 
Ironic 
Chinatown at 
China Trade 
Building 73.9 72071 63.6 2,5 High All 
Chinatown 
Greenway 
Location 73.9 72071 63.6 5 Lunch  
Practical/ 
Aesthetic 
Dewey Square 
Greenway 
Location 73.9 72071 63.6 2,3,5 High All 
Congress St. 
Greenway 
Location 73.9 72071 63.6 2,5 
Lunch/ 
High 
Seasonal All 
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Financial District 
at Batterymarch 73.9 72071 63.6 2 Lunch  
Practical/ 
Aesthetic 
Belvidere St., 
Christian Science 
Plaza 73.4 39628 71.1 3,4,5 Moderate 
Aesthetic/ 
Ironic 
Cleveland Circle 
at Cassidy Park 71.9 43064 79.7 4,5 
Late 
Night/W
eekend Ironic 
Financial District 
at Post Office Sq. 68 123386 85 2 Lunch 
Practical/ 
Ironic 
Financial District 
Cluster at Milk St. 68 123386 85 2,5 High 
Aesthetic/ 
Ironic 
Aquarium 
Greenway 
Location 68 123386 85 5 
High 
Seasonal 
Aesthetic/ 
Ironic 
City Hall Plaza 
Cluster Site 68 123386 85 2,3,5 High All 
South End at 
Boston Medical  61.4 42418 53.7 1 Lunch Practical 
Charlestown Navy 
Yard 45.1 37439 62.2 1 Lunch Practical 
South End at 
Peters Park 40.4 22354 46.9 0 Sporadic Practical 
South End at 
SOWA Market 40.4 22354 46.9 3,5 
High 
Seasonal 
Aesthetic/ 
Ironic 
Waterfront, Marine 
Industrial Park   N/A 88.9 1 Lunch Practical 
Ashmont Station 
Dorchester 20.9 67191 17.4 0 Not Used N/A 
Egleston Sq. at 
Washington and 
School St. 10.1 20637 19.7 0 Not Used N/A 
Note: This table reviews the neighborhood characteristics and use patterns for locations in the Boston 
Food Truck Program. Bold type indicates parking locations where “creative” repertoires 
(aesthetic/ironic) were routinely observed. Shaded rows highlight locations where a practical orientation 
to food truck service predominated, or where underuse effectively excluded locations from the 
program.  
*Data at the census tract level, 2012 American Community Survey 
**Data at the census tract level, 2010 census 
*** Categories based on neighborhood observations: 0=Residential/Affordable and Chain 
Retail/Redevelopment Initiatives,  1= Commercial/Professional Service/Industrial, 
2=Financial/Corporate Office Space, 3=Retail/Galleries/Boutiques, 4=College 
Neighborhood/Bars/Chain Retail, 5=Recreational/Entertainment/Tourism 
 
 
Consistent with the use of education levels as an indicator of high cultural capital, 
and with the centrality of a highly educated workforce in the literature on creative cities, 
parking locations are ordered based on the percentage of neighborhood residents with at 
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least a bachelor’s degree (Florida 2002; Holt 1998). Practical repertoires within the Boston 
Food Truck Program are associated with both very highly educated neighborhoods and 
those with lower than average levels of educational attainment, clustering at both the top and 
bottom of the table. Parking locations with the highest levels of neighborhood educational 
attainment tend to be in areas with high concentrations of institutional employers with 
professional workforces, such as hospital campuses or office towers. Given consistent 
lunchtime demand, trucks utilized these parking spaces frequently; however, creative 
interactional repertoires were rarely employed. The other parking locations in which practical 
repertoires predominate—neighborhoods with lower educational attainment— also tend to 
be neighborhoods with large institutional employers. However, they also include the 
underutilized parking locations in lower-income neighborhoods with larger non-white 
populations. These locations most closely match the Boston Food Truck Program’s 
regulatory goal of expanding food truck vending beyond downtown districts already rife with 
cultural amenities and retailers—the very neighborhoods in the center to the table where I 
find that food trucks interactions were most likely to draw on creative repertoires.  
Having outlined patterns of use and underuse of parking locations within the Boston 
Food Truck Program, I now turn to describing ethnographically how food truck interactions 
shifted as trucks made scheduled stops in different locations across the city. The categories 
of aesthetic, ironic, and practical repertoires were inductively generated based on the 
convergence of particular styles of menu, discursive strategies, and worker sales/interactive 
strategies that clustered in certain times and places throughout the city. Consistent with the 
literature on “foodies” (cf. Johnston and Baumann 2010), the aesthetic approach was 
characterized by menus featuring exotic or atypical combinations; discourses valorizing local 
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or artisanal production; and interactive strategies in which workers sought to educate and 
relate to consumers through the quality, inventiveness, or sensorial aspects of the food. 
Take, for example, the following quote from the Mei Mei Street Kitchen’s sign posted 
outside their truck: “our Boston-based food truck serves creative Chinese-American cuisine 
made from locally sourced, sustainable ingredients. We pride ourselves on serving humanely 
raised meat, produce from small farms, and some of the most creatively delicious street food 
out there.” The focus of the creativity of the food, the personal connections established by 
appeals to small farms, and the geographic specificity of “locally-sourced” ingredients 
embodies nearly every characteristic associated with foodie taste. Menu items were also often 
key signifiers of an aesthetic orientation. For example, we can easily see a foodie approach 
mobilized through items composed of “exotic” combinations of simple, “honest” 
ingredients such as “star anise lemonade,” “rosemary truffle French fries,” a “fontina and 
short rib grilled cheese,” or “fried avocado tacos with pickled onions.”  
The ironic approach was characterized by menus dedicated to surprising and often 
refined takes on comfort food/working class fare; discursive strategies that were edgy, artsy, 
or often tongue-in-cheek; and interactive strategies that occasionally flouted norms of good 
customer service. Such characteristics are consistent with the distinguishing practices of 
“hipster” consumers: by avoiding mainstream brands, enacting ironic consumer practices, 
and appropriating “authentic” working class products, hipsters gain distinction within 
various urban creative fields (Cronin et al. 2012). The ironic approach can be seen in truck 
names, like “Go Fish” or “Kick*ss Cupcakes,” and through ironic images, like a depiction of 
a young woman eating a grilled cheese with seemingly juvenile pig tails but a prominent 
tattoo on her arm that is emblazoned on the Roxy’s truck. Menu items were also crafted to 
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evoke an ironic sensibility. Sometimes this can be as simple as an items name, like the “cool 
beans” salad served at Go Fish. Mei Mei Street Kitchen similarly enacted an ironic sensibility 
with their PB & Yay, a peanut butter and jelly sandwich that was made to order (with a 
choice of crunchy or smooth peanut butter) on a grilled Chinese steamed bun. Through their 
naming, the ironic nature of this mix of American childhood standards with an authentic 
“ethnic” item is emphasized.  
 The ironic repertoire can also be seen in the discourses of the Staff Meal truck. For 
several months, they crafted an anti-vegetarian identity. Upon my visit, the only vegetarian 
item was chips and guacamole—however the sign assured the chips could be substituted for 
fried chicken skin. The next day, they posted to twitter that they had put powdered chicken 
skin on their chips for the day, and they were sure no one would mind. Such tongue and 
cheek humor drew from repertoires of hipster identity politics by disavowing market 
stereotypes of the “vegetarian hipster” (Cronin et al. 2012). Residents of the gentrified 
neighborhood of Jamaica Plain resisted the Staff Meal truck’s hostility toward vegetarianism 
when they began parking at the neighborhood’s farmers market. Before eventually closing 
their operation, vegetarian items began appearing on the menu. However, it was not without 
the same wry approach. One menu offered “Spicy Black Bean Tofu with Slow Cooked Egg. 
No Meat. Hopefully.”  
Finally, trucks engage a practical repertoire through menus designed around classic, 
quick service fare; through discourses focused narrowly on menu items and pricing; and by 
workers engaging consumers and sales on the basis of speed and efficiency. Certainly, all 
food trucks are in many ways practical in orientation; the food truck business model is 
predicated on the practical benefits of bringing food to where consumers are. In fact, many 
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of the trucks in the Boston Food Truck Program seek to emphasize the practical nature of 
their business model and cuisine in certain locations—particularly when parking near 
institutions with large numbers of professional workers.  
However, on Boston trucks like The Chubby Chickpea and the Chicken and Rice 
Guys, menu boards listed classic street food items without appeal to the provenance of 
ingredients, or tongue-in-cheek combinations. Instead, the emphasis of their menus is on 
listing what is available and its price. On some menus, like that of the Chicken and Rice 
Guys Truck, traditional fast food restaurant techniques were employed (like providing 
pictures of items to facilitate customer orders), in stark contrast to other trucks long lists of 
local farms supplying their ingredients. Based on the literature on cultural fields and 
consumption, the aesthetic and ironic repertoires are consistent with displays of valorized 
taste, while the practical orientation is consistent with the non-dominant, low cultural capital 
orientation to both fields of cultural production and consumption (Bourdieu 1984; Holt 
1998). The practical repertoire is also most similar to the patterns of interaction employed by 
traditional pushcart vendors, who rely upon foot traffic and consumer desires for quick 
service food—rather than branded businesses—to generate sales (Burke 1979; Caldwell, 
2012).  Table 3 provides general themes used to construct these categories. 
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 Table 3: Food Truck Repertoires 
 
 
 
 Performance 
 Discursive 
Strategies/Branding 
Menu Interactive/Sales Approach 
   
R
ep
er
to
ire
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Valorized 
 
 
 
 
 
Aesthetic 
Use of words like 
“local” and 
“creative”; list local 
suppliers and farms; 
clean, modern style 
often with natural 
elements (e.g. “live-
edge” wood service 
counters).  
Unconventional 
ingredient 
combinations 
common, with 
unique 
ingredients 
emphasized; 
menus often 
change 
seasonally; 
ingredient 
driven dishes 
Vendors attempt to connect 
with customers through 
appeals to the food 
itself/ingredients, or to 
educate them about there 
ingredient sourcing or 
preparation techniques (i.e. 
“you should really try ___, its 
really fresh and in season 
now”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ironic 
Colorful, “artsy” 
truck design with 
graphic aesthetic; fun, 
cheeky business 
names; emphasis on 
alternative nature of 
food truck fare (either 
more authentic or 
creative than possible 
in a restaurant); often 
play music. 
Menus based 
around creative 
takes on street 
food/working 
class comfort 
food classics; 
while 
ingredients may 
be local 
ingredients 
often less 
focused 
upon—street 
food with an 
edge. 
Vendors connect to customers 
through appeals to “the street” 
aspects of their food, its edgy 
or alternative character, or by 
playing up the associations of 
their food items rather than 
the food itself (i.e. “my 
favorite grilled cheese is the 
____, its like what your 
childhood grilled cheese wants 
to be”). 
 
 
 
 
 
Non-
Valorized 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Practical 
Simple truck design 
with traditional street 
food aesthetic 
(national flags 
signaling ethnicity, 
little branding with 
space reserved for 
menu boards); 
descriptive names 
with explicit focus on 
the type of food. 
Set menu that 
rarely/never 
changes; truck 
takes brand 
identity from 
signature 
dishes/ethnic 
food 
associations; 
less descriptive 
menu with 
focus on 
standard dishes 
(e.g. “falafel,” 
“lobster roll,” 
etc.)  and price.  
Vendors emphasize speedy 
sales transactions, short wait 
times, and efficiently taking 
and filling orders. Often direct 
or flustered with requests for 
information/recommendations 
(i.e. “try ____, its our most 
popular item”).  
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Repertoires Across Comparative Spaces 
These three orientations represent the primary ways food truck operators were 
observed attempting to connect to consumer tastes and preferences. While some trucks 
certainly stuck to a single repertoire (particularly those with limited menus of standard street 
vendor fare with a more practical orientation), observations of the same truck at different 
parking locations revealed how operators often switched repertoires based on time of day 
and location. The repertoires identified above do not flow automatically from a truck’s 
menu: they take effort to perform. Trucks must work to provide aesthetic, ironic, or practical 
experiences.  
For example, parking in the heart of Boston’s Financial District on Milk Street, the 
Fro-Yo Truck frequently employed an aesthetic repertoire by emphasizing the integrity of 
their products in their interactions. One weekday afternoon, as the lunch trucks were leaving 
and the dinner trucks arriving, I stood contemplating the trucks extensive list of toppings for 
their “tart” frozen yogurt. The middle-aged white man in front of me, dressed in black slacks 
and a blue striped oxford shirt, seemed somewhat puzzled by the concept of tart ice cream. 
The woman behind the counter explained that it was really quite good, and was healthier 
than regular ice cream. She went on to explain that they made their frozen yogurt mix 
themselves, unlike other stores, using “real” Greek yogurt—lending the frozen yogurt what 
she described as a “pleasant” tartness. She then offered him samples of both the plain and 
the chocolate, before he continued to contemplate his order. While he read the list of 
toppings, I ordered a chocolate frozen yogurt with speculoos butter—a spread made from 
pulverized Dutch spice cookies, made spreadable with the addition of vegetable oil. As she 
took the order and turned to prepare it she glanced over her shoulder and reinforced my 
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taste preferences: “good combination,” she said smiling. This gesture was instantaneous, and 
likely genuinely sincere. However, like educating the man in front of me, it is a practice 
which helps to (re)produce a certain type of customer—a “foodie” customer who can make 
“good” food choices.  
In other neighborhoods, foodie customers are a given. On a Friday afternoon in the 
theatre district, numerous groups of patrons going to the Taco Truck raved about the fried 
avocado taco with sesame. At the South of Washington (SoWa) market—an open-air market 
with produce, craft, and vintage vendors along with a host of food trucks—the lines for 
trucks buzzed with people debating the menus. “Should I get the star-anise lemonade?” 
“‘Blow-torched corn, basted in bacon fat.’ That sounds awesome!”  
 Such observations can provide evidence for both operators’ efforts to match their 
offerings to different imagined consumers, and evidence of assumptions about the types of 
consumers across the neighborhoods food trucks utilize within the Boston Food Truck 
Program. Where trucks choose to act creatively, and where trucks forgo emphasizing 
valorized creative aspects of their businesses and their food, reveals where they imagine 
creative consumers should be. Given the movement of individuals throughout the city, 
certain crowds congregate in different places at different times. But, as I demonstrated 
earlier, operators of gourmet food trucks do not view all crowds equally—only some are a 
cultural match. By paying attention to where and when valorized repertoires are performed, 
the boundaries of the creative field can be traced through the streets of the creative city. 
At 8:00 in the morning on a Monday, I encountered the Clover truck—an all-
vegetarian food truck with offerings ranging from chickpea fritters and barbeque seitan 
sandwiches to rosemary French fries and tarragon lemonade—parked on the campus of 
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Boston University. No one was standing outside the truck to take orders at this hour of the 
morning. Instead, I ordered a coffee from the counter. My coffee was brewed upon request 
using a pour over coffee filter suspended above my cup. In the ten minutes it took the young 
man to gradually pour hot water from a small kettle over my freshly ground coffee, he took 
the time—utterly unprompted—to talk to me about the beans, where they were roasted, and 
how the two different roasts they offer gave consumers choices—not just in terms of 
provenance but the “localness” of the roaster and price point. I learned a bit about the local 
roaster I chose, and about Clover’s commitment that every coffee—even iced—be brewed 
singly. And, I was encouraged to experience their pour-over iced coffee, after admitting I 
never had. 
At just after 4:00 pm on a weekday afternoon at Dewey Square, a plaza just outside 
South Station—a major transportation hub—and Boston’s financial district, the Clover truck 
hasn’t had a customer in the past 10 minutes. It still takes shy of 10 minutes for my coffee to 
be ready, due to the sheer technological features of a single-pour coffee filter. However, the 
experience of those ten minutes could not have been more different. A different young man 
took my order standing outside of the truck, relaying orders to the truck via an iphone. As I 
waited for my coffee to be brewed by one of the counter workers back inside the truck, he 
asked about my plans for the weekend, told me about his band’s underused tour bus, 
described what it was like working in the food truck scene where operators knew each other 
well, and told me that his band’s bus was going to be put to use taking his friends out to 
escape the city for the weekend to experience nature. I left the experience marveling at my 
“indie” coffee from an aspiring “indie” musician as I walked by a Starbucks leaving Dewey 
Square. 
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At 11:30 in the morning on another weekday at the same location, the line for Clover 
stretches 20 customers deep. The employee with an iphone standing outside of the truck 
taking orders is now efficient and strictly business, and customers wait for their name to be 
called while silently staring at their phones. Most in the queue are dressed in suits. The wait 
is about 10 minutes before my order is called out with the same cadence and candor one 
would imagine finding in the back of a restaurant, as orders are shouted to waitresses and 
waiters. The service is friendly, but slight frustration leaks into the way names are enunciated 
on the second or third call. 
These three stories are not unique. Rather they represent one of the primary themes 
that emerged over the course of my fieldwork. Nor do they merely reflect the simple realities 
of lunch rushes, lines, and harried workers. In locations like the SoWa market, the lines were 
the longest observed within the Boston Food Truck Program, yet practical approaches 
centered on mere food provision were rarely encountered. Near the Massachusetts General 
Hospital’s main location and satellite campus in the outlying neighborhood of Charlestown, 
trucks often had long periods with lines of 2 individuals or less—yet the practical approach 
was the most commonly observed repertoire of service.  
Instead, such observations reflect the ways cultural producers imagine the types of 
consumers making up the line at their lunch rush, or the type of person walking just outside 
of Boston’s innovation district with enough freedom in their schedule to come to the truck 
at an odd hour. In an interactional sense, I never had the same cup of coffee twice. Using 
the same products, the cultural meanings used to sell them were fundamentally different, 
revealing assumptions about both the consumer and the neighborhood where they are 
consuming. Such differentiated performances reveal the interactional foundations of value 
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creation, as food truck producers shift their tactics in ways that enable smooth business 
transactions to occur across contexts (Wherry 2012). Taking place across geographic space, 
such interactions also serve to differentiate neighborhoods, as creative producers’ shift their 
performances in ways that signal assumptions of unequal worth, creativity, and cultural 
value.  
Observations of consumers’ interactions with Boston’s food trucks help to 
demonstrate the relative success of trucks “fitting in” to the various neighborhoods in the 
program. Specifically, we can see how operators try to meet the expectations of the 
consumers who live, work, and play in such neighborhoods with the relatively fixed menu 
items they have on available. One afternoon the Clover food truck parked on the Boston 
University campus at lunch. As I waited in line for my food, an incredulous customer asked 
“Seitan? [a wheat-gluten meat substitute] Does anyone even eat that?” Leaning over the 
counter with a slightly wry smile, the tattooed employee, sleeves rolled back, cocked her 
head and asked, “Why? Does it scare you?” After the two exchanged a laugh, the employee 
explained it was their second most popular item and was nothing to be scared of. The 
customer said she would have to give it a try next time. While their menu is entirely 
vegetarian, in this exchange the operator assumed that a strategy of irony was an appropriate 
way to engage consumers choosing to eat at an all-vegetarian food truck in a college 
neighborhood. In this case, it paid off.  
 On other occasions, the assumptions operators brought to bear were less successful. 
For example, one afternoon I sat on the steps of the Boston Public Library eating a meal 
from the Staff Meal truck. A 50-year-old man, dressed in business clothes, ordered two tacos 
from the truck. When they were handed to him, he asked for hot sauce. What ensued was an 
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educational effort on the part of the truck owner about Harrissa oil—house-made using 
Moroccan chilies. “So it isn’t even Mexican,” the now thoroughly confused man asked. “No, 
but it is really good with them,” he was assured. Not quite sold on the idea, the man shook 
his head in disbelief and walked off. Based on the food being served, but not determined by 
it, the owner chose to engage a repertoire of foodie cultural strategies. He could have just as 
easily passed the Harrissa oil off as hot sauce; however, he chose to explicitly highlight the 
exoticism of the food. While the consumer did not buy into his aesthetic arguments, in 
performing a repertoire of valorized taste, this operator also projected an assumption about 
the neighborhood. Outside the public library, and amidst Boston’s main shopping district 
full of high-end retailers and galleries, this was the type of neighborhood where it was worth 
performing a creative identity.  
Some parking locations required significant interactive work to produce the type of 
valorized, creative, food experience at the heart of this cultural field. Since the Boston Food 
Truck Program was initiated, for example, the Cleveland Circle parking location was 
underutilized. Located on the periphery of the city in Chestnut Hill, a neighborhood 
dominated by Boston College students, the spot was empty Monday through Thursday for 
lunch and dinner. However, on weekend nights the Roxy’s grilled cheese truck came playing 
“indie” music loud enough to be recognizable from across the crowded intersection it 
parked at. One night, parked in a different neighborhood by Boston University, three 
college-aged adults joked with the truck’s owner that he needed to come back to Cleveland 
Circle more often. Together, the truck and its customers had created a vibrant scene locals 
missed when it wasn’t happening. 
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Occasionally, however, consumers and operators pursue contradictory strategies, 
resulting in confusion about what eating a particular item from a particular truck means. A 
striking example of this came from an observation at Boston’s Government Center. Sitting 
in the plaza near where the food trucks park outside City Hall, I watched as a woman and 
two men—all professionally dressed and seeming to be around 30 years old—approached 
the Lobsta Love food truck. The truck was running a promotion that allowed customers to 
download a coupon for a free “bisque shot” onto their smart phones—perhaps hoping to 
attract the type of clientele who would actively seek out opportunities to try new restaurants, 
rather than merely serving food to hungry passersby.  Each of the three had coupons on 
their smart phones for use at the truck, and each ordered two “shots” of the lobster 
bisque—one with cash, one with the coupon. However, they wanted the soup “shots” put in 
a single small soup container so they could linger over a full bowl of soup. This puzzled the 
operator, although he eventually complied.  
After consuming their soup, the three young adults milled about the other trucks 
parked on the plaza. One of the men returned to make another purchase from Lobsta Love, 
this time without a coupon. However, the operator seemed visibly flustered with the group 
of them, and the fact that one came back to order more while the others read the menus of 
the other trucks in the plaza. It became apparent that the three individuals, despite their 
office attire at lunchtime on the plaza, were not in the market for merely a convenient meal. 
The ways they lingered and interacted with the trucks on the plaza were more suggestive of a 
lunch-break foodie adventure than a quick bite to eat. However, in this location a quick bite 
is what the operator of the Lobsta Love truck intended to offer—despite the truck’s 
promotional coupon. The operator’s short responses and gruff yet efficient service suited 
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many of the office workers on the plaza with little time to lose, but did not suit the three 
coupon bearing foodies on their lunch break excursion to sample the array of trucks. As the 
three walked away, I heard the man who returned to the truck say he would go to another 
truck next time, coupon or not. The breakdown of the orderly flow of truck-patron 
interactions in such mismatches reveals the types of assumptions about places food trucks 
bring with them—as well as the assumptions about food trucks held by local clientele. 
Other neighborhoods included in the Boston Food Truck Program struggle to create 
the conditions for creative food truck experiences—lacking the urban environment and 
types of consumers that gourmet food trucks imagine, or the types of consumers who will 
push back when offered a practical food truck experience. While frequently occupied by 
trucks, these neighborhood locations often receive trucks that almost exclusively engage 
practical repertoires. These locations included a spot in Charlestown, in a neighborhood 
dominated by a satellite campus of Massachusetts General Hospital and the Charlestown 
Navy Yard—home of the USS Constitution. Another location in Boston’s West End on the 
main campus of Massachusetts General Hospital functions as convenient fast food for 
hospital employees: a practical service. The location near Peter’s park in Boston’s South 
End, located far from the neighborhood’s more fashionable shopping districts in an area 
dominated by Asian immigrants—suffers from nearly complete underuse: one Asian food 
truck uses the spot on Saturdays at lunchtime.   
A pair of vignettes illustrates the vast differences in how food trucks are experienced 
across the city. On a weekday afternoon on a warm summer day, I sat to observe the Savory 
Food Truck—a truck that essentially serves the menu of a takeout Chinese restaurant on 
wheels—parked in the middle of the Massachusetts General Hospital campus. A young man 
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and woman, dressed casually and perhaps visiting a patient, came out of one of the buildings 
and ordered food from the truck. Sitting on the bench across from me, the man—who 
appeared to be in his mid-twenties—became noticeably upset about having to eat a dish with 
a sticky sauce without a proper table. He vocalized repeatedly how he did not like the food, 
leading the woman with him to apologize obsequiously and suggest that if the truck parked 
there again while they were around he could maybe try something different. Without an 
office to return to, like the hospital staff frequenting the truck, the man was angry at how 
impractical his meal was to eat. 
In marked contrast, the same weekday afternoon, I made my way to the China Trade 
Building, a food truck parking location just blocks off of the Boston Common—a large 
public park—and Downtown Crossing—a busy shopping area. Here I observed a middle-
aged woman and her daughter, who also appeared to be in her mid-twenties, order food 
from the Taco Truck. The Taco Truck boasts on their signage about their efforts to source 
sustainable, healthy, local ingredients and serves a menu with some creative fare—like a deep 
fried avocado taco with sesame seeds and pickled onions—a clearly aesthetic orientation. 
Having ordered, the two women ate the first of their tacos standing up near the truck so they 
could tell the owner personally how delicious they were. They then walked a few feet away, 
and the mother looked slightly concerned about where they would sit and eat. The daughter 
quickly plopped herself on the curb and offered, “right here. This is what street food is all 
about.” With a laugh, the mother sat and I watched them eat their remaining three tacos with 
sauce dripping down their hands and arms—nearly up to their elbows. The impracticality of 
the tacos, dripping in salsa, seemed to be their last concern. 
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From Creative Food Repertoires to Creative Cities 
The Boston Food Truck Program is a unique case in the recent expansion and up-
scaling of mobile food vending across U.S. cities. In Boston, food truck operators are 
restricted to parking in officially designated locations: locations that were, at least in part, 
selected by regulators to expand access to healthy and affordable food. Yet, I show that food 
truck operators avoid locations they have characterized as less “cultured,” while interacting 
in ways that reproduce the symbolic boundaries of places of privileged consumption. As a 
result, the program has reproduced the patterns of unequal access it sought to address. 
Thinking about how metaphorical positions in cultural fields are produced in specific spaces 
and shaped by actor’s geographic locations and resources helps explain this paradox. 
Expanding on Centner’s concept of spatial capital (2008), I show how contemporary 
gourmet food trucks not only have regained access to areas of the city where mobile vending 
was once extirpated, but also how they engage in distinct, differentiated patterns of 
interaction with different locations across the city. As producers and consumers imagine, 
interact with, and seek to distinguish themselves through different geographies, they map the 
unequal worth of cultural field positions onto urban landscapes.  
The inherent mobility of gourmet food trucks allows them to make frequent shifts in 
their locations, and the ways they interact with consumers. However, other cultural 
producers are similarly mobile, such as pop-up stores, supper clubs, street artists, fashion 
shows, and independent art and music exhibitions. Moreover, even cultural producers that 
are more geographically stable—such as art galleries or restaurants—must make location 
choices. This research speaks to how the assumptions of cultural value, aesthetic 
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dispositions, and practices within cultural fields shape the distribution of such material, 
cultural, and symbolic resources across urban space.   
Such findings would suggest that policies aimed at reducing urban inequalities 
through the support of culture industries will be limited by the status dynamics within the 
given field of cultural production. As a result, policies aimed at city branding through the 
expansion of opportunities for creative industries may be at odds with municipal attempts to 
address inequality. Instead, they may re-entrench inequality. Judgments of taste and practices 
of distinction lead cultural producers to interact with places differently—conferring symbolic 
value to the places where they can recognize and enact distinguishing taste (Jordan 2007; 
Zukin et al. 2015). When and where cultural objects like food trucks are made distinctive is a 
type of “discursive investment” in place: one that can serve to make and “remake a 
neighborhood’s sense of place and contribute to gentrification,” by “signaling that a locality 
is good for people who share their tastes” (Zukin et al. 2015: 17, 4).  
While the creative and ironic nature of contemporary gourmet food trucks gains 
them access to the creative heart of the city, addressing inequality requires the recognition 
that some neighborhoods and residents are in tremendous practical need of food resources. 
Undoubtedly, addressing unequal access to food will inevitably require redistributive policies 
and commitments to neighborhood food security beyond the purview of cities seeking to 
expand local entrepreneurial activities in creative industries. But beyond that, it’s also 
important to recognize that elevated, creative, and ironic takes on once humble street foods 
are anything but democratic—certainly not when venders suggest that some neighborhoods 
might not be cultured enough for their more unique menu offerings. Whether or not the 
valorization of street foods appears omnivorous at first glance, these findings suggest that 
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turning to such food trends in the hopes of making urban spaces more inviting for everyone 
is likely counterproductive. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: EMBELLISHING HOMEMADE FOODS: THE QUESTION 
OF VALUE IN A FAILED FOOD SWAP 
Introduction 
At a spring swap event, a first-time participant brought homemade “truffles” made 
of ground Oreo cookies. One regular participant, noticing the truffles, asked, “now, are the 
truffles actually made of Oreo cookies?” “Yeah,” the new would-be swapper enthusiastically 
answered, pleased with his re-articulation of a store-bought product into an innovative new 
form. “Oh, well then I won’t be able to trade with you, because I can only trade for, like, 
really homemade things. Like made from scratch, with no preservatives or chemicals or 
anything, because my friend doesn’t eat any processed foods. She only eats homemade things, 
that she makes completely herself.” 
It’s unlikely this sort of interaction was what the would-be-swapper imagined, when 
he took the time to make the Oreo cookie truffles he hoped to share. Food swaps are a part 
of what has come to be termed the “sharing economy”: a constellation of digitally mediated 
platforms and face-to-face initiatives and transactions providing novel ways of provisioning 
goods and services (Schor and Fitzmaurice 2015). These new patterns of exchange are 
characterized by their attempts to facilitate sharing of goods and services among strangers, a 
strong reliance on digital communication technologies to facilitate exchanges, and by their 
ability to encourage sharing among high cultural capital participants as a form of 
distinguishing practice (Schor et al. 2016).  
The first food swap began in Brooklyn in 2010, but the concept spread quickly. 
There are now at least 78 food swaps in the United States. Food swapping is a type of 
activity that economic sociologists have called a “circuit of commerce,” a concept developed 
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by Viviana Zelizer to describe economic exchanges and relations that are neither traditional 
firms nor markets (2004, 2010). Circuits focus attention on the social underpinnings of 
market exchanges and individuals’ abilities to integrate economic considerations into an array 
of social connections (Zelizer 2010; 2012). Through complex, even fraught negotiations, 
circuits have been observed to emerge across many social settings: from circuits of fashion 
models, scouts, agencies, and designers (Mears 2011) to organ donation systems (Healy 
2006), networks of artists, art dealers, and collectors (Velthuis 2005) and flows of 
remittances among migrant domestic workers (Parreñas 2000).  
Over the course of a two-year ethnography, I observed this research site devolve into 
a failed attempt at what some have called a “circuit in construction” (Dubois, Schor and 
Carfagna 2014), in this case an attempt to create, de novo, ongoing economic and social 
relationships among a group of largely unrelated people. After beginning with much 
enthusiasm and excitement, the Northeastern Food Swap struggled to establish itself as a 
viable site of either economic exchange or social connection. By the end of the second year, 
it was barely functioning. This case of circuit failure, in which participants were unable to 
negotiate the terms of exchange and establish ongoing social relations, sheds light on what 
occurs in successful circuits.  
Despite the presumably straightforward meaning of “homemade,” criteria for 
evaluating offerings were diverse and often obscure. As members evaluated offerings, they 
vied for social status through practices of distinction (Bourdieu 1984). Successful trades were 
predicated on potential partners’ commensurate deployment of foodie capital. However, the 
function of that cultural capital as a mode of distinction thwarted the development of 
common systems of evaluation and accounting. Rather than finding easy avenues for trading 
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foods they had brought to the swap, participants found that exchanges failed to materialize. 
Status-seeking members rejected foods for a number of reasons, but prominent among them 
were that these foods were taboo or profane, quotidian, or excessively “alternative.” These 
findings reveal the importance of consistent standards of evaluation and commensurability 
in circuit formation. They also demonstrate the ways in which standards of evaluation can 
serve as boundaries for circuit membership—particularly with the absence of money as a 
consistent metric for equilibrating between diverse market offerings. 
What’s more, as barter economies, food swaps represent an attempt to remove some 
food provisioning from the cash market, with swappers adhering to a relatively fixed one-to-
one exchange ratio: a jar of jelly yields a jar of pickles. The lack of cash makes this an 
unusual case, as relational economic sociologists have primarily directed their attention to 
situations that concern the entry of cash into areas of social life previously viewed as outside 
of the economic sphere (Radin 2001; Spar 2006; Zelizer 1989). Emboldened by findings 
revealing the context-specific, relationally determined meanings of economic exchange, these 
studies challenge classical views of money as a homogenizing, universal leveling agent 
(Zelizer 1989; Cf. Simmel 1978; Weber 1978). By examining an unconventional site where 
individuals have removed money from exchange, and where the resultant social negotiations 
failed to produce consistent standards of evaluation and commensurability, I aim to 
complicate these theoretical interventions. Status seeking—and the hard feelings that often 
follow close behind—might just require cash to smooth them over. Competing and opaque 
standards of evaluation led to uncertainty about what type of food—and what type of 
person—was welcome at the swap, ultimately leading to the circuit’s failure. 
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Food Swaps in the New “Sharing Economy” 
There is tremendous variation within the sharing economy, which includes both 
non- and for-profit enterprises. As a result of this variation, there has been considerable 
debate about these new forms of economic exchange. Two factors have emerged as critically 
important to the types of economic exchanges and social connections that sharing economy 
platforms attempt to cultivate (Schor and Fitzmaurice 2015). First, platforms can be 
characterized by their organizational structure: whether exchanges take place as peer-to-peer, 
i.e., person-to-person, or between businesses and peers. Second, platforms vary based on 
their market orientation as for-profit or non-profit enterprises. Critical accounts—
particularly of the larger, for-profit platforms—have centered on whether they represent 
extensions of the neoliberal economic project (Dawkins 2011) and the increasingly 
precarious nature of work (Standing (2011). For smaller peer-to-peer/non-profit platforms, 
questions include their ability to attract and retain members, expand, and facilitate robust, 
alternative networks of exchange (Schor et al. 2016; Bellotti et al. 2014).  
 Food swaps are one of the smaller peer-to-peer/non-profit activities within the 
sharing economy. They are in-person events in which participants exchange foods that they 
have made, grown, or foraged themselves. A common form is a weekly or monthly 
gathering—generally of 50 or fewer participants—in which home-produced food is traded. 
Exchanges follow a silent auction format with written bids placed on items. After a period of 
sampling and discussion, participants signal their willingness to exchange a food item they 
have brought for someone else’s offering by signing the bid sheet in front of the desired 
item. This written form coordinates exchanges and intentionally reduces the chances of face-
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to-face rejection. Participants select the offers they intend to accept, and attempt to finalize 
them in person.  
Food swaps have yet to receive significant academic attention. Yet, they are 
empirically interesting because they have an explicit focus on expanding access to “real,” 
homemade foods and providing alternatives to the exchange relations of the dominant 
market. No money is used, which eliminated prices as a mechanism that lets participants 
easily figure out the value of the goods on offer. Moreover, exchanges are typically one-to-
one, limiting the possibilities of attaching a value comparable to a price on the offered 
products. Therefore, we should expect that particularly rich, ongoing negotiations about 
standards of evaluation, worth, meanings, and membership occur in such an environment. 
As a result, I would argue that food swaps are particularly well suited to observing whether 
omnivorous tendencies really are shaping how people assign worth to goods.  
 Food swaps also provide a theoretically interesting case because certain attributes of 
food—like many secondhand goods—ensure that mere leftovers cannot be exchanged 
without significant cultural work (Setiffi 2011). In contemporary societies, use can taint 
goods with a form of social contamination that serves to limit secondhand markets (Setiffi 
2011). In the absence of monetary measures of value, how do the items provided for 
exchange at a food swap get evaluated? And when do those evaluations, and the status-based 
boundaries of worth they construct, foster or inhibit circuit formation? 
In For a Penny, in for a Pound: Money, Circuits, and Value 
Within economic sociology, the critique of under-socialized approaches to the 
market is now well established (Granovetter 1985; Krippner 2001; Zelizer 2005, 2010). 
However, Zelizer has suggested that it is not sufficient for economic sociologists to 
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rehabilitate either economic or network approaches by merely adding culture back in (2010).  
Rather, economic sociologists are increasingly challenging colleagues to problematize the 
very foundations of modern economic exchange, such as markets (Krippner 2001) and 
money (Zelizer 1989). While recognizing that money was a reflection of specific social 
relations, early sociological approaches overwhelmingly viewed money as uniformly 
homogenizing and rationalizing in its effect (Marx 1978; Weber 1978; Simmel 1978). For 
Simmel, the willingness to exchange objects produced their economic value. Money served 
as a perfect facilitator of exchange, as it could ground subjective measures of worth and 
comparative relationships between differing values in an objective, yet abstract, means of 
accounting based on quantity—a universal measuring rod of worth (Simmel 1978).  
Relational approaches in economic sociology have highlighted the ways money’s 
functions are contextually negotiated, the ways it is integrated into social relationships 
without uniformly rationalizing them and stripping them of sentiment, and the ways the 
meanings of money are defined differently across social settings (Radin 2001; Spar 2006; 
Zelizer 1989, 2010). However, the failure of the food swap suggests that the removal of 
money can produce highly fraught negotiations over worth, exchange, and participation in 
economic transactions and, under certain circumstances, that these differences in evaluation 
cannot be transcended.  
  The barter economy the Northeastern Food Swap attempted to construct is what 
Zelizer calls a “circuit of commerce.” In circuits, social ties are not fixed and taken for 
granted, but are “dynamic” and  “incessantly negotiated” (Zelizer 2010:307). Zelizer has 
identified five criteria that differentiate circuits from other social networks. These include 
social ties among a group of individuals, economic exchanges stemming from those 
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relationships, a common system of evaluation and accounting, shared meaning attached to 
the exchanges, and a boundary defining membership in the circuit (Zelizer, 2010:304). 
Beyond these criteria numerous questions about how circuits operate remain. Zelizer has 
specifically identified the need for research on boundary-marking and how power and 
inequality shape circuits (Zelizer 2010:308). Another question, I would argue, is to identify 
the conditions under which circuits fail to form despite participants’ concerted efforts.  
The question of valuation, and how consensual valuation does or does not emerge, 
provides a useful starting point. Economic sociologists have long recognized the importance 
of stable category meanings as bases for valuation (DiMaggio 1987; Khaire and Wadhwani 
2010; Zhao 2005). In their study of Indian modern art markets, Khaire and Wadhwani show 
how cultural intermediaries created a category of Indian modern art that facilitated sales and 
increased the value of works created by contemporary Indian artists. They find that a shift in 
discourse to frame Indian paintings as modern, rather than provincial, led to a common 
“basis for commensuration” (Khaire and Wadhwani 2010:1296). As categories become 
established and more familiar, expectations for what fits within a category become more 
precise (Fiske and Taylor 1991), further facilitating market actors’ abilities to assess 
commensurability, relative value, and worth (Zhao 2005). Stable, recognized categories are 
critical in shaping market actors’ perceptions of commensurability (Espeland and Stevens 
1998), shaping how products are valued (Zuckerman 1999), and facilitating exchange. 
Within circuits, processes of valuation happen in distinct ways, and are less likely to 
rely on standard market scripts. Drawing on Swidler (1986)’s cultural toolkit and the idea of 
familiar culturally available scripts, Wherry argues that circuits are interactional performances 
in which participants “enact an ordered sequence of action more-or-less predictably” and, as 
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they “frame” their situations, match them to a “repertoire of action.” (2012:208). While 
participants need not evaluate every exchange in the same way, the circuits of commerce 
literature suggests a consensual understanding in which repertoires of evaluation and 
engagement match particular exchanges. Circuits require the development and collective 
knowledge of a shared standard for evaluating objects, transactions, and trading partners. 
Therefore when actors draw on disparate scripts, use multiple framings, or fail to adhere to a 
common collective base of knowledge, commensuration can be fraught. When a circuit is 
being intentionally constructed among people who do not share a common culture, class, 
race, gender or other socially important characteristics, it may take considerable work to 
articulate what is valued, explain logics of exchange and establish common framings. Where 
circuit constructors are attempting to counter dominant socio-cognitive categories or bases 
of valuation in a society, even more work is required to articulate what is valued and why. In 
this case, and others like it (Dubois, Schor and Carfagna 2014, Schor et al 2016), circuits in 
construction may have difficulty establishing commensurability. 
One reason is that standards of evaluation are not only relevant for facilitating 
exchange. They are also key to the construction and maintenance of boundaries. When 
individuals do not agree that valuations within a circuit are fair or reasonable, they will be 
unlikely to want to participate. Similarly, valuations can be developed in exclusionary ways, 
e.g., set so high that few can afford them, or so onerously that exchanges are not easily 
attainable. Valuations can be used to develop exclusionary boundaries that are rooted in 
distinguishing practices.  
 Of course, Bourdieu famously showed that standards for evaluating cultural objects 
differ by social class and are used by people of high cultural capital to distinguish themselves 
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(1984). Lamont and Molnar argue that such evaluations reflect and produce symbolic 
boundaries, which serve as powerful sources of similarity and belonging among groups 
(2002:168). For Bourdieu, a key distinction is provided by “distaste,” or the rejection of the 
goods or practices of the “other” (Bourdieu 1984). Wilk (1997) has argued that distaste is 
often more powerful than taste itself. As such, it is key to drawing lines of exclusion and 
inclusion.  
Inequality and power differences must be managed for circuits to function. Mears 
finds that the allure of the high fashion modeling market’s “winner-takes-all” structure and 
fears of losing status by pursuing significantly better paid commercial jobs keeps many 
models within the high fashion circuit (Mears 2011). Hoang (2011, 2015), in her ethnography 
of Vietnamese sex workers, finds three distinct circuits with different levels of status that 
functioned because they operated independently. Similarly, Attwood-Charles and Schor find 
that participants in a makerspace sorted into two circuits based on status positions within the 
community, and that the two groups used different currencies for trading skills and time: 
high-status actors exchanged beer amongst themselves, but required money to trade skills 
with lower-status, often novice makers (2019).  
 These successful circuits manage inequality among members partly through 
members’ acceptance of shared ways of evaluating social and economic exchanges. Members 
accept the lopsided odds of success, understand the symbolic boundaries of different 
circuits, or develop accepted standards for valuing exchanges across status lines. However, in 
exchanges among individuals who are vying for status, practices of distinction around 
judgments of value and worth may disrupt the establishment of common standards of 
evaluation. Given that taste serves as a status asset, as Bourdieu has argued (1984), taste-
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based systems of accounting and evaluation may be used to construct exclusionary 
boundaries within circuits. Participants use modes of evaluation, based in tacit knowledge of 
valorized taste, to screen out would-be trading partners.  
In the food swap, these practices of distinction led to the failure of the circuit. This 
allows comparisons, both between the successful transactions and the failed matches that led 
to the circuit’s decline, and with the successfully functioning circuits that dominate in the 
literature. By examining a failed attempt at circuit construction, I hope to clarify the social 
conditions, practices, and relationships that contribute to successful cases (Emigh 1997). I 
use this divergent outcome to suggest that distinguishing practices undermine the 
construction of alternative, common standards of value in the absence of money. Moreover, 
the subjective nature of these non-monetized modes of evaluation means that they also 
served as boundaries of inclusion and exclusion, albeit opaque ones. I believe this dynamic is 
largely missing in the existing literature: a type of social dynamic under which the circuits of 
commerce literature’s theoretical assumption concerning the negotiation of consistent 
standards of evaluation may not be realized. This is the deployment of field-specific assets of 
cultural capital, which serve as a means of assessing worth in the absence of a standardized 
metric for equilibrating between values that participants often perceive to be disparate.  
 Before proceeding, “failure” must be defined. To date, I am unaware of any research 
addressing the failure of circuits. As a result, I define failure by two measures, based on the 
unique characteristics of circuits. First, circuits of commerce are economic arrangements. 
The ability to facilitate robust transaction networks must be a key criterion of success. If 
individuals are routinely unable to access the goods or services they desire within a circuit, it 
may not be functioning as an effective conduit for exchange. Second, circuits are different 
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from other economic arrangements partly on account of their intensely social nature. 
Economic activity is not their sole function. Rather, economic activity flows from a 
constellation of social relationships (Zelizer 2010). As a result, if a circuit is unable to 
routinely foster desired social relations, its success is jeopardized. In what follows, we can 
see that the Northeastern Food Swap struggled on both counts.  
Methods 
This research is based on two years of participant observation at the Northeastern 
Food Swap. As a participant, I attended monthly swaps, bringing food items to exchange. 
Swaps lasted approximately 3 hours, resulting in approximately 80 hours of observations. I 
also conducted five semi-structured interviews, each approximately one-hour in length, 
which were recorded and transcribed. Informal interviews were also conducted in the course 
of participant observation and these conversations were recorded in field notes following 
each swap. All data was inductively analyzed following a narrative analysis approach. New 
hypotheses emerged over the course of the research (Fetterman 1998). I began to sense that 
the exchange networks within the swaps were rather bounded, making it difficult for 
newcomers to break in. I also realized that there were several standards for evaluating food 
as appropriately homemade, such that not every new participant’s offerings were considered 
trade-worthy. Over the course of this fieldwork I observed the members of the food swap 
struggling to institute many of the characteristics of a functioning circuit. Most importantly, a 
consensus on what was valued seemed particularly hard to find and ultimately led to 
declining participation. I then realized this  circuit in construction was failing to establish 
itself. 
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Struggles for Equivalence: Distinction, Commensurability, and Circuit Failure  
Food Swap Matches: What Makes a Successful Offering? 
“Good matches” are a type of relational work central to economic exchange. 
Individuals work hard to match the appropriate transactional media, meanings, emotions, 
and practices with the economic exchanges they engage in (Zelizer 2010). Such matches 
certainly did occur at the swap as individuals sought trades. Successful trades occurred when 
swappers recognized the media (“everyday” homemade food), the practices (evidence of 
careful sourcing of ingredients and significant production effort), and meanings (creative, 
“real” food) of the items they were trading for. To a large extent, good matches were those 
that incorporated the tastes of contemporary foodies. 
 The currency of the food swap was homemade food, however, not all homemade 
products were thought to be the basis of a “good” trade. As one participant explained at an 
early swap, special items made for the swap could be sampled during the event and 
forgotten. She explained that she thought it was exciting to get to try a delicious homemade 
truffle at the swap, but that it was “just a treat.” When she was considering trading partners 
she was looking for something that she could use in her daily life. Items like jam, pickles, 
bread, and granola were much more desirable than cookies, cupcakes, or candies. Good 
trades were based on homemade food, such as seasoned breadcrumbs or homemade 
extracts, which could be integrated into daily routines, used repeatedly, or could serve as the 
basis for cooking something new.  
I tested such criteria by bringing two sets of items to each swap. For example, at one 
event a batch of made-from-scratch “Oreo” cookies (labeled “homemade Oreos”) was not 
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terribly successful, but a watermelon gazpacho, packed in a mason jar that could be taken to 
work for lunch or eaten at home, received the most bids of any item. Offerings that were 
originally made as a part of a participant’s life outside of the swap generated even greater 
interest. A young newly married couple—both PhD candidates—were the object of 
considerable favorable attention when they brought pear butter they had made as wedding 
favors. One regular swapper described that she traded with the couple because she felt that 
the pear butter gave her a chance to share in a special part of their life. These strongly social 
aspects, such as a connection to life outside the swap or an alteration in one’s own personal 
life, were one criterion for a good trade.  
However, participants were forced to walk a fine line to produce homemade foods 
that could generate trades. Sure, items had to possess a certain “everyday” appeal. But to 
secure trades people typically put far more than an everyday level of effort into their 
products. Insiders at the food swap valorized the creative effort. By physically making food 
themselves, swappers described feeling productive and gaining control.  
The ethos of the swap was described by Shauna—a 34-year-old lawyer who helped 
to found the food swap—as one in which people are encouraged to “take back their 
pantries.” The food swap was “empowering people to be self-sufficient.” However, this 
desire for self-sufficiency was related to the desire to engage in the process of making foods 
itself, along with concerns about the quality of the product. Among swap insiders, manual 
labor was revalorized as a valuable consumer practice in its own right. Anne, a freelance 
journalist and another founder of the food swap, described making her own pesto in the 
following way:  
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And then also, you know, there’s the satisfaction in me, you know, washing the basil 
and putting it in a food processor with parmesan cheese and—I used walnuts instead 
of pine nuts ‘cause that’s what I had—and there’s sort of a satisfaction to, like, me 
actually, literally making the basil [pesto] instead of, like, scooping it out of a can. 
 Swappers consistently expressed an appreciation of practicality as a valid standard for 
high cultural capital consumption. Shauna described the swaps as trying to convey, “this is 
about people cooking in their house and, like, feeding themselves.” Likewise, Lidia—a 31-
year-old Ph.D. student from France—was very uncomfortable with the idea that the jam she 
made was artisanal. Rather, she simply wanted to do something with her hands that yielded a 
tangible end result. As she described it,    
There are people who believe that food is something that they cannot possibly make 
themselves…But then there are people who actually can make food but keep 
thinking that making food is something ordinary people couldn’t do themselves.  
For Lidia, making a jar of jam is simply practical—if she can do it better herself, why 
wouldn’t she. However, that doesn’t make it “artisanal.” The reality, however, is that the 
types of items food swap participants sought out for trades—like canned jams and canned 
pickles—take far more time and specialized knowledge to produce than most people use in 
everyday cooking. As such, these protestations are more akin to the elite disposition of ease, 
the “it was nothing” attitude, than the actual material qualities and effort behind the goods 
(Bourdieu 1984). Moreover, the participants who were best able to secure trading partners 
often spent more time and attention placing their items in attractive packaging. Items in 
Ziploc bags, Tupperware, or in reused packaging from store-bought products were often 
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rejected on the basis of packaging. The gold standard of containers was invariably the 
currently trendy Mason jar—especially those that were outfitted with attractive labels.   
Even if the items were not particularly time consuming to make, participants sought 
out those with carefully sourced ingredients. The role of “consuming the local” as a 
distinguishing practice was acknowledged by several participants, who spoke about local 
food as a trend. Anne described her attraction to local products: “And it also ties into, sort 
of, the trend of people are canning and they care more about how their food is sourced and, 
you know, like, going to farms and picking their own produce is kind of trendy, too.”  At 
least one swapper rejected the local food rationale. Lidia explicitly countered food miles 
arguments by saying that the inefficiency of local food systems might not make them the 
ecologically preferred consumer choice. Nevertheless, even she expressed an attraction to 
local foods and an interest in consuming the experiences of those that produced them, 
explaining that she felt envious of swappers who came in from the suburbs and had their 
own farms or gardens, and wished she could afford to shop at farmers markets since the 
quality and taste of the food there is “so much better.”  
Similarly, Anne described how getting to know a farmer was an exciting and unique 
experience for a “city girl” who is “not cut out” for farming. With clear satisfaction in her 
voice, Anne explained, “I will say that, so, I know someone who is a farmer—which 
fascinates me ‘cause I’m a city girl, so we don’t meet many people who are actually, literally 
farmers.” In these ways, eating “local” food is cast as an almost voyeuristic way of gaining 
access to—and consuming— the novel experiences of others. As a result, items like a 
homemade grape jelly made from grapes the participant grew in their own backyard, or even 
a simple basil pesto made with homegrown basil, were very popular. 
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Participants also liked to trade for items that they thought were more interesting, 
more embellished, than what could find in the grocery store or than they would think to make 
themselves. One regular swapper routinely advised newcomers that they should avoid 
making items that “anyone could make.” “I wouldn’t recommend bringing brownies,” she 
would say, “I mean, unless they are like the best brownies ever. But everyone here can make 
brownies if they want them.” Far from efficiently using excess “homemade” food, 
“homemade” is reimagined as something made in the home, especially for the swap. At the 
annual holiday cookie swap, we asked the regulars how they would decide among the 
hundreds of cookies. Almost all indicated that they would be trading for “something 
interesting,” or “not just your average chocolate chip.” Popular items at regularly scheduled 
swaps were “plum vermouth jam,” a sweet tomato basil jelly, or a blood orange cocktail 
mixer. 
In talking to members about what they looked for in a good trade, time and again a 
lime marmalade from one of the first swap events was cited as the ideal item. For these 
swappers, homemade food had to be distinctive, yet conceivably part of one’s routine life 
and cookery—consistent with theories of two-stage valuation that emphasize the advantage 
of broad conformity within a category along with seemingly authentic distinctiveness 
(Zuckerman 2015). The lime marmalade became the benchmark of a good trade because it 
represented an item that could be consumed simply and repeatedly with breakfast and is 
something seemingly anyone could make. At the same time it was both involved and 
innovative enough that very few people would actually make it. 
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The Collapse of the Food Swap 
In the swap’s early months, it was thriving. On the heels of a positive report in a 
local newspaper, attendance was high—averaging 25 to 30 participants per swap. The 
organizers were self-funding the swap, paying out-of-pocket to rent a room in a co-working 
space that served as an incubator for area non-profits in a recently gentrified neighborhood. 
After a year, participation began to lag. Swaps were drawing eight to ten participants, and the 
organizers were tiring of paying for the space. They relocated to a different co-working 
office across town in another trendy neighborhood filled with boutique shops and 
restaurants. The first swap in the new location only drew a handful of participants—largely 
the eight or so who had previously been in attendance. Over the course of that summer, the 
numbers continued to dwindle. At one swap, the three organizers—themselves longtime 
friends—sat at a table socializing amongst themselves. Three other new participants mingled 
awkwardly on the margins: two of them came together, while the third was unable to make 
anything but a single trade.  
 As the months went by during the swap’s second year in operation, the events 
continued to struggle. Cancellations became routine, often coming with as little as 24 hours’ 
notice. On one occasion, only one other individual showed up. Standing outside the venue, I 
contacted one of the organizers. The swap had been cancelled that morning, but the 
announcement was only made via the swap’s twitter account. The one participant looked 
visibly upset. “What, do I have to get a twitter account just to be a member?” she fumed. 
That was her last swap to my knowledge.  
Over this period there were some upticks, but attendance was never stable. Many of 
the original members stopped participating. Lidia, who had once been an early and devoted 
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attendee, returned after six months of absence and was welcomed with much excitement. 
However, as we left the venue, she expressed her frustration with the swap’s inability to 
attract enough members to make it worth attending. She was unhappy with the organizers’ 
failure to really explain what the swap was all about, saying that the website did not provide 
clear enough suggestions about what types of foods people should bring, did not instruct 
newcomers to bring samples, or even suggest the appropriate size packaging for items to 
ensure equivalence. First-timers would often leave saying things like, “at least now we know 
what not to make,” or “at least someone wanted my food,” They struggled with the lack of 
clarity about what was valued as homemade food. Many would not return. 
Participants often brought different understandings of the purpose of the swap, 
leading to contradictory trading strategies that stifled long term membership. Some viewed 
the swap as a monthly opportunity to try their hand at cooking something new and to stock 
up on creative takes on pantry staples, like jam. Others viewed the swap as a place to 
occasionally trade away surplus food from situations where they cooked something that 
could only be made in large quantities. Still others viewed the swap as a way to convert 
perishable items into shelf stable canned goods, or to dispose of leftovers. These mismatches 
in understandings, also contributed to the instability of the circuit, as swappers drew 
boundaries between themselves and those who were operating with different motives. 
 However, a more fundamental problem was the presence of competing standards of 
evaluation. Status-seeking actors drew on cultural repertoires to enter into or to refuse 
exchange relationships, and their strategies produced boundaries that were relatively 
impermeable to would-be participants, resulting in circuit failure. Uncertainty about the types 
of homemade food that were valued at the swap aborted attempted exchanges. Most 
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commonly, failure occurred when participants attempted to trade items that status-seeking 
members rejected: items they considered taboo or profane, quotidian, or overly alternative. 
The frequency of these rejections prevented the establishment of a common system of 
evaluation within the swap—leading both regular attendees and new members to struggle to 
secure sufficient trades for the items they brought.   
Standards of judgment were often opaque or inconsistent. Those who lacked 
sufficient cultural capital in the foodie space were unaware of the existence of these 
unwritten rules for successful offerings. Distinction was exercised via competing standards 
and a lack of transparency. As described above, participants were successful with their 
offerings when they tended to fit three criteria. First, successful swap items were those that 
were either the outgrowth of the maker’s daily life, or could be integrated into the daily life 
of the consumer. Second, successful transactions involved items that were the product of 
significant manual labor, either in the sourcing of ingredients or the making of the product 
itself. Finally, successful trades usually involved items that were creative and exciting—things 
that swappers either would not be able to find in the grocery store or might not think to 
make themselves.  
Equally important, however, are the ways “inappropriate” items and trading 
strategies produced competing boundaries of inclusion and exclusion in the circuit, leading 
to a lack of sustained participation and, ultimately, collapse.  
Unsuccessful Transactions and the Boundaries of the Taboo, the Quotidian, and the Overly Alternative 
Many swap participants’ attempts at trading proved unsuccessful due to mismatches 
in how the category of homemade food was understood and evaluated by participants. 
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Mismatches often occurred when items were considered taboo or profane, quotidian, or 
overly alternative. Both newcomers and established members often brought bad offerings. 
When newcomers made bad choices about what to trade, they often did not return to the 
swap, as other participants’ negative evaluations excluded them from the circuit. When 
established members attempted to trade such items, it often resulted in dissatisfaction among 
longtime members, who would quietly accuse them of “gaming the system.” 
What was considered taboo or profane? Most often, it revolved around what 
counted as “real” homemade food. “Real food” was a concept that repeatedly came to the 
surface in conversations. Shauna believed that one of the most important aspects of the 
swap was “creating a culture where people understand that it’s kind of manageable to create 
real food.” Likewise, the “realness” of food was central to Anne’s framing of food 
consumption.  
And I also think it’s sort of not just nurturing the body but the soul.  I mean, it’s nice 
to have food that has that, like, sort of, real, authentic, you know, prepared-from-
scratch taste to it as opposed to, you know, the Lean Cuisines that I used to eat when 
I was, like, fresh out of college 
Describing a recent experience going to a farm and picking her own basil, Anne explained, 
“this is, food at its very, you know, most basic level, like, right out of the earth.” “Real food” 
has a material integrity, which is conceptualized as connection to the soil, more palpable 
taste, and distance from mass production. It is “honest.” 
Rachel, a 32-year-old librarian working as a university administrative assistant had 
similar ideas, describing why buying strawberries in January was “the most ridiculous thing 
on earth.” Lidia expressed incredulity about most American food. While she believed mass-
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produced foods could theoretically be acceptable to consume, she refused to buy products 
that were not honest. “Why would anyone ever even think to put animal bones [in the form 
of gelatin] in yogurt?” she asked in a bewildered tone. Food swap participants rejected foods 
that had artificial ingredients or were made from mass-produced, manufactured products, 
like the Oreo cookie truffles. 
 Another criterion for rejection was quotidian offerings. Given the emphasis on foods 
that could be part of participants’ everyday lives and cookery, swap participants often 
brought items that truly had the feel of leftovers—without evidence of the significant effort 
and originality that successful transactions were predicated on. One might assume that the 
strong stated desire for local, “real,” home cooked foods would extend to shared leftovers, 
however this was far from the case. Rather than adhering to a single standard for evaluating 
homemade food, the concept of homemade is “a malleable cultural construct that 
consumers find ‘good to think with,’” in opposition to market-made foods (Moisio, Arnould 
and Price 2004:379). Any suggestion that someone’s homemade food was “ordinary” was 
greeted with clear efforts to reinforce swap boundaries.  
At the November swap, a man and a woman in their late 20’s brought homemade 
vegan stuffing for the swap. They presented the stuffing in a large bowl, as one might at a 
Thanksgiving table, and packaged it the way leftovers are handled after the Thanksgiving 
meal, by spooning servings into large Ziploc bags. As I circulated through the swap during 
the sampling period, a regular participant leaned over and quietly said, “it generally takes 
people a few tries to figure out what works here.” This couple made only one trade during 
the swap, and left with a full bowl of stuffing. Exiting, the woman said to her partner, loud 
enough to be heard, “At least we know what not to do next time.” To my knowledge, they 
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did not return. Their failure to achieve exchanges and social acceptance mirrors the 
difficulties of a woman who blogged about her unsuccessful attempts to trade her 
homemade scones, as well as another first time swapper who offered vanilla cupcakes with 
vanilla frosting on a platter at a summer swap.  The would-be cupcake swapper—an elderly 
white woman who departed from the group’s typical demographic of women in their late 
20’s to late 30s—was hardly even included in conversations, let alone trades. But returning 
members also had difficulties trading things like corn bread, chocolate chip cookies, and 
ordinary cucumber pickles.  
A final criterion for rejection was products that were too alternative. To be sure, 
swap participants wanted artisanal alternatives to mass-produced, industrial foods. However, 
participants with offerings or dietary habits that strayed too far from the gastronomic 
mainstream had difficulty finding partners. One young woman offered portions of her 
personal Kombucha culture (used to make a fermented, probiotic, carbonated tea drink) and 
struggled to make more than one trade. It certainly did not help that she came without 
samples and packaged the culture in what swap participants joked looked like old chemical 
vials. 
One regular member came with sourdough starter for trade, and samples of the 
bread she baked from it. While swap participants were willing to put significant effort into 
the items they brought to the swap, many balked at the idea of having to refresh a 
sourdough culture every few days or bake a loaf of bread. The woman spent the entire swap 
trying to convince people it was “really no trouble at all.” When she returned next time with 
the same starter she brought a waffle iron to make sourdough waffles, in the hope of 
convincing people that they could use it for less time-consuming projects. Similarly, 
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participants who brought vegan and gluten free products often left with them, if only 
because these products were not part of others’ diets. 
Not all members were willing to engage with would-be swappers who did not fully 
understand the logic of the swap. In my interviews the organizers all mentioned that they 
would trade with new participants to make them feel welcome. One regular participant—the 
one who told me and other newcomers not to bring brownies—said that she would trade 
with first timers who did not understand what counted as homemade. However, she would 
always give them tips (like “no brownies!”) after trading with them. If they came back and 
still did not get it, she would no longer trade with them and was not afraid to reject face-to-
face offers.  
Competing Trading Strategies and the Boundaries of True Membership 
Food swap participants brought more than competing understandings about what 
“homemade food” meant in the context of a food swap: they also brought competing 
strategies for how to best integrate the economic activity of the swap into their lives. 
However, these strategies also resulted in the drawing of competing boundaries of inclusion 
and exclusion, leading to long-term instability in membership and the resulting failure of the 
circuit to provide robust economic or social exchanges. 
 Noticing an abundance of similar ingredients in the items available at one swap, 
Shauna exclaimed, “Whoa, there’s a lot of corn here. I guess we know what everyone’s 
getting in their farm shares.” The desire to “use up” a subscription farm share motivated the 
founding of the swap. As a single, urban professional Shauna struggled for a year to use her 
farm share before hearing about food swapping. She immediately thought that starting a 
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swap would be a great way to put her share to use and allow her to keep supporting a local 
farm. This motive often resulted in items that were perishable and bore the most similarity 
to genuine leftovers—corn salads, blueberry muffins, and simple salsas.  
Other swap participants were far more sporadic in their approaches. This group 
often had a single item they enjoyed making from time to time and that could easily be 
scaled-up to a large batch. One young woman was famous throughout the swap for her 
romesco sauce (a Spanish condiment of pureed roasted red peppers, paprika, garlic, 
almonds, and bread). Such participants would come several times a year to trade for a 
stockpile of jams, jellies, and pickles, often not returning until they needed to restock. 
Others, like the couple who brought the pear butter, used the swap as a one-time 
opportunity to get rid of a surplus of homemade food. They admitted they wouldn’t be 
returning unless they found themselves in a similar situation.  
An important contingent in the group, however, used the swap as a monthly chance 
to be creative and practice a skill they found pleasure in—most often, canning. Lidia 
described how she participated not mainly for the products she could receive (which she 
confessed she often did not even like) but because she needed an outlet for all of the food 
items she produces. Another regular member was a professional baker who used the swap as 
a chance to try out atypical flavor combinations for jams and jellies, such as the sweet 
tomato basil jelly swappers eagerly vied for. Rachel enjoyed trying new recipes for the swaps, 
and in an interview described how she would post ideas on online message boards for 
feedback in the weeks before the event. Swappers like Rachel often bemoaned the fact that 
others, like the woman who made the romesco sauce, did not come more often.  
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The proliferation of what swappers viewed as inappropriate items and inappropriate 
transaction styles stifled the formation of a successful circuit in two ways. First, newcomers 
who could not discern—either based on foodie cultural capital or from the limited 
information posted online—what types of homemade food would gain them access to the 
circuit rarely returned. Second, when regular members violated others’ expectations 
concerning the circuit’s media, practices, and meanings, they failed to secure trades and often 
left fellow members disgruntled. One regular food swapper apparently felt pressured into a 
bad trade with a fellow member. I left the swap with her, and observed her hand the item to 
a homeless man on the street before remarking about how gross she thought it was.  
During one swap, a regular participant quietly mentioned that she felt that some of 
the other regular members gamed the system, by occasionally bringing sub-par, low-effort, 
perishable items hoping to trade up to a better pantry. This frustration eventually led her to 
curtail her participation. In a follow up interview, she explained that she was still making 
creatively flavored jams every month but just didn’t think the items she could get in return at 
the swap were worth her time. Other members, often those who brought perishable items, 
became frustrated that their pantries and refrigerators were filled with jam from swappers 
who used the swap as a chance to practice their canning skills and experiment with new 
flavors. At one point, I had 20 jars of jam in my possession. Such complaints often led to 
once-regular members taking breaks from attending the swap with the stated intention of 
working through their surplus. However, their absence left the swap with lower volumes of 
trades and, ultimately, more dissatisfied members.    
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Embellishment: The Trouble With Getting it Just Right 
While we might expect food swap participants to have clear expectations of what 
belonged within the familiar category of “homemade” food (Fiske and Taylor 1991), these 
findings reveal the extent to which competing standards of evaluation form boundaries in 
exchange settings. Homemade food was not simply food made by hand in the home as a 
part of one’s daily life. It was food made by hand in one’s home specifically for the swap that 
other participants would not make in their daily lives. Yet appropriate homemade food 
should not be obviously produced for the swap. Like the often-touted lime marmalade, 
homemade food within this swap needed to possess a seemingly everyday character, belying 
the fact that successful items were the result of significant creativity and effort.  
While the literature on circuits has treated standards of evaluation and the meanings 
of exchange as separate characteristics distinct from the negotiation of circuit boundaries, 
the Bourdieusian finding that judgments of taste are a basis of distinguishing one from 
another complicates that assertion (Bourdieu 1984). As food swap participants sought to 
distinguish themselves, multiple competing boundaries of inclusion and exclusion developed, 
leading to membership instability, discontent, and the eventual collapse of the circuit. 
Standards were so opaque that only the founders and a few others could discern them. That 
opacity served to create exclusionary boundaries, but the extent of distinguishing practices—
foodie snobbery—was so strong that almost no one was let into the insiders’ circle. One 
lesson from this case is that circuits cannot have so much status distinction going on that 
they fail to retain members.  
In this case, not only did trades not happen. Social relations also failed. Participants 
felt excluded, used, and taken advantage of. Newcomers felt unwelcome and their carefully 
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prepared foods disrespected. Over time even regulars felt that people were taking advantage 
of those who put in serious efforts to make foods that others would want. An obvious 
solution to these dynamics would have been to make the criteria for successful offerings 
clear, on the website, in the frequent blogs that one founder posted, or via a brochure. This 
would have been relatively easy to do, and swap members suggested it to the founders. The 
fact that they failed to make their tastes transparent supports this interpretation—opacity 
served their interests by giving insiders the power to reject trades and enact distinguishing 
practices. Especially by drawing lines to exclude “distasteful” items, participants were able to 
display discerning, high status, foodie tastes. “I’m sorry, but I wouldn’t be able to eat that!” 
The founders had an annual opportunity to expand membership—but failed to take 
advantage of it. Each December they hosted a charity event for childhood cancer research—
a cookie swap drawing upwards of 75 participants. However, cookie swap participants were 
rarely successfully recruited into regular members. As I talked to regulars, they made clear 
their discomfort with the fact that cookie swappers failed to adhere to the values of the 
swap. Someone had made Betty Crocker cookies and admitted it on their information sheet. 
“I know it’s for charity,” one swapper remarked, “but they clearly don’t understand what a 
swap means for us.” Had they made that clear, the swap might still be functioning today. 
However, to take advantage of this opportunity—to articulate just what it was that 
made a successful swap item—would have undermined the swap’s founding goals. The 
organizers seemed unwilling to give up on all the hominess, the chance for social 
connection, that home-cooking embodies. They wanted to embellish homemade food, for 
sure. The founders often brought bespoke cocktail mixers and jams of their own. But they 
did not want to dictate who’s taste was valuable in a context of welcome— a domestic 
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sphere of home and hearth (Fitzmaurice et al 2018). Members, it turned out, were far less 
forgiving.  
There were also aspects of the structure of the swap that reinforced exclusionary 
behavior and contributed to the failure to make trades. The first was an informal, but strong 
convention that items should trade on a one-to-one basis. One jar of jam should be 
equivalent to a bag of granola. From a standard economic perspective, this equivalence 
between individual items seems irrational. Cost, in labor time or materials, is not necessarily 
equivalent across items. However, this convention was rarely violated in practice, and those 
few times were when founders would make “charity” trades. (They might agree to take 
multiple items in exchange for one of their own from a newcomer who was unable to find 
any trading partners.) In interviews, people repeatedly mentioned the convention that a pint 
jar was the basis of equivalence. Even in cases where there were no pint jars involved, the 
expectation was that amounts would be roughly equal to what fits in a pint jar and that the 
effort involved in production would be roughly equal to that involved in making a pint of 
jam. If there were a flexible exchange rate it might have led to more trades, as people would 
have been able to accept multiple items in exchange for their own more highly-valued 
offerings. 
This fixed exchange rate is also related to the absence of cash as a medium of 
exchange. Cash was never introduced into the swap, as it was considered taboo in this barter 
setting. We hypothesize that if there were the option to pay in cash, rather than via products, 
that the symbolic qualities of the goods may have been incorporated into a system of 
valuation less conspicuously linked to judgments of members’ personal status. With cash, 
goods deemed symbolically inferior might have been able to be purchased for small amounts 
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of money. Similarly, highly valued products could have commanded high prices. This is a 
kind of Simmelian position where money becomes merely a quantifiable value, eliding 
subjective valuations (1978). The paradox is that the introduction of money might have led 
to the development of more social relations, via ongoing trades and repeat attendance. Its 
absence may have led to an exaggerated reliance on cultural capital and distinguishing 
practices as a mode of evaluation.   
What does this case suggest for the debate about money in economic sociology? In 
recent years, economic sociologists have rejected the classical view that money is a universal 
homogenizer and corrosive of social relations, arguing that money is a social construction 
with contextually dependent meanings (Zelizer 1989), and that money and intimate social 
relations can co-exist (Zelizer 2005). Here is a third possibility. The absence of money in the 
food swap gave reign to exclusionary behavior in which people deployed their superior 
foodie cultural capital to gain status by devaluing others’ offerings and rejecting trades. If 
money had been present, there might have been less policing of symbolic boundaries 
through competing notions of value and possibly more genuine social connection. The 
quantifiable and universally recognized value of money would have allowed people to 
express their willingness to pay without having to convert the items into an underlying 
matrix of cultural domination. 
The case of the Northeastern Food Swap challenges the notion that the negotiations 
of circuit participants result in the creation of common accounting systems (Zelizer 
2010:304). Far from familiar categories—like homemade foods—taking on increasingly 
settled standards of evaluations, as prevailing theories in organizational and economic 
sociology predict, within some circuits, struggles for status and distinction sustained 
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competing and opaque standards of evaluation. At the boundaries of food swap circuits, we 
witness the careful imagining and reimagining of even the most seemingly obvious category 
of homemade food in pursuit of foodie distinction.  
Mere embellishments were not enough to overcome the stigmas associated with 
ordinary homemade food—its simplicity, true practicality, and the threat of social contagion 
(Setiffi 2011) wrought by being leftover. Equal parts homey and refined, it was hard to value 
these items. Open access, the absence of any cash requirement, and a simple fixed ratio were 
expected to yield an inclusive trading regime with empowered participants. Instead, it led 
some participants to use the swap as an opportunity to outdo themselves and, more often 
than not, each other. The lesson, perhaps, is that social innovation of an inequality-reducing 
type requires explicit attention not only to economic capital, but also to cultural capital and 
the structural relations between the two.
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CHAPTER FIVE: REDEMPTION: HOW ROSÉ BECAME HIGH CLASS1 
Introduction 
 In 2004, New York Magazine declared rosé the new “it” wine (Steinberger 2004). 
However, this “it” wine was, even in the not-so-distant past, a denigrated category in the 
wine world. The style of rosé renders wines that are often sweet, approachable, 
uncomplicated, and best-consumed young—leading critics to suggest rosés “possess the 
faults of both white and red wines, but none of their benefits,” (Jackson 2008:9-10). Critics 
described rosé as a frivolous category, suitable for fueling summer fun but unworthy of 
critical examination. As recently as 2002, an influential wine writer remarked, “anyone who 
starts analyzing the taste of a rosé in public should be thrown into the pool immediately,” 
(Asimov 2004). Yet, just a few years later in 2010, the same critic would write that the “call 
to abandon critical faculties is an insult, both to rosé and to us, the consumers,” (Asimov 
2010:D4). How did critics change their definitions of rosé, remaking the category and 
discursively appropriating it? The case of rosé wine poses questions about the dynamics at 
work in the consecration of a culturally degraded commodity as “high status.” Namely, what 
semiotic codes and underlying logics do important audiences draw upon to discursively 
recognize and reformulate a beleaguered product’s identity?  
Cultural capital and distinction have become key concepts in the study of 
consumption (Bourdieu’s 1984), with changes in aesthetic judgments analyzed through the 
dynamics of distinction and the logic of taste within a field. Today, scholars describe high-
status consumers not as snobs but omnivores, selecting distinguishing products, places, and 																																																								
1 This chapter was previously published as: Fitzmaurice, Connor. 2017. “How Rosé Became 
High Class: Categorical Divestment and Evaluation.” Poetics 61:1-13.  
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experiences across the chasms of high, middle, and lowbrow taste (see Holt 1998; Khan 
2011; Peterson and Kern 1996). Across a variety of fields, cultural omnivores often rely 
upon constructions of “authenticity” as a highly salient criterion in their aesthetic judgments 
of worth, rather than standard classifications of high and low culture, whether in the 
consumption of urban space, food, music, or even sex (Brown-Saracino 2007; Grazian 2003, 
2004; Lindemann 2010; Lloyd 2010; Johnston and Baumann 2007, 2010;  Zukin 2008).  
Constructions of taste, worth, and identity—even authenticity—are reliant upon 
audience framings and the implicit and explicit comparisons such cultural understandings are 
predicated upon, suggesting the importance of processes of categorization to the movement 
of cultural objects within the status hierarchy. Such processes have drawn the attention of 
organizational and economic sociologists (Espeland and Stevens 1998; Khaire and 
Wadhwani 2010; Zhao 2005), and provide a useful complement to taste-based approaches 
within the study of consumption to such questions. Based on an analysis of a pivotal ten 
years of wine writing in the New York Times and Wine Spectator, I show how critics worked to 
codify and disseminate a new, high-status, category identity for rosé.  
I document how critics engaged in a process of “category divestment,” disavowing 
previous definitional boundaries and identities, thereby opening the category up to new and 
wide-ranging comparisons—both to wine in general and to specific intra-style distinctions. 
These comparisons not only redefined the category, they also rendered rosé a meaningful 
and relevant object open to critical evaluation. In the face of category-wide stigma, the 
salient comparison for critics centered on widely used yet style-specific production 
techniques as a means of highlighting differences they constructed between “good” and 
“bad” examples of the style.  Rosé was not accepted it on its own terms: as a different type 
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of wine, but one that is capable of being exceptional nonetheless. Only by rejecting all that 
rosé once was— disavowing many former hallmarks of the style to emphasize serious, 
intellectual, and masculinized attributes —could the category be redeemed.  
Changing the Hierarchies of Taste 
What types of comparisons would we predict could establish a new basis for 
authenticity within the category of rosé, making these wines high-status consumer objects 
and commensurable with other valorized wine categories? Approaches examining changing 
standards of taste within the framework of distinction represent a dominant approach in the 
literature on culture and consumption (Bourdieu 1984; Holt 1998; Johnston and Baumann 
2007; Peterson and Kern 1996; Peterson and Simkus 1992). Dramatic transformations in 
value and meaning are often central to the social lives of cultural objects (Appadurai [1986] 
2011; Schneider 1994; West 2010), and are consonant with an underlying logic of distinction 
(Holt 2000).  
Like rosé, many cultural goods can travel up and down the status spectrum. An 
almost mirror image is the case of synthetic fabrics. Embraced as trendy, first for their ease 
of maintenance and later for their bright neon colors, such fabrics ultimately became 
maligned as inauthentic, environmentally harmful, and uncomfortable (Schneider 1994). In 
other cases, there isn’t a dramatic reversal in a cultural object’s status writ large. Unlike 
examples where a consecrated field opens up to more democratic taste criteria, the low-
status field of greeting cards is rendered distinctive through selective consumer practices and 
appeals to discourses of authentic, tasteful sentiment (West 2010; Cf. Johnston and 
Baumann 2007, 2010). 
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Taste-based approaches often point to such constructions of authenticity as a critical 
component of transformations in the value of cultural objects. Constructions of authenticity 
are a driving force in contemporary consumer culture (Brown-Saracino 2007; Gibson 2014; 
Grazian 2003, 2004; Johnston and Baumann 2007, 2010; Lindemann 2010; Lloyd 2010). 
Overwhelmingly, the consensus in the literature is that authenticity does not take a singular 
form: it is variously defined by different stakeholders (Brown-Saracino 2007), tied to field 
dynamics (Carfagna et al. 2014; Lindemann 2010), and often strategically produced and 
manipulated (Grazian 2003). Authenticity is also framed as being intimately tied to 
omnivorous taste (Johnston and Baumann 2007, 2010); as a seemingly objective characteristic, 
authenticity lends air of objectivity to distinguishing judgments concerning cultural worth 
(Johnston and Baumann 2007, 2010). 
Many have sought to identify how authenticity is defined in contemporary consumer 
culture. Zukin grounds a definition of authenticity in the concept’s emergence in the context 
of Enlightenment values of personal integrity and unaffected personality, qualities 
constructed as within reach of the less privileged (Zukin 2008; see also Khan 2011). Such 
claims have a prima facie validity, supported by empirical studies showing how “grit” is 
cultivated in the construction of authentic Hip Hop and Chicago Blues, and the ways 
yuppies valorize and gentrify neighborhoods home to déclassé neo-bohemians (Gibson 
2014; Grazian 2004; Lloyd 2010). As a paradigmatic model, Pabst Blue Ribbon beer was 
revalorized through its working class associations and “no frills…anti-brow aesthetic,” 
(Serazio 2013:77, see also Arsel and Thompson 2011, Desmond 2009).  
And yet, studies in the food world have demonstrated that high-status consumers 
not only valorize foods associated with long-standing “peasant” traditions (Carroll and 
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Wheaton 2009), but also construct the “simplicity” of elegant sauces and the creative artistry 
with which Michelin starred chefs combine unexpected flavors and textures as expressions 
of cultural authenticity (Johnston and Baumann 2007, 2010). As such, authenticity is a 
malleable classification, applied in diverse contexts with diverse symbolic connotations. In 
other words, there’s no reason elites couldn’t frame themselves—and their own taste—as 
authentic.  
Classifying Culture: Categorization, Cultural Logics, and the Dynamics of 
Comparison 
The literature on classification, cultural logics, and semiotic codes has the potential to 
offer a complementary perspective to many of the above approaches. Indeed, the dramatic 
reversal in critics’ evaluations of rosé is fundamentally reliant upon its reclassification as a 
cultural object.  Categorization is a potent social phenomenon: categories knit together and 
rend apart, serving as a basis for determinations of the inclusion and exclusion of individuals 
and objects from both social groups and systems of symbolic meaning (Rao et al. 2005; 
Zuckerman 1999, 2015; Zuckerman et al. 2003). As such, categorization is central to the 
identity of institutions, organizations, and individual cultural objects (Hsu and Hannan 2005; 
Rao et al. 2005; Rao and Giorgi 2006). Understanding the bases of identity has become an 
increasingly important focus of research on institutions, as identities exercise a rule-like 
character “wherein they prescribe and proscribe behavior” (Rao and Giorgi 2006:273).  
The importance of conformity to categorical boundaries for audience recognition 
and positive appraisal notwithstanding, successful innovation is often predicated on 
distinctiveness, and even shifts in the basis of a category’s definitional requirements (Phillips 
and Zuckerman 2001; Hsu and Hannan 2005; Rao et al. 2005). Certainly, all actors within a 
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field are not equally able to deviate from categorical requirements (Phillips and Zuckerman 
2001); however, it has become generally accepted that “what is important is to conform to 
some of the conventions [of the given category] most of the time,” (Rao et al. 2005:972). 
While a primary focus within the organizational literature has been on the importance of 
exogenous forces in influencing change, increasing attention has been given to how actors 
endogenous to fields borrow logics from opposing categories to blur distinctions and shape 
new categorical boundaries (Rao et al. 2005). Rao and Giorgi describe such changes as a sort 
of “code breaking,” through which boundaries are refashioned or new categories created as a 
result of actors’ “deft deployment of pre-existing cultural logics” in acts of subversion, 
appropriation, integration, or insurgency (Rao and Giorgi 2006:270).  
While cultural producers and innovators may draw cultural logics from other 
categories or fields to refashion definitional boundaries and standards, successful audience 
reception remains critical (Carroll and Swaminathan 2000; Hsu and Hannan 2005). Hsu and 
Hannan contend that identity inheres in audience perceptions, such that “researchers must 
therefore look to the perceptions of contemporaneous audiences for guidance about the 
default codes relevant to a particular identity” (2005:476). Critics provide a key audience. 
Some findings suggest that critics, as the “eyes and ears of the consumer,” make narrative 
sense of changes within the world of production—they are a primary audience of cultural 
producers, in turn mediating producers’ changing definitional standards for their own 
audiences of consumers (Rao et al. 2005). Others give critics far more power as causal agents 
in their own right. Critical judgments of worth serve to regulate innovation, police or shift 
categorical boundaries, and largely determine producers’ odds of success by transmitting 
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these judgments to consumers—who are often reliant upon critical appraisals for their own 
determinations of worth (Becker, 1982; Glynn and Lounsbury 2005).  
There is general consensus that the stories told by critics matter, at the very least in 
terms of their ability to discursively frame category boundaries and concretize identities. 
Language has long been recognized as one of the primary ways in which category definitions 
become taken for granted and naturalized as inherent characteristics reflective of an objects’ 
character. By constraining how “a problem and its attendant solution” may be framed, 
semiotic codes, or “collectively known systems of meaning that regulate social action,” are 
critical tools deployed by actors to shape categorical definitions (Rao and Giorgi 2006:273). 
Often such codes are oppositional in nature, allowing innovative categorical definitions by 
“providing a diagnosis of the deficits of the existing system, a prognosis of what an 
alternative should look like, and a motivation for action” (Weber, Heinze, and DeSoucey 
2008:561). 
At the heart of these varied approaches to categories are comparisons, which 
establish commensurability of products across categories and the value of products within 
(Espeland and Stevens 1998; Khaire and Wadhwani 2010; Zhao 2005). Through 
comparisons, cultural intermediaries do economic work to shift what category cultural 
objects belong in, as when auction house catalogues established the category of Indian 
Modern Art out of what had previously been categorized as provincial—dramatically 
increasing the value of the works (Khaire and Wadhwani 2010).  
Such comparisons, and the systems of classification they provide, are eminently 
important in the wine world (Fourcade 2012; Zhao 2005). Wine categories and marketing 
strategies are rooted in historical and cultural relations that shape how wines are perceived—
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both symbolically and sensorially (Fourcade 2012). Category boundaries always work to both 
thwart and invite comparison: they “simultaneously bound competition, reducing the 
number of comparable others, and act as a legitimation device establishing comparability 
with similar others,” (Weber, Heinze, and DeSoucey 2008:547). Indeed, the often-
controversial origin labeling regimes (e.g. the AOC of French wines) serve to both prevent 
“direct comparison and competition,” and provide a means for producers to “assert 
individuality, authenticity, and difference in a world that demands exactly that” (Fourcade 
2012: 540). 
The case of rosé wine offers an opportunity to answer calls to learn more about how 
distinct, meaningful categories are established in the eyes of relevant audiences (Hsu and 
Hannan 2005). It also provides an opportunity to examine how an existing, albeit culturally 
degraded, category is redefined by one important audience: high-status critics. Through a 
process of category divestment, these critics hollowed out the stylistic standards and 
symbolic associations of the widely popular but often dismissed category—disavowing 
definitions they themselves once employed. In doing so, they opened rosé up to new 
comparisons, while shielding it from others, allowing them to establish a high-class identity 
for the style. These comparisons, and the semiotic codes they draw from, reveal the 
underlying logics high-status critics relied upon to justify their new evaluations. 
Methods 
Using a qualitative discourse analysis of elite wine writing, I investigate the empirical 
puzzle presented by the revival in the popularity of rosé wine. Such an approach is well 
established in the literature for examining questions of taste in the food and wine worlds (see 
Johnston and Baumann 2007, 2010; Maguire and Lim 2015; Zhao 2005), and contributes to 
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the growing body of literature on the role of language in reflecting and instantiating cultural 
logics and identities in the minds of key audiences (Hsu and Hannan 2005). The critics who 
produce these discourses serve as cultural intermediaries, long recognized as professional 
arbiters of good taste, whose judgments of worth are critical in markets characterized by 
goods of uncertain quality (Bourdieu 1996; Karpik 2010). In the wine world, cultural 
intermediaries act as both arbiters of taste and agents engaged in classification (Maguire and 
Lim 2015). The classifications they produce “exert direct control of a wine’s identification 
and consumers’ perception of a bottle of wine,” (Zhao 2005:186). Assessments of sensorial 
quality are so directly affected by cultural expectations of category definitions that when 
white wines are colored red, tasters notice characteristics categorically associated with red 
wine (Morrot, Brochet, and Dubourdieu 2001). As a result, critics’ discourses work to 
“consolidate and circulate norms and repertoires of legitimacy” in fields of consumption 
(Maguire and Lim 2015:232), and likely even norms of sensory perception. 
To begin, I conducted a broad discourse analysis of media commentary on rosé’s 
newfound popularity. This initial review was exploratory and inductive, serving to orient the 
investigation toward discursive themes within the rosé wine revival. I then began a more 
systematic search focusing exclusively on high-status critics’ analysis of rosé. While some 
articles provided reviews or criticisms of the style more generally, my analysis excluded 
general-interest articles to focus on how critics came to recognize new category definitions.  
I also narrowed the sampling frame to the years between 2001-2011. This included several 
years prior to the height of the rosé craze; based on my initial analysis, New York Magazine’s 
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2004 declaration that rosé was the new “it” wine proved pivotal.2 This sampling frame also 
included several years after the surge in rosé popularity. I sampled wine articles from The 
New York Times, as it represents a “high-end venue” (Johnston and Baumann 2007:166), 
allowing access to the discourses of high-status critics aimed at high-status consumers. This 
was important, since it is precisely among such audiences that rosé wine gained new 
appreciation and respect. 
 A search on LexisNexis yielded 60 articles, of which 42 were about rosé. An 
additional search without quotation marks around key terms produced several articles 
errantly excluded.3 This brought the total number of documents analyzed to 45. All of the 
articles in the New York Times sample were inductively analyzed. Each article was open coded 
for emergent themes, generated using a narrative analytical approach. In such analysis, the 
researcher sifts through disparate, seemingly contradictory statements to understand how 
they further a narrative project (Josselson 2011). This approach seemed particularly suited to 
understanding an empirical case such as that of rosé, where a maligned cultural product was 
reframed, rather suddenly, as worthy of consumption—occasionally with the same critics 
doing both the maligning and lionizing. Based on this analysis, I inductively generated a 
series of binary codes.  
																																																								
2 This determination was confirmed when one of the article in my formal sample referenced 
2004, and the New York Magazine article in particular, as a critical moment in the rosé revival. 3	Given my focus on the reconstitution of rosé as a category, search terms were limited to 
those that would minimize results exclusively on other classifications of pink wines and 
maximize results in which rosé, as a category, was being compared to other styles. Search 
terms included “rosé,” “‘rosé’ and ‘wine,’” along with “rosé wine.” This approach yielded 
discussions of rosé as a category in and of itself, and in comparison to numerous other wine 
classifications, allowing analysis of category definitions and their comparative framings. 
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With these categories, I then conducted a content analysis of Wine Spectator’s online 
archives, using the same search criteria. Wine Spectator, like the New York Times, is recognized 
as a high-status critical audience in previous research on wine classifications (see Zhao 2005). 
This yielded 246 articles that were coded using the themes from the discourse analysis. The 
following findings draw from both the discourse analysis of New York Times articles and the 
code frequencies from the larger data set from Wine Spectator.  
Findings 
The Case: Rosé Wine Production, Consumption, and the Roots of Its Once Maligned Status 
Rosé is one of three principle categories of table wine, the others being white and red 
(Jackson 2008:8). However, the boundaries of rosé are somewhat opaque; rosés have 
historically been produced by vastly different winemaking practices depending on 
production region, characterized by three longstanding methods (Jackisch 1985; Morgan 
2005). One classic method called saignée produces rosé as a byproduct of red winemaking, by 
bleeding out fresh, pink colored juice from a red wine fermentation vessel (Morgan 2005:13). 
This prematurely removes some juice from contact with the grape skins, leaving it pink, 
while concentrating the liquid in the tank to produce a more full-bodied red wine (Morgan 
2005). Another traditional method for some rosé, specifically Champagne, is blending. A 
small amount of red wine is added to white just before bottling (Morgan 2005:13), a method 
some winemakers believe can give rosé a lighter body. However, despite the pedigree of the 
Champagne style and its producers, this method is largely discredited outside the region 
(Jackisch 1985:163). A final method is maceration. This method is utilized specifically for 
producing rosé. Dark grapes, selected for rosé, are pressed directly before fermentation 
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(Jackisch 1985). The preferred method in Provence, these wines receive their characteristic 
pale pink hue from the brief contact the juice has with the skins during pressing, producing a 
wine much more similar to white varieties (Morgan 2005).  
Many styles across the spectrum of rosé production processes have at one point or 
another also had robust consumer bases. Far from a simple trajectory from lowbrow to high, 
the US wine market’s relationship with rosé is complex; pink wine varieties have enjoyed 
persistent popularity. Under consideration here is the recent reevaluation of rosé styles 
among high-status wine critics. Coming out of Prohibition, one wine historian suggests, 
“[Americans were] far from taking sound dry table wines as the basis of their idea of wine,” 
(Pinney 2005:230). During the 1950’s two sweet Portuguese rosés with a slight fizz, Mateus 
and Lancer’s, became vogue wines, widely adopted due to their drinkability and exoticism. In 
line with views of categorical identity involving a process of two stages of evaluation 
(Zuckerman 2015), the differences between rosés and other wines allowed them to be 
framed like soft drinks (as refreshments, but more sophisticated)—facilitating their broad 
appeal.  Such wines, along with whites, remained popular throughout the 1960’s and 70’s and 
were enjoyed chilled in lieu of cocktails (Pinney 2005).  
As Americans began to consume wine more “seriously,” adopting wine vocabularies 
and employing them as a means of distinction (Lehrer, 2009:234), attitudes toward rosé 
began to shift. Growing disregard for rosés did not mean American’s stopped drinking them. 
Rather, through marketing campaigns designed to “counter the stigma” of the category, 
Americans were offered “white” versions of popular red varietals by producers (Jackson 
2008:9). Most notable was the development of White Zinfandel—a new style of rosé. By the 
1980’s, previously popular rosés and even popular white wines were surpassed by White 
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Zinfandel consumption, first created by the Sutter Home Winery in the 1970s (Jackson 2008: 
476). In fact, these wines became “the wine equivalent of the American soft drink,” 
dominating the market and “effectively [killing] domestic production of other rosé wines” 
(Jackson 2008: 341). White Zinfandel was the top selling wine varietal in the US until 1998, 
when it was supplanted by Chardonnay (Murphy 2003).  
Despite alternate monikers, rosé maintained the stigmatized status it acquired with 
the spreading interest in serious wine consumption (Jackson 2008). A Provencal trade 
organization has argued that the White Zinfandel style perpetuated a “misperception” of dry 
rosé: serious wine consumers, they argued, came to wrongly conflate rosé and blush wines 
(Vins de Provence 2012:2). All pink wines came to be viewed as simple, sweet, and lacking 
real seriousness. As with most fashion cycles (Simmel 1957), the tremendous popularity of 
certain “pink” wine varieties in the United States was contemporaneous with rosé’s 
transformation into a denigrated category among tastemakers. Meanwhile, critics reproduced 
the déclassé nature of rosé in their characterizations of the category. One wine textbook 
described rosé as “the most maligned of table wines,” (Jackson 2008:9).  
However, something has changed in rosé consumption. The trade press Wine 
Business Monthly noted that the rosé trend “define(d) the summer of 2007,” (Tinney 2007) 
and in 2011, US sales of imported rosé selling for $12 or more per bottle increased 14.4% in 
volume, compared to a mere 2.5% increase in total table wine sales (Vins de Provence 2012). 
Moreover, these wines are overwhelmingly consumed in spaces characterized by their 
cultural production and leisure industries: 20% of US rosé imports are funneled into the 
New York metro area alone, with an additional 15% destined for Miami (Vins de Provence 
2014). Faced with the longstanding skepticism and outright disdain of high-status wine 
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consumers, and the outright disdain of some critics and connoisseurs for the style, how did 
critics frame rosé’s newfound trendiness? 
The Revival: Establishing a Basis for Rosé’s Authentic Elite Status 
 Almost universally, the articles in this sample acknowledged the maligned nature of 
the category of rosé. First is the way in which the wine is classed, as a broke and disorderly 
character with little social value.  Uncertainty about how rosé fits into categorical 
requirements governing food and wine pairings leads critics to cast rosé as frivolous. Wine is 
a serious business, and rosé is feckless. The place for rosé was, “by default…relegated to the 
picnic table, the summer buffet…” (Prial 2002:F8). And, while most of the articles were not 
so colorful in their language, rosé was uniformly described as an uncomplicated, drinkable, 
and enjoyable summer beverage. Even in the summer of 2004, when New York Magazine 
named rosé the “it” wine, a critic in the New York Times wrote, “A meal in hot weather, after 
all, is the reason for rosé’s existence,” (Asimov 2004). Rosé wine, even when promoted, had 
a clearly delimited sphere of appropriateness in the early years of the sample. By the end of 
the sample, all this would change. In fact, the critics (even some of the same ones across the 
sample) found a new vocabulary to describe these wines.  
Four poles of difference emerged in my analysis, characterizing the dramatic 
discursive transformation in the framing of rosé wine’s attributes: 1) flavor, 2) complexity, 3) 
time of consumption, and 4) origin of the wine.  These resulted in four dichotomous 
relationships: sweet/fruit flavors vs. dry/mineral or herbal flavors, simple vs. serious, 
seasonal vs. year-round, and New World vs. European. 
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Many early reviews characterized a good rosé as a sweeter style of wine. A 2002 
article described rosé in the following way: “Most rosés contain a certain amount of residual 
sugar. This is the sugar that remains when fermentation is stopped. It’s what makes rosés so 
much easier to sip than most white wines, which are more acidic,” (Prial 2002:F8). The 
article noted that one reviewer was even surprised—almost in a bad way—when some of the 
wines tasted for the article were dry. The conventional wisdom of the time—drawn from 
another article from 2004—was that “if a rosé does not refresh and leave you wanting 
another gulp, what good is it?” (Asimov 2004:F6). Apart from sweetness, early reviews 
highlighted fruity flavors. A 2002 article described excellent imported rosés as being “juicy” 
and “brightly fruity,” with “flavors of strawberries, raspberries, and watermelon,” (Goldberg 
2002:14NJ17).  
In contrast, the same reviewer who was shocked by the dryness of some of the rosés 
in 2002 wrote in 2010, “What are we looking for in good rosés?...With rare exceptions, they 
ought to be dry, free of any noticeable residual sugar,” (Asimov 2010:D4). Likewise, a 2009 
review demonstrates the shift away from “brightly fruity” flavors: “The wines we liked best 
were not overly fruity nor were they obvious. Instead, they emphasize mineral flavors, along 
with floral and herbal aromas. They were savory,” (Asimov 2009:D6). It was not so much 
that wine connoisseurs came to accept and appreciate the approachable sweetness of rosé. 
Rather, the entire vocabulary applied to a “good” rosé shifted from highlighting flavor 
profiles that were sweet and brightly fruity to valorizing more dry, savory notes.  
Such changes not only sought to reign rosé in—to make rosés comparable to the 
demands for balance and finesse which have long characterized descriptions of fine wine 
(see McCoy 2005)—but also served to combat the feminine connotations of the words 
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previously used to evaluate the taste of rosé. In the initial discourse analysis, rosé wines were 
described as being, or at least as once being considered, effete, cloying, and simple: drinkable 
yet unremarkable. Such characterizations reify gender biases about rosé in many of the same 
ways women’s tastes have long been held suspect (Cf. Jones, in de Grazia 1996), leading to a 
gender-based disdain for rosé as “the ladies’ wine” (St. Pierre 1996:93; see also Velikova et al. 
2014). Over time, “sexual meanings and gender identities” cement themselves into the ways 
we speak about and enact taste (de Grazia 1996:3). In the food world, the result has been an 
overwhelming association of sweet tastes with femininity (Cairns and Johnston 2015; Krondl 
2011).  
In personal communications with a colleague who grew up in the South, I was 
alerted to the phrase “White Zin girl” as a characterization of “sorority types, ” and such 
characterizations show up in popular culture to describe drinkers with presumably feminized 
taste (personal communication; Sholes and Moore 2006).4 Women still consume 55 percent 
of all rosé in the United States (Vins de Provence 2014), and the feminine associations of its 
consumption are so strong that men’s rosé consumption has been marked with a distinctive 
moniker: brosé (see Wyma 2015). While some fine wines are sweet, the language used by 
critics to define these wines is often overwhelmingly masculine: a less acidic red wine might 
be described as big, hefty, or prodigious, not sweet and consumable (see McCoy 2005). The 
valorizing discourse of critics abandoned the feminine associations reified in previous 																																																								4	Although it is outside the sampling range of this analysis, a 2014 article in Bon Appétit is of 
note. The article reports on good varieties of wines long considered “mom wines,” White 
Zinfandel among them. However, the article hedges on its gendered demeaning of particular 
wine varieites, assuring readers that “we love moms at Bon Appétit (they basically run the 
place), and our mothers have taught us a great deal about wine…But there are common 
conceptions of wines that moms like to drink—and for good reason.” (Walsh 2014).  	
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descriptions of rosés and brought to the fore adjectives associated with valorized white wine 
varietals (Morrot et al. 2001).  
Applying this dichotomy to the Wine Spectator articles, the following patterns were 
observed: prior to and including 2004, articles described rosé as a sweet, fruity style more 
often (or equally often) as they characterized it as dry, herbal, or mineral (Figure 2). After 
2004, rosés were typically characterized as ideally dry varieties with less emphasis on 
“fruitiness.” 
	  
Figure 2: Frequency of Descriptions of Rosé Wine as Sweet/Fruity vs. Dry/Mineral/Herbal: 2001-2011. 
 A similar transformation occurred around the complexity of rosé. Early descriptions 
describe the wine as “uncomplicated.” An article from 2001 suggested, “rosés, after all, 
should never be taken too seriously. Their purpose in life is to provide refreshment in the 
heat of summer, and if they can pique the interest enough to cause a pause in gulping, so 
much the better,” (Asimov 2001:F2). A 2004 article described “the job of rosé” as not being 
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“to make summer more profound but simply more pleasant,” (Asimov 2004:F6). A guest 
reviewer in the same article that described rosé as the “feckless brother-in-law” of the wine 
world remarked, “You don’t look for too much complexity in rosés. You simply want some 
fruitiness and some juiciness,” (Prial 2002:F8). Beyond its stigma as feminine, rosé was 
further trivialized as a wine through its association to youthful bacchanalia at college parties: 
a discursive framing hardly consonant with the intellectualized, formal aesthetics 
characterizing high culture (Bourdieu 1984).5 
The reversal of this this characterization could not be more profound. A 2008 article 
advises, “For the fullest possible appreciation of flavors and subtleties, drink the rosé lightly 
chilled; when icy, they become inaccessible,” (Goldberg 2008:LI9). Previously, such advice 
would have been inconceivable since there was presumably no subtlety in rosé to become 
inaccessible. Later reviews began to describe rosés with words like “deep” and “complex,” 
marked by a certain “richness.” By 2009, over 63 percent of articles stressed that rosé was a 
serious product—a “wine” not a beverage (see Figure 3). A 2010 review admonished the 
reader that “we sell rosé short to think it must be young and carefree,” (Asimov 2010:D4).  
 As with the previous dichotomy, descriptions up to and including 2004 were more 
likely to describe rosé as a frivolous or uncomplicated wine (see Figure 3). After 2004, 
however, descriptions were more likely to highlight the serious qualities of rosé, its ability to 
be paired with more than picnic foods, or even the aging potential of some of these wines. 
Influential modern wine critics like Robert Parker have emphasized aspects of wine that are 																																																								
5 The same 2014 Bon Appétit article went on to associate rosé varieties with college partying: 
“now that your college days of playing Slap the Bag with Franzia (no judgment) are over, you 
probably know to stay away from White Zinfandel, a wine that’s often made from the bled-
off juice of that bold California red, Zinfandel” (Walsh 2014).		
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seemingly more accessible, in part by privileging wine readymade for immediate 
consumption (see McCoy 2005). However, while rosé was once defined as exactly that—a 
wine that need not age to gradually develop nuance and roundness—critics came to reject 
such definitions of the style. In their place, critics imported traditional oenological 
frameworks privileging depth and aging: long considered the hallmarks of a fine wine 
(McCoy 2005).  
	  
Figure 3: Frequency of Descriptions of Rosé as Simple/Frivolous vs. Serious/Consequential: 2001-2011. 
While initial classifications of rosé as uncomplicated did not lead to it being utterly 
rejected by critics, it did mean that it had its place—and the cultural space for rosé was 
narrow. However, as rosé came to be characterized (like whites and reds) as marked by 
depth and complexity, the cultural space for rosé broadened. In turn, discourses shifted from 
themes of seasonality to universality. Throughout the early articles, the association between 
rosé and summer was remarkably pronounced. References to summer, outdoor eating, 
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beaches, and vacations were among the most common themes that emerged in the analysis. 
Even as the trend in rosé picked up, the New York Times style section announced rosé was 
“the summer drink to be seen with,” (Chaplin and Michel 2006:9, emphasis added).  
Retrospectively, a 2009 article remarked: “it used to be that when the warm weather rolled 
around, critics would try to talk up the virtues of rosé as a wine that deserved a place at the 
table, better yet a lunch table, best of all a lunch table outdoors, near the water, with pale 
blue skies, the smell of the sea and whitewashed walls thrown in for atmosphere,” (Asimov 
2009:D6). However, a 2008 article suggested that the broadening interest in rosé as a serious 
style of wine “is neutralizing the cliché that rosés are suited only to warm weather,” 
(Goldberg 2008:LI9). Likewise, a 2011 article bemoaned rosé wines’ “seasonal affective 
disorder” and challenged consumers to “consider rosé as a wine, rather than as a prop” for 
summer (Asimov 2011a:D4).  
Figure 4 displays the frequencies of descriptions of rosé as a summer-only wine, 
compared to descriptions of rosé as a year-round table wine. Descriptions of rosé as year-
round increase after 2004. While there was a pronounced aversion to pigeonholing rosé as a 
seasonal beverage in the initial discourse analysis, the content analysis displayed considerable 
variation. In 2007 and 2009, for example, many more articles appealed to summer in 
describing rosé. That being said, a conservative approach was taken with the content 
analysis; articles were coded as characterizing rosé as a seasonal or year-round beverage only 
if they were explicit about seasonality. Some articles in the “other” category might actually 
fall in the year-round category, since they made no mention of rosé as a “summer-only” 
drink. Additionally, articles reflecting upon rosé’s seasonal popularity, even when not 
explicitly endorsing such consumption patterns, were conservatively coded for seasonality. 
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Nevertheless, evidence from the discourse analysis made this binary compelling, showing 
many of the same sources who once touted rosé as a seasonal indulgence later bemoaning its 
continued use as a mere “prop” for summer fun (Asimov 2011a:D4).  
	 		
Figure 4: Frequencies of Descriptions of Rosé as a Summer/Seasonal Wine vs. Universal/Year-Round 
Wine: 2001-2011. 
One final theme emerged that is of particular theoretical significance, and may 
further explain the less dramatic reversal in the discourse about rosé’s summertime 
associations. Beyond efforts to redefine rosé as possessing a more serious, masculine 
character, throughout the sample there were frequent associations made between rosé wine 
and Europe, most commonly Provence and other French wine regions, as well as Spain. 
Specifically, these allusions worked to shift the symbolic referent for rosé from the backyard 
cookout to a world of elite leisure. The article that declares rosé “the summer drink to be 
seen with” in 2006 remarked: 
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…among a certain group of global style setters ordering rose is a sign of being in the 
know. Dropping the name of a Provencal rosé … can be a code for having recently 
frolicked in St.-Tropez …Ordering a bottle of rosé back in the US is a subtle sign of 
belonging to that world. (Chaplin and Michel 2006:9,1). 
While many of the articles were far less explicit, merely suggesting the sparkling hue of a rose 
and its pleasant flavor could transport the consumer to the Cote d’Azur, the effect is the 
same. While critics once used far more attainable images of poolside lounging and family 
barbeques as a means for signaling rosé’s identity, language evoking global jetsetters served 
to cast elites and their practices as a referent for determining rosé’s identity.  
Unlike the previous codes, writers were more likely to describe the ideal rosé as 
European across the entire Wine Spectator sampling range (see Figure 5). However, the 
frequency of appeals to specific European wines or production regions did increase from 
30% in 2001 to a high of nearly 66% in 2007. The European association of “dry rosé” was a 
key means of elevating the profile of “pink” wines for elite consumers. Articles in the 
discourse analysis favorably featuring New World wines most often described them in terms 
of their similarity to European styles. 
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Figure 5: Frequencies of Descriptions of Rosé as an US or New World Wine or a Wine of European 
Provenance: 2001-2011. 
An Alternate Explanation: Making the Real Rosé 
Is a discursive shift in how rosé was described meaningful if the wines themselves 
actually changed—or even if increasing popularity meant that high-status critics had access 
to more high quality examples? It is worth noting that critics at the New York Times 
frequently choose to only include wines within the $10-$20 price range in their tastings, 
providing a degree of consistency across the sample and minimizing the possibility that the 
wines under review were drawn from higher price ranges over time. However, outside of 
secondary data, a discourse analysis is limited in its ability to make claims about actual 
changes in production practices or consumer behaviors. However, a discourse of changing 
production techniques did accompany the shift in how the wines were described. 
Throughout the sample, the discourse surrounding producers was dominated by assertions 
that they had been working to improve production methods. An early article from 2001 
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described winemakers as “doing what is needed to make the wines interesting,” (Asimov 
2001:F2).  
Despite this, it is important to note that wines from individual vineyards—even 
entire regions—change all the time (McCoy 2005). As an agricultural product, wine is subject 
to vagaries of weather, winegrower decisions, and winemaker evaluations. Such decisions 
have the potential to dramatically alter important wine constituents, such as the amount of 
sugar produced by the grapes. In some years, weather or disease can prevent proper 
ripening, leading to wines that are described as tasting “green” or overly acidic (Parker 2015). 
Tracking discursive shifts over a decade—with the majority of the articles commenting on 
the style of rosé, even when including scoring data on individual wines—suggests that the 
critical reception of the category was reevaluated.  
Moreover, scholars, producers, and consumers in the wine world increasingly accept 
that critical discourse propels changes in wine production methods, rather than simply 
reflecting such changes (McCoy 2005). Nowhere has this contention been more publicly 
debated than over the influence of Robert Parker, an influential wine critic, over wine 
markets (see McCoy 2005; for popular coverage see Nossiter 2004). Parker’s scoring system 
has been empirically demonstrated to directly influence wine pricing (Ali et al. 2008). Many 
argue that this influence has led to an “international” wine style suited to his taste (McCoy 
2005). Such claims suggest the importance of critical discourse, regardless of changing 
production techniques, since the work of cultural intermediaries, consumers, and producers 
are fundamentally intertwined.  
More fundamentally, given the role of cultural intermediaries in recognizing and 
formalizing changing definitional standards (Rao et al. 2005), how critics defined the value of 
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changes in rosé production—real or imagined—is as important (if not more) than the 
changes themselves. In other words, we must consider what changes critics valorize, and 
what changes they frame as challenging or undermining their shifting definitions of the style. 
In the reimagining of rosé, it is not just that rosé itself has changed; it is a discursive change 
as well, shifting what type of wine is included in the category. Despite the diversity 
characterizing rosé production, critics chose to valorize maceration methods. It was not 
merely because maceration lacked negative New World associations to sweeter styles. Direct-
press maceration produces rosé as a purposeful choice. In contrast, rosé produced through 
saignee is the byproduct of red wine production, while blending produces rosé wine through 
the mere tinting of a white. As a result maceration came to symbolize a serious, careful 
production of rosé as a wine in its own right.   
This construction of rosé had real consequences. In 2009, when the European Union 
attempted to lift a ban on blending red and white wines (a handful of styles like rosé 
Champagne were already exempt), wine producers and critics were outraged. These articles 
cast the current production techniques as “traditional,” while blended wines were framed as 
“cheap imitations,” (Millo 2009: A19), styled after the “less complex methods used by New 
World producers,” (Castle 2009:B3). In this political moment, maceration (valorized by 
critics as producing an acceptably dry, complex wine) was framed as the method of rosé 
production. On the other hand, differing production techniques are simultaneously cast as 
“New World” practices, despite their historical associations with European regional 
winemaking traditions (like those in Champagne and the Basque region), creating symbolic 
distance between “authentic” dry rosé and the category’s own culturally denigrated past. 
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Discussion  
Critics, as intermediaries who produce, reproduce, and reify the evaluative criteria 
(Bourdieu 1996; Maguire and Lim 2015), worked to redeem the category of rosé. In doing 
so, they often disavowed the very definitional requirements and cultural identities they once 
used to endorse this category of wines. In the vacuum left in the wake of this divestment 
from previously taken for granted categorical requirements, rosé was left open to broader 
forms of comparison.  
 The dynamics of comparison for other table wines is almost the opposite. In markets 
with large numbers of high-status actors and valorized wines, significant efforts have been 
undertaken to prevent direct comparison through territorially-based systems of classification. 
The territorial monopoly exerted by the French AOC system serves to thwart direct 
competition between various territorially-defined classifications of red, white, and even rosé 
wines (Fourcade, 2012). However, in the redefinition of rosé undertaken by high-status 
critics, appeals to territorial monopolies and the more fine-grained grounds for comparisons 
they provide were minimized. Instead, high-status critics sought to increase the 
comparability of rosé to other wine styles. When they did draw distinctions, these critics 
focused almost exclusively on production practices.  
 If the definitional shifts involved in rosé’s reevaluation are considered constituent 
elements of a two-stage process of evaluation (Zuckerman 2015), this divergent classification 
strategy appears favorable. Below, Figures 6 and 7 present the relevant semiotic codes from 
the above analysis along with the implicit and explicit comparative efforts they serve. The 
divestment from rosé’s framing as a simple refreshing drink suited for fueling summertime 
fun, and efforts to invest rosé with an identity as a serious wine in its own right, represent 
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the first stage: determining what category rosé truly belongs in. Given the fact that rosé 
gained popularity and retained mass-appeal because of its sweet, refreshing taste and 
similarity to soft drinks, establishing a basis for its evaluation as wine that could be paired 
with food to elevate the dining experience proved pivotal in its reevaluation. Next, critics 
sought to differentiate good and bad rosés. While critics had previously defined and touted 
rosé as a sweet, fruity, and drinkable style, these characteristics were disavowed in favor of a 
subset of Old World production methods yielding drier wines akin to white varietals.  
Figure 6: Establishing Rosé as a Serious Wine 
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Figure 7: Establishing the Grounds For Determining Good and Bad Rosé 
 
 Of course, these two stages occurred concurrently within individual articles and 
reviews. In making rosé high-status, critics dissociated the category from its low-status, 
feminized identity. To do so, they engaged in a process of category divestment: stripping the 
category of its previously recognized stylistic expectations that supported marginalization. In 
its place, they drew from privileged logics to radically reclassify rosé. Even wines that high-
status critics might have once endorsed (albeit for casual picnics) would no longer fit within 
the reimagined category. By divesting from characteristics once central to their own 
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definitions of rosé to make it more wine-like, these critics’ classificatory schema favored 
homogeneity over differentiation. This is because such divestment necessitates the de novo 
organization of categorical requirements; finer grained distinctions become meaningless 
absent basic standards of evaluation. The result is a need for new definitions of good and 
bad based on broad classifications, in this case rooted in production practices devoted 
exclusively to rosé, able to yield dry, complex wines. While critics’ focus on rosé-specific 
production methods as a basis for quality determinations does prevent perfect comparisons 
with other wine styles, it promotes more within-style comparability than it thwarts.  
Conclusion 
In the wake of their divestment from previous stylistic guidelines, high-status critics’ 
investment in broad classifications of worth—and avoidance of intra-style differences 
among those rosés deemed “good”—is likely a temporary but important phase of a longer 
process aimed at making rosé a high-class commodity. If the new identity articulated to elite 
consumers sticks, we might expect a greater degree of within-category differentiation at the 
high-end of the style. Suggestive of such a process, and indicative of the transformation rosé 
underwent, by 2014 a popular wine blog listed ten of the “manliest” rosés. This list 
differentiated rosés by both varietal, and in some cases by AOC classifications, bolstering 
descriptions of the style’s characteristically fruity palate with lots of savory, lean, herbaceous, 
and mineral notes (Puckette, 2014).  
 This case is instructive, shedding light on the question of whether our era is truly as 
omnivorous as we’d like to believe. Consumers are increasingly faced with the 
reclassification of formerly low-status cultural objects, inflecting them with new meanings 
through privileged logics (Cappeliez and Johnston 2013). In 2011, a critic remarked, “a 
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decade ago, wine professionals were determined to persuade American consumers to 
overcome a shared belief that rosé was the Full Cleveland of wine, as déclassé as a sedan on 
blocks in the front yard,” (Asimov 2011b:D5). That belief was not merely overcome through 
the integration of logics from different cultural domains: learning to appreciate the faults and 
the kitschy-ness of the style, or reveling that something “so bad” could be so good (McCoy 
and Scarborough 2014). Instead, reclassifying rosé as a high-class commodity involved a 
divestment from long-held meanings and stylistic definitions. The classificatory work of elite 
actors reveals that such consumption may require not only new logics that justify the 
appropriation of novel objects of desire, but new definitions of the very nature and 
meanings of those objects.  
Taste makers don’t just use their cultivated eye to select the best of the best—
regardless of whether its highbrow, middlebrow, or low. They don’t browse like omnivores: 
they mine for new raw materials. And then they “redeem” these less distinguishing items, 
using their relative cultural power to set the terms for what something like rosé should really 
be. 
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CONCLUSION: TOWARDS A NEW METAPHOR FOR TASTE 
We can think about both natural foods and Boston’s food truck cuisine as accessible, 
relatively unrestricted status markers. Whole Foods is a major corporation owned by 
Amazon—with 500 stores in North America and the United Kingdom. While its products 
may feel bespoke, to operate on such scale the natural foods on offer participate in the same 
industrial supply chains standard grocery stores tap into. Many of the same products featured 
at Jamaica Plain’s Whole Foods were on offer at Stop and Shop or at the Harvest Co-op. 
Likewise, Boston’s food truck vendors changed locations, not their menus, as they moved 
around the city’s parking locations.  
These products only felt high-end when they were presented in an exclusive context. 
Whole Foods excludes not only “unnatural” products but also many natural products by 
conventional brands. They create a space where everything feels exceptionally pure—
untainted by the brands associated with America’s processed food industry. Unlike the other 
sources of natural foods already in Jamaica Plain’s foodscape, Whole Foods provided an 
environment where their singular vision of natural foods could be discursively and 
aesthetically reinforced—uncompromised and unchallenged: even if most of the products 
they sell are also processed, and despite of their own record of ingredient usage.   
On the other hand, given the nature of the Boston Food Truck Program, operators 
could not afford to exclude neighborhoods where their menu might not “fit.” There were a 
limited number of spaces in high demand. Trying to sell their menus in places very different 
from where they imagined vending, operators emphasized different aspects of their food 
across the city. But their efforts to integrate themselves into the various neighborhoods 
included in the program were fraught with mismatches. High-end street food proved a poor 
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fit with many of the areas the city selected for the program. Operators grumbled about not 
being able to park in more “cultured” neighborhoods. In this case, the difficulties integrating 
the same types of food into less exclusive spaces is instructive.  
The struggles of the Northeastern Food Swap and the redemption of rosé wine 
reveal a different distinction dynamic. In the food swap, what began as an effort to 
collaborate and connect over food ended with frustration, annoyance, and very little sharing. 
Food swap participants wanted homemade food. But they wanted interesting items with 
unique flavor combinations: made-from-scratch items with the perfect balance of practicality 
and frivolity. But these aesthetic ideals ran counter to the founding principles of the group: 
helping single urbanites learn to cook for themselves without so much pressure since they 
could trade the surplus. The founders felt like solving the problems of waste or monotony 
could help people reconnect with food and cooking— “taking back their pantries.” 
Ultimately, this would require a balancing act that was impossible to maintain: part 
egalitarian barter economy where everyone’s food was worthwhile, part foodie gathering 
where people sought interest and excitement. Unwilling to dictate what homemade food 
“really meant” to the foodie members, participants invariably brought the inevitable 
byproducts of a weekend spent at home cooking: leftovers. And no one left happy. This case 
demonstrates that there was something about the ordinariness of homemade food that could 
not, in and of itself, be distinguishing. Even for foodies willing to trade food with complete 
strangers as part of a sharing economy initiative, homemade food needed to be embellished 
to be acceptable.  
Like leftovers, rosé wine was an undistinguished category, too. However, critics had 
no problem transforming it into a style perfectly in keeping with the standards of wine 
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appreciation. Rosé was redeemed by critics distancing themselves from everything they once 
stood for when evaluating the style. They didn’t just search for the best rosés. They had 
always done that, often praising simple wines with sweet fruity flavors as the ultimate 
summer thirst quenchers.  Too actually make rosé high class, they had to rewrite the rules for 
evaluating the category—for what gets to count as a great rosé wine.  
None of these cases looks very much like an omnivorous disposition or, to use 
Johnston and Baumann’s phrasing, an era in which fashionable taste takes on a “democratic” 
streak (Johnston and Baumann 2007). But if elite foodies today are not omnivores, then 
what are they? Analyzing the logics and practices at work across these four cases, in what 
follows I suggest a new metaphor for today’s standards of taste. Foodies are like miners. 
Iron Clad Categories 
In the first two cases—natural foods and food trucks—we see the importance of 
exclusivity to the cultivation of distinction. Whole Foods manages to feel uniquely high end 
by creating clear boundaries. They list unacceptable ingredients for everything they sell, not 
just for a natural section. The irony is that many conventional retailers can afford to have 
even more stringent requirements for what gets classified as natural—precisely because they 
have natural sections cordoned off from the rest of the store. They don’t have to fit the 
entire store into the category of natural. The large supermarket chain Kroger, for instance, 
prohibits 102 separate ingredients from the natural foods products in its “Simple Truth” line. 
Whole Food’s prohibits 77—and that includes things that aren’t really ingredients in the 
typical sense. Whole Food’s list of unacceptable ingredients includes packaging—like “lead 
soldered cans”—and specific food items—like foie gras, a food that is perfectly natural in 
terms of ingredients, though controversial in terms of process (Go Clean Label 2019). But to 
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say that some ingredients are essentially unfit for food—yet get used anyway—implies that 
other grocery stores are in the business of selling substandard products.  
It doesn’t matter that the natural sections of many conventional grocery stores have 
stricter standards: they still sell products with those unacceptable ingredients in them. They 
do most of their business in ‘regular’ food. In other words, framed the way Whole Food’s 
logics would have it, they have vast unnatural sections. It positions Whole Foods’ products as 
being, across the board, superior.  It is an assertion that everything within the store is quality: 
that everything elsewhere must be suspect. The Jamaica Plain Whole Foods felt different—
be it like a threat or a relief—because it really is a symbolically exclusive space. Even if its 
prices weren’t the highest, and it actually draws a relatively diverse clientele.  
The consistent messaging surrounding the naturalness of everything within the 
store—from color palette to signage, neatly stacked piles of apples to shelves overflowing 
with kale—distracts from reality: there is no single definition of natural, and Whole Foods 
has been found to bend the rules too. But in the store itself, one would never guess. 
Everything suggests a consumer experience that is “better.” The overflowing piles of 
produces, neatly stacked, are visible signs of others labor and service. A sign saying the 
seafood or the meat is subject to industry leading standards, makes one suppose that the 
meat everyone else buys is just skirting by regulators. Every statement of “we don’t use” 
implicitly tells the Whole Foods shopper that other manufactures do use these things. 
Exhorted to support local farmers, one is implicitly told that supporting distant farmers is a 
mistake—for oneself and the planet. Faced with the smiles of farmers in the produce aisle, it 
doesn’t matter that in a New England Whole Foods scarcely any produce will be local all 
winter long. One can almost forget that they are trying to solve the supposed problems of 
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the industrial food supply system with the very products of that system: the oppositional 
messaging is that iron clad. Whole Foods may sell many of the same industrially 
manufactured “natural” products as any other grocery store. But the way they present it all 
makes you doubt it. Could you possibly find quality like this elsewhere? 
Unlike Whole Foods, which is able to write off every other store as inferior through 
their branding, Boston’s food trucks were unable to write off the many neighborhoods the 
city chose to include in its food truck program. Their menus and brands were designed with 
particular audiences in mind: audiences they could not always reach due to parking 
constraints. Operators tried a strategy of integration: through their interactive strategies, they 
worked to accommodate their menus to the local conditions of a given parking space.  
In micro-level interactions, diverse meanings were attached to the food truck 
experience. Despite the fact that operators avoided some neighborhoods all together, and 
adopted different sales repertoires in various neighborhoods to try and reach imagined 
consumers, mismatches and frustrations were common. As the city tried to be something for 
everyone, food truck operators complained that they were being stifled (Gendreau 2012). 
Under this program, operators only relied upon distinguishing service repertoires 
(emphasizing the creative, aestheticized elements of their food to make a sale) when they 
were in the creative heart of the city—in the “cultured” environments operators wished they 
could focus on. Other neighborhoods were effectively given a different food service 
experience: less rarefied, more practical. Through these service encounters, we see how 
places get symbolically valued—and which get written off. We also see what gourmet food 
trucks are really all about. 
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When the economy tanked and chefs turned to relatively inexpensive food trucks to 
launch their businesses, they were not opening hot dog carts—at least not standard ones. In 
today’s food world, the word “elevated” gets bandied about a great deal. As a category, this 
new wave of food trucks “elevated” street food—which is to say they made it 
understandable as refined, creative, and aestheticized to high cultural capital consumers, 
rather than purely practical (the very service style venders reverted to when serving less 
“cultured” areas in Boston’s food truck program). These cases show that today’s food 
culture is not necessarily all that expansive: it’s predicated on strong oppositional boundaries 
asserting superiority. Whole Foods constructs nature such that all other sources of food 
seem suspect. Meanwhile, food truck operators imagined some parts of the city as being a 
good fit for the types of elevated street food they were offering. When pressured by the 
logics of the Boston Food Truck program to be more inclusive, they ended up reproducing 
those assumptions of difference through their service strategies.  
Forging New Identities 
The next two cases, food swapping and rosé, also show the logics and practices 
involved in elevating new cultural objects. Fundamentally, “elevating” something is a process 
of re-classification. In the case of the food swap, most swappers were seeking an elevated 
version of homemade food. They wanted food that was creative and the product of 
significant labor: only seemingly homey. The trouble, though, was that many swappers 
envisioned the group as a place for trading genuine leftovers. They were unwilling to give up 
on more typical—unrefined—meanings of homemade food because they viewed the swap as 
a potentially transformative, alternative outlet for food provisioning. So the swap offered an 
embellished take on the familiar category. Homemade, with a twist. However, this fostered 
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uncertainty around issues of commensurability. Was someone’s leftover corn salad really as 
valuable as a vanilla scented cantaloupe jam? 
On the other hand, rosé was fundamentally redefined. It’s noticeable sweetness—
degraded and feminized—was replaced by demands for dryness in the style. It’s simple and 
pleasant fruitiness was rejected, in favor of more complex, less approachable flavors: 
herbaceous notes, chalkiness and other forms of minerality became central to defining a 
good rosé. It was recast as a wine for all seasons, to be aged, savored, and appreciated. The 
denial of what rosé had been—even what it had once been for critics—is what made this 
effort successful. Rosé was redeemed.  
That high cultural capital consumers adopt new objects of worth is unsurprising. 
Even the earliest studies of fashion and taste showed that the diffusion of a status marker 
into mainstream, popular culture diminishes its symbolic value. Trying to keep ahead of a 
good’s increasing popularity, high status consumers abandon what they once thought of as 
desirable, seeking out new ways to differentiate themselves through consumption (Simmel 
1904; Veblen 1899). The question, then, is whether or not this adoption of an ever 
expanding universe of consumer goods in the pursuit of distinction is properly called 
omnivorous. As the preceding discussion makes clear, these four cases suggest not. The first 
criteria of omnivorouusness—of more broad, less exclusionary taste—is complicated by the 
former pair of cases. The second—that new cultural objects are accepted on their own 
terms, as the best of their own category—is problematized by the latter pair. 
Mining, Not Grazing: Refining, Not Accepting 
Returning to classical approaches to taste may actually provide a better source of 
imagery for describing contemporary consumer trends than theories asserting a new era of 
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distinction. What we see across these four cases is not the wide ranging appreciation of the 
omnivore—an avid consumer of culture in all of its forms, across the myriad socially 
relevant distinctions that our consumer goods reflect and help to produce. Foodie 
distinction still relies upon the cultivation of exclusivity. Ideally, foodies are able to 
monopolize the meanings attached to the next “it” thing. Categories are emptied of 
meanings, in the case of rosé, or they are isolated from competing claims, in the case of 
natural foods. When these expressly exclusionary strategies can’t be pursued—either because 
of external constraints, in the case of the Boston Food Truck Program, or competing 
organizational logics, in the case of the Northeastern Food Swap—distinction becomes 
more tenuous. 
New foods are redefined, rearticulated, or replaced in more exclusive contexts in 
order to become distinguishing. They are the raw materials which foodies are able to refine 
to become the next it thing. This is why I argue that foodies are more like the miners of our 
food culture than they are like omnivores, rooting around for the best cultural expressions 
they can find.  
Since studies have empirically demonstrated a broadening of taste in the 
contemporary era (Bryson 1996; Cappeliez and Johnston 2013; Peterson 1992; Peterson and 
Kern 1996; Peterson and Simkus 1992; van Eikck 2001;	Warde, Martens, and Olson 1999), 
the question of why remains. One important limitation of this dissertation is that the 
observational methods and content analyses I employed are ill suited to answering questions 
of why. My findings do not address motivations, or questions of intentionality. However, I 
would argue that a new metaphor for taste—more accurately capturing the underlying logics 
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and practices that make ordinary culture distinguishing—provides a crucial starting point for 
asking the right questions.  
For example, if we think about consumption as more akin to mining than to being 
an adventurous eater, we can begin to ask important questions about why the search for new 
“raw materials” is intensifying, such that contemporary consumption and taste is increasingly 
framed as “voracious” (Sullivan and Katz-Gerro 2007). The literature already contains 
examples of such analyses. For example, Shor’s analysis of the work-spend cycle and the 
upscaling of consumer culture (1998), along with new Veblenian analyses (Mears 
forthcoming), fruitfully link consumer trends to questions of labor, social connections, and 
to broader field-level transformations of the economy. As a result of  globalization and the 
rise of fast-fashion brands, but also as a result of social media buzz, the rate of appropriation 
and discard has only accelerated. Schor has called this the materiality paradox: as consumers 
become increasingly concerned with experiences and the symbolic meanings of brands—in 
other words, with the immaterial—the acquisition of new material goods has actually 
intensified (2010). Could these trends, rather than true omnivorousness, have been leading 
to the rapacious search for new distinguishing objects scholars have observed? With faster 
fashion cycles pushing goods into the mainstream at ever increasing rates, it only makes 
sense that elites would need to venture further afield to set themselves apart. As a result, 
linking such processes to questions of taste may offer fruitful new directions.  
Beyond this, thinking about elites as mining culture might productively contribute to 
our understandings of controversies rocking public discourse about the dynamics of 
appropriation and “Columbusing.”  Bon Appétit was recently lambasted (and, rightly so) when 
it featured an article declaring the Vietnamese noodle soup pho “the new ramen”: blind to 
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the folly of “discovering” something so decidedly not new—so long-enjoyed by countless 
people (Yam 2016). Meanwhile, it’s not hard to see the blatant snobbishness  in a piece run 
in the Washington Post titled, “McDonald’s New Sriracha-and-Kale Burger is an Aging 
Hipster’s Cry For Help.” In the article, the author bemoans the fact that the new item “reeks 
of a corporate attempt to capitalize on two of the biggest food trends of the past decade 
(although far after each has peaked). It’s the fast-food equivalent of watching your Dad 
sport rompers and pledge his undying love for Drake” (Carman 2017).  
Since we have reached “peak sriracha,” the Washington Post suggests in a separate 
article that harissa—a spicy, North African chili paste—might very well be the “new 
sriracha” (Koehler 2017). The popular cooking website The Kitchn and Business Insider both 
offer that Gochujang, a fermented Korean chili paste, might actually fit that bill (Lee 2016; 
Josephson 2016). For the problems of such pronouncements, the omnivore metaphor—with 
its emphasis on the increasing tolerance (Bryson 1996) and cosmopolitanism of taste 
(Cappeliez and Johnston 2013)— is of little use. The above anecdotes are not examples of 
wide-ranging cultural appreciation. The quest for exoticism at the heart of foodie culture 
(Johnston and Baumann 2010) is a Simmelian quest for the next it thing: to be “elevated” by 
celebrity chefs, critics, and high cultural capital consumers—then discarded when it goes 
mass (1904).  
The Work of Distinction 
Thinking about taste as a process more akin to “mining and refining” also redirects 
our attention to the work involved of distinction: in other words toward the logics and 
practices of distinction. Within the study of culture, scholars have certainly examined the 
labor that goes into today’s elite experiences. Counter workers at upscale butcher shops have 
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to literally “train” shoppers, whose blank stares and quizzical looks belie the overwhelming 
nature of consumer choice—particularly when a desired cut of meat is out of stock or over 
their budget. Butchers in these shops must learn to make even humble burger patties with 
skill and finesse, packing them firmly yet quickly, to prevent the meat from losing its bright 
red color: something that could easily lead a customer to take a pass on an otherwise 
perfectly edible product with irreproachable provenance (Ocejo 2014).  
In cocktail bars, bartenders work to create a sensory experience, “stimulating 
customers’ senses with visual and olfactory displays” (Ocejo 2010:183). While the labor of 
economic production has typically been backstage work—hidden from the consumer’s 
gaze—bartenders carefully display ingredients and production processes. “These things are 
all out there on display, they’re supposed to provoke a dialogue…It’s a way of trying to get 
people to understand what they want” (183). And it isn’t just that consumers need help when 
faced with esoteric foodstuffs. Guests at hotels often don’t know what is appropriate to ask 
for, or even how to use the advertised services and amenities that they are paying for. As a 
result, hotel staff must actively work to both manage and shape what guests ultimately feel 
entitled to consume (Sherman 2007).  
The literature on omnivorous taste has often focused on either outcomes, or on the 
discourses surrounding taste. The broad contours of taste in contemporary life are typically 
only accessible through survey data examining the range of goods actually get consumed—
and by whom (Bryson 1996; Peterson 1992; Peterson and Kern 1996; Peterson and Simkus 
1992). Meanwhile, frames reveal the justifications for the objects selected: the criteria 
individuals turn to when explaining their preferences, drawn from overarching ideologies of 
taste (Johnston and Bauman 2007). Thinking about elites as mining and refining cultural 
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objects to fit their own needs renders taste a more active process—placing a greater 
emphasis on the strategic activities of fields (Bourdieu 1993) vis a vis the more automatic, 
internalized stimulus-response model of the habitus (Bourdieu 1984).  
As these cases show, at the level of the organization, logics have the potential to 
either facilitate or stifle the re-classification of ordinary material culture into markers of 
distinction. Critically, oppositional logics adopted by organizations facilitate clear ingroup 
outgroup boundaries, thereby enhancing the exclusionary potential of a given object. 
Rejection is indeed central to the work of distinction (cf. Bryson 1996)—especially when the 
quest for novelty takes elites further outside their comfort zone. For example, wine critics 
had to reject their own past category definitions in order to make rosé a high-class wine.  Yet 
these cases also show that logics are not entirely deterministic. Practices of distinction can 
erode even the most egalitarian logics. In the food swap, members who felt that the group’s 
boundaries were not policed well enough took it upon themselves to explicitly tell 
newcomers the unspoken rules (e.g. no brownies!) and informally excluded those who broke 
them. Food truck operators parked in the spaces the city provided—formally expanding 
access to the new world of gourmet street food—but they didn’t have to like it. Repertoires 
of service that valorized the food truck experience only mapped onto the places operators 
felt were cultured. 
The appropriation of new cultural material, refined and rearticulated to suit elite 
preferences, is more than just a matter of recognition or appreciation.  While a consumer 
may have a taste for rosé, or a taste for sriracha, the metaphor of mining focuses our 
attention on processes of transformation that ultimately make such goods recognizable as 
high status. No one consumes objects as they are found “in nature.” Across culture, 
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organizations, and the everyday world of convention, material life gets transformed. Outside 
of the literature on the cultural omnivore, studies of cultural intermediaries and critics at 
work have begun to point in this direction. For example, far from a broadening of taste 
within the fine dining world, powerful tastemakers have “prolong[ed] the hegemony of 
French culinary culture and, at the same time, exclude other national cuisines, as well as 
regional cooking from recognition as ‘haute cuisine’” (Lane 2014). 
If contemporary food culture is not characterized by a broadening of the palate, but 
by an ever widening quest to find a diamond in the rough—a new cultural object to be 
“redeemed”—future research should chart whether the apparently broadening tastes of elites 
have actually been making our collective taste more homogenous, as greater swaths of 
culture get reworked and refined to better suit elite dispositions.  
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